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Summary
The interaction of weakly or non-magnetized planets and moons with the solar wind as
well as with a magnetospheric plasma have been studied at Mars and the moons of Saturn
using plasma data from the ASPERA-3 instrument onboard Mars Express and energetic
charged particle measurements at the moons of Saturn from the MIMI/LEMMS instru-
ment aboard Cassini, respectively. The analysis of data recorded for Saturn’s moons was
complemented by hybrid plasma simulations. A series of results have been obtained from
the study of each individual system:
(a) Using plasma data from the ASPERA-3 instrument onboard Mars Express, plasma
fluid parameters (moments) have been extracted using two standard methods: by inte-
gration of the particle flux over the instruments energy range and by fitting the phase
space density profiles to maxwellian distributions. The estimated moment values from
two ASPERA-3 sensors were evaluated by comparing them with the expected values for
the solar wind and the various interaction regions within the martian magnetospheric cav-
ity. This comparison helped to identify the best calculation method and the limitations of
each sensor. Following these steps, plasma moment maps that describe the interaction of
Mars with the solar wind have been constructed for the first time and an estimation of the
planet’s atmospheric erosion rates has been performed.
(b) Using data on non-ionospheric electrons from the ELS sensor of ASPERA-3 on-
board Mars Express, the influence of two different factors that can control the global
configuration of the Martian magnetosphere has been investigated. These two factors are
the direction that the solar wind convective electric field, ES W , is pointing and the loca-
tion and intensity of the crustal magnetic field sources of the planet. Information on the
pointing of the solar wind convective electric field was extracted by the magnetometer
observations of Mars Global Surveyor (MGS), which was operating in parallel with Mars
Express in orbit around Mars. Crustal magnetic field data were retrieved from standard-
ized maps that were originally constructed from MGS observations. The non-ionospheric
electron data were organized in different coordinate systems based on the ES W pointing
and on the crustal field intensity. Interesting asymmetries were found for magnetosheath
electrons, during extreme cases (high flux events). More specifically, it was found that
high fluxes of magnetosheath electrons, measured at the terminator of the planet can in-
trude towards the wake under certain, combined geometries involving the planet’s crustal
field locations and the pointing of the ES W . The influence of the crustal fields on the in-
trusion of magnetosheath electrons at low altitudes on the planet’s dayside, has also been
evaluated.
(c) Within 9 Rs from the center of Saturn (1 Rs=60268 km) seven moons with a diam-
eter greater than 100 km are orbiting the planet in almost circular and equatorial orbits.
These moons interact continuously with the trapped plasma of radiation belts. Many of
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these moons are electromagnetically inert and absorb plasma effectively, resulting in very
characteristic depletions in the energetic electron population. The kinematics of those
electron “holes” (termed “microsignatures”), is similar to the one of the electrons be-
fore their depletion on the moon’s surface. Therefore by studying the position of these
signatures in the magnetosphere, with respect to the position of the moon that caused
them, information can be extracted about the electron flow pattern in the radiation belts.
In addition, the study of the refilling of these microsignatures, can give a direct esti-
mate of the diffusion rates in the radiation belts. The detection and analysis of almost
80 microsignatures in energetic charged particle data collected from the MIMI/LEMMS
experiment onboard the Cassini spacecraft provided the first derivation of the L-shell and
energy dependence of radial diffusion coefficients in the planet’s radiation belts. The large
variability of the extracted coefficient values indicate a dynamic magnetosphere, with ra-
diation belts being supplied with energetic electrons primarily through particle injections
from the middle magnetosphere. The location where the electron microsignatures were
detected also indicates disturbed electron trajectories, even deep in the inner Saturnian
magnetosphere. The structure of the time independent depletion signatures in energetic
ions (macrosignatures) at the orbits of Saturn’s icy moons has also been studied in a sim-
ilar way. Their presence and structure indicates that MeV ions in the radiation belts of
the planet are not supplied by particle diffusive processes, but by an external, high energy
plasma source that is most likely cosmic rays.
(d) A series of radially broad, energetic electron microsignatures have been identified
at the orbits of two asteroid-sized moons of Saturn, Methone and Anthe. It is investigated
whether these depletions did actually form by particle absorption on the surfaces of these
two moons. For this study, basic theory on energetic particle absorption by small obstacles
is considered, as well as relevant observations in the vicinity of two other small Saturnian
moons: Telesto and Helene. It was found that the depletions at the orbits of Methone and
Anthe originate from concentrations of large grains or dust clumps along the orbit of the
two moons. This gives one of the first indications that rings or ring arcs are formed at these
distances. Micrometeorid impacts on the two moon surfaces is releasing dust into orbit
around Saturn, supplying material for a faint ring formation. A similar detection along
the orbit of Saturn’s G-ring was correlated with an arc-like structure superimposed on that
ring, the complete physical characterization of which was made possible by combining
energetic electron and imaging data by the Cassini spacecraft.
(e) The physics of a plasma absorbing interaction has been studied with a three di-
mensional hybrid plasma simulation code. Saturn’s moon Rhea was selected for several
simulation case studies. In the hybrid code ions are treated as individual particles and
electrons as a massless, charge neutralizing fluid. The code used for the simulations has
been originally developed for modeling the interaction of weak comets with the solar
wind and has also been successfully applied for the simulation of the interaction of Mars
and magnetized asteroids with the solar wind and of Titan with Saturn’s magnetospheric
plasma. For the simulation runs here a slightly modified version of the code was used.
A resistivity term was added in the equations in order to achieve a more physically cor-
rect description of the electromagnetic fields in the interior of Rhea. Input parameters
for the simulations were collected from a series of studies that used plasma and magnetic
field data by Pioneer 11, Voyager 1 and 2 and Cassini missions. Simple, analytical solu-
tions of the “plasma expansion into the vacuum” problem were also considered to support
12
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the interpretation of the simulation results. Among the most important results was that
the plasma wake has a different structure parallel and perpendicular to the magnetic field
lines. Plasma expansion into the vacuum was found to be driven by different mechanisms,
parallel and perpendicular to the magnetic field. A direct comparison was done with the
physics of plasma absorbing interactions at objects immersed in the solar wind (eg. the
Earth’s Moon). Magnetic field measurements acquired by the Cassini spacecraft from
a close flyby to Rhea in November 2005 were also well reproduced by the simulation
results.
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1 Introduction
It is estimated that the Sun’s gravity dominates that of neighbouring stars in a sphere ap-
proximately 4 light years wide (or about 250000 AU/1 AU=149598000 km). This sphere
probably defines the outermost boundary of our solar system, within which a variety of
populations exists, with components ranging from the size of a planet, to that of a dust
grain or a charged particle.
Under the latest definitions and catalogues by the International Astronomical Union
(IAU), the solar system consists of the Sun, 8 planets and almost 170 moons that orbit
them, 3 dwarf planets and hundreds of thousands of small bodies, in the form of aster-
oids, comets or Kuiper belt objects (with estimations bringing this number up to billions)
(IAU 2006, de Pater et al. 2001). It also contains interplanetary dust particles, neutral
gas clouds and magnetized plasmas, the latter confined within the boundaries of the he-
liosphere or that of planetary magnetospheres.
It is obvious that any attempt to study in detail each component of these populations
is physically and technically impossible. However, the observational problems that such
a large number of components create can be overcome by identifying common properties
among them and then studying “representative” members of each “family”. Computer
simulations can also be used to complement the observations and improve our physical
understanding.
One of the largest populations in our solar system is that of the weakly magnetized
or unmagnetized bodies (WUBs). No specific definition exists for what “weakly magne-
tized” represents but the term commonly refers to celestial bodies with a magnetic field
that is either generated by an external magnetization of the ionized gas that surrounds
them (e.g. ionosphere of Mars and Venus, cometary comae), or by near-surface, perma-
nently magnetized minerals (e.g. crustal field sources at Mars and the Earth’s Moon).
Celestial bodies with weak, intrinsic dipole fields are usually excluded from this category
(e.g. Mercury, Ganymede, magnetized asteroids).
Most celestial bodies in the solar system have such “weakly magnetized” properties or
no magnetization at all. Although six out of the eight planets have dipole fields (of various
strengths), most moons of these planets show no signs of intrinsic magnetization. Magne-
tized asteroids have been discovered (Kivelson et al. 1993), but given that silicacious and
metallic asteroids (asteroids with magnetic minerals) are about 20% of the asteroid family,
the bulk of the population is probably unmagnetized. Most comets, Kuiper belt objects
or other unexplored moons of giant planets are probably also unmagnetized due to the
dominance of water ice in their composition (Bockelée-Morvan et al. 2004, Cruikshank
2005).
It is maybe not clear how this specific common property of all these bodies can be
interesting. For instance, the Earth’s Moon is vastly different in many aspects from an
15
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unmagnetized asteroid. How exactly does the lack of magnetization couple these totally
different bodies? The answer is that both bodies interact in the same way with an external,
magnetized plasma flow. Both behave as plasma absorbing obstacles; both have their
surfaces eroded by impinging plasma. Any observable difference in the interaction with
the plasma flow could highlight the importance of the different interaction scales and the
divergent characteristics of the plasma environments.
There are several examples where comparative approaches can be useful: Mars and
Venus have both a CO2 dominated atmosphere (and associated ionosphere), exposed to
the solar wind. Mars also has crustal magnetic field sources, which Venus doesn’t have,
but the Earth’s Moon has. In a way, the different elements that constitute the interaction
of Mars with the solar wind can be individually found in two other solar system objects.
Comparative studies could highlight the importance of each element in the global inter-
action (eg. Lundin and Barabash (2004a)).
Apart from the comparative approach, there are additional aspects that make the study
of WUBs interesting.
First off all, all these bodies interact directly with the solar wind or the magnetospheric
plasma that flows against them. Under these conditions the interaction can have a sub-
stantial impact in their geological evolution. For instance, the interaction of Mars with
the solar wind is thought to be one of the primary channels for Mars loosing atmospheric
material, and consequently, water from its surface (Lundin and Barabash 2004b). Such
direct interactions can be interesting in another aspect: the magnetic field can “penetrate”
into the interior of an obstacle and its deformation can provide insights on what the inter-
nal structure of that object is. The magnetic field induction signatures identified during
several Europa flybys by Galileo provided substantial evidence that oceans are present
below the surface of that moon (Khurana et al. 2001).
An additional interesting characteristic is that WUBs can have very simple physical
interaction with certain plasma populations. For instance, many inert moons of the outer
planets have a simple, geometrical and absorbing type interaction with energetic plasma
(Van Allen et al. 1980a). The energetic plasma cavities that are formed evolve primarily
due to diffusion processes in the magnetosphere, rather than due to processes associated
with wake dynamics in the low energy plasma (Samir et al. 1983). As the disturbances
that these moons cause in the energetic plasma can be accurately described, studying
their evolution can help to quantify important parameters of a series of magnetospheric
processes.
The present thesis contains results from the study of a series of WUBs and all the
aforementioned aspects that make their study interesting are highlighted.
More specifically, Chapter 3 includes results from the study of the interaction of Mars
with the solar wind, based on data collected by the ASPERA-3 plasma experiment aboard
the Mars Express spacecraft. Results presented in this chapter can be directly compared
with the forthcoming observations by the same experiment onboard Venus Express. The
erosion of the planet’s atmosphere by the solar wind is also briefly investigated, while a
detailed study is also performed regarding the complications that the presence of crustal
magnetic fields of Mars are introducing in the interaction.
Chapter 4 includes findings from the study of the interaction of Saturn’s numer-
ous icy moons with the planet’s energetic particles. The study is based on data from
Cassini’s MIMI/LEMMS experiment. By studying the structure and the evolution of sev-
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1.1 Mars in the solar wind
eral very characteristic, microscopic disturbances that the inert moons of Saturn cause
to the trapped radiation particles, a series of macroscopic processes are evaluated in the
Saturnian magnetosphere.
In Chapter 5 I present results on the extraction of the physical characteristics of ob-
stacles in orbit around Saturn that interact with magnetospheric energetic particles. This
study is again based on data from the Cassini MIMI/LEMMS experiment. Several spe-
cific events where energetic electrons were depleted by unknown absorbers are analyzed.
It is shown how the understanding of the interaction of an inert obstacle with energetic
particles can be used to extract results that are not only relevant for plasma and/or mag-
netospheric physics, but also for planetary dynamical system studies. Several findings
towards this direction are also presented in Chapter 4.
The subject of Chapter 6 is the simulation of the interaction of an inert moon with
Saturn’s magnetospheric plasma. The Saturnian moon selected for this case study is Rhea.
The topic is investigated by applying a three-dimensional plasma simulation code. The
importance of comparative approaches is also highlighted in this chapter, as the simulation
results are interpreted in the context of the Earth’s Moon interaction with the solar wind
and that of the other inert moons of Saturn with the magnetosphere. The outcome of the
simulation is further interpreted in the view of Cassini data that have been acquired during
a close flyby to Rhea.
Chapter 2 serves as a short introduction to the Mars Express and Cassini missions,
and to the instruments from which data have been acquired for the research presented in
Chapters 3-5.
In the following two sections basic facts and figures about Mars, Saturn, their moons
and their space environment are collected. Additional details and references about each
planet’s (or moon’s) space environment are given in the respective introductory sections
of each chapter. Finally, as the research in this thesis is based on the analysis of both low
energy and high energy plasma data, a brief section is included where the basic distinc-
tions of these two populations are outlined.
1.1 Mars in the solar wind
Mars is the fourth planet from the Sun, orbiting at an average distance of 1.52 AU. With
a radius of 3397 km (RM), its size is almost half that of the Earth. The orbit of Mars is
quite eccentric compared to that of the Earth, as its eccentricity is almost 0.1. On the other
hand, there are several similarities between Mars and Earth: both planets have a 24 hour
rotational period and an obliquity of their rotation axis with respect to their orbital plane
of about 25◦, the latter meaning that Mars also has seasons. A martian year lasts about
1.9 Earth years. Mars is orbited by two small asteroid-sized moons, Phobos and Deimos.
Mars has a relatively weak, CO2 dominated atmosphere, with small concentrations of
other gases like CO, H2O, O2, H2 and Ar. The surface atmospheric pressure at Mars is
about 100 times lower than at the Earth. It is the ionization of this atmosphere and the
formation of an extended ionosphere and exosphere primarily controls the interaction with
the solar wind. There are several review papers that summarize our current understanding
of the planet’s interaction with the solar wind (Nagy et al. 2004, Dubinin et al. 2006a,
Brain 2006a). A simplified sketch of the resulting configuration is shown in Figure 1.1.
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Figure 1.1: A sketch of the main interaction regions of Martian induced magnetospheric
cavity (Nagy et al. 2004). The Sun is to the left and therefore the solar wind is parallel
to the horizontal axis, flowing towards the right. The configuration peprendicular to the
solar wind velocity axis is, to a first order, axisymmetric, but the sketch shows the magne-
tosphere to be slightly more expanded in the southern part. This illustrates the effects of
the localized crustal fields that are thought to “push” the interaction boundaries outward
(see text).
As for any obstacle with a conducting ionosphere in the supersonic solar wind, a bow
shock forms upstream of the planet’s dayside ionosphere, decelerating the solar wind to
subsonic speeds. Vignes et al. (2000) found that the typical distance of the bow-shock at
the subsolar region was at 1.67 ±0.03 RM from the center of the planet and at 2.56 ±0.06
RM at the terminator. This distance increases towards large solar zenith angles (the angle
between the Sun-Mars and the Mars-observer lines). The observed variability shows a
good correlation with the pointing of the solar wind convective electric field (Vignes et al.
2001). As the spatial distribution of the mass loading is also modulated by the convective
electric field pointing (Bößwetter et al. 2004), it is then likely that this process affects the
bow shock location. Recent results from Mars Express (Dubinin et al. 2006a) and older
results from Phobos-2 (Trotignon et al. 1993) indicate no dependence of the average bow
shock position from the solar cycle or the solar wind dynamic pressure.
The magnetic field and the plasma are compressed downstream of the bow shock.
The magnetic field magnitude, the plasma density and temperature increase, forming the
magnetosheath. The magnetosheath is dominated by solar wind plasma, however as the
solar wind penetrates deeper, significant mass loading occurs from the extended exosphere
of Mars. As solar wind and exospheric ions exchange energy and momentum due to
collisions, the solar wind is effectively stopped at a location where a boundary is formed,
termed as the Magnetic Pile-Up Boundary (MPB). The average subsolar distance of the
MPB is at 1.29 ±0.04 RM and at 1.47 ±0.08 RM at the terminator (Vignes et al. 2000). This
distance is controlled by the presence of crustal magnetic field sources in the southern
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hemisphere of the planet (see text towards the end of this section) (Vignes et al. 2001,
Crider et al. 2002).
Below the MPB solar wind ions are almost absent and planetary ions appear. The
electron density does not show a substantial change, but the mean energy of electrons
drops. It would be expected that at the MPB the ionospheric electron thermal pressure
balances the solar wind dynamic pressure, but this is more the case for the interaction of
Venus with the solar wind (Elphic et al. 1980). At Mars ionospheric pressures are found
to be insufficient to stagnate the solar wind flow, which suggests that the balance at the
MPB is achieved due to a magnetized ionosphere (Nagy et al. 2004).
Below the MPB the magnetic field piles-up and drapes around the planet. This region
is called the Magnetic Pile-Up Region (MPR). What happens at even lower altitudes is
not yet clear. According to Figure 1.1, an ionopause forms. This is based on several
observations showing a boundary in the fluxes of suprathermal electrons (>10 eV) and a
dropout in the magnetic field magnitude. However, whether this boundary is indeed an
ionopause is still an open question. An alternative terminology used is that of the “photo-
electron boundary” (PEB). Below the PEB CO2 photoelectrons are commonly observed
in the expected energy range of 21-24 eV and at 27 eV (Frahm et al. 2006).
Both the magnetosheath and the MPR extend towards the tail region. The MPR plasma
properties are “interrupted” at the boundaries of the geometrical shadow of Mars, while
the draped magnetic field lines form two magnetic lobes of opposite polarity. Several
observations with the Phobos-2 spacecraft have shown that between the tail lobes a plasma
sheet of hot solar wind plasma originating from the dayside, could be present (Nagy et al.
2004).
Such a global configuration is usually termed as “induced magnetosphere”, and it
is found (with several variations) in most unmagnetized bodies that have a substantial
ionosphere or exosphere, such as Venus, active comets and Titan. Titan’s induced mag-
netosphere, however, forms without a bow-shock (and a magnetosheath) as it is usually
immersed in a subsonic plasma flow (Simon et al. 2007a).
At low altitudes or within the MPR and the tail regions planetary ions are detected.
These ions can be accelerated above the gravitational escape velocity, primarily due to
the effect of the convective electric field of the solar wind (Bößwetter et al. 2004). In this
way the planet losses atmospheric mass. Estimates of the ion escape rates using Phobos-2
data vary over 3 orders of magnitude (Lundin and Barabash 2004b). This large difference
in the various estimates reflects the limitations of the Phobos-2 instrumentation and its
statistically insignificant observations.
A surprising discovery of the Mars Global Surveyor mission was that Mars has many
strong, localized crustal magnetic field sources, most of which form an extended network
of complex, mini-magnetospheres in the planet’s southern hemisphere, as shown in the
map in Figure 1.2 (Acuña et al. 1998). It is not yet clear whether the presence of mag-
netic anomalies introduces only localized complexities or if it affects globally the induced
magnetosphere.
As mentioned earlier, magnetic anomalies tend to push outward the location of the
dayside MPB (Vignes et al. 2001, Crider et al. 2002). Several authors have also argued
that the crustal magnetic anomalies can be termed responsible for auroral-type events
(Brain et al. 2006b) that have been reported by ultraviolet spectrometer observations
(Bertaux et al. 2005). The study of Verigin et al. (2001) is the only one so far based
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Figure 1.2: A map of the radial component of the crustal magnetic field, in planetocentric
longitude and latitude coordinates (from Connerney et al. (2001)).
on spacecraft data that reports possible global changes in the induced magnetosphere
(and more specifically in the diameter of the magnetotail), as a function of crustal field
orientation. Computer simulation studies supporting this finding have been performed by
Harnett and Winglee (2005).
A series of unresolved and interesting issues of the Mars-solar wind interaction still
remain open for further research. Some of these, listed below, are discussed and are
investigated in Chapter 3.
• What are the properties of the different interaction regions, in terms of plasma
fluid parameters (moments)? Do the interaction regions and boundaries in elec-
trons and ions coincide with those identified primarily with the magnetic field data
from MGS?
• How does the weak Martian ionosphere balance the solar wind flow? Do the crustal
magnetic anomalies have any contribution?
• What are the planetary ion escape rates and how do they compare with the various
estimates from Phobos-2 and from computer simulations? How does this depend
from upstream solar wind parameters and from the orientation of the crustal fields?
• Does the presence of magnetic anomalies have global effects in the configuration
of the induced magnetospheric cavity? Is there a rotational or seasonal modulation
associated with their continuously changing orientation with respect to the solar
wind flow?
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1.2 The Saturnian magnetosphere
Saturn is the sixth planet from the Sun. Its orbit is circular and close to the ecliptic plane,
at a mean distance of 9.54 AU from the Sun. The planet’s radius is about ten times that
of the Earth, approximately 60268 km (RS ). Saturn is a gas giant, meaning most of its
volume is filled with dense gases (mainly hydrogen and helium) that are gravitationally
confined by a massive, metallic core in the planet’s center. Saturn rotates relatively fast:
a Saturnian day lasts about 10 hours and 40-50 minutes.
One of the most prominent and spectacular features of Saturn is its main ring system
that extends up to 2.3 RS from the center of the planet. Saturn is also orbited by more than
sixty moons, many of which show unique geophysical characteristics (e.g. Enceladus,
Titan and Iapetus). What is interesting is that the planet’s rings and most of its large
moons orbit Saturn inside its magnetosphere. These can act both as plasma sources and
plasma sinks.
Saturn’s magnetosphere is formed by the interaction of the planet’s dipolar field with
the solar wind. The planet’s fast rotation probably has an important role, as the result-
ing corotational electric field can dominate that of the solar wind that penetrates in the
magnetospheric cavity. A sketch of the magnetosphere, based on data acquired from the
first missions that flew-by the planet (Voyager 1,2 and Pioneer 11) is shown in Figure
1.3. More facts and details about Saturn’s magnetosphere can be found in several review
papers (eg. Blanc et al. (2002) and references therein).
As at the distance of Saturn the solar wind density and the interplanetary magnetic
field magnitude have dropped substantially, the magnetopause is on average between 20-
25 RS in the subsolar region, despite the fact that the surface magnetic field of the planet
(0.21 G at the equator) is lower than that of the Earth (0.3 G). The bow shock is located
at about 30-35 RS . Unlike any other planet, Saturn’s measured magnetic field is perfectly
axisymmetric. This is also a mystery, given that fluid flows (e.g. at Saturn’s interior)
cannot generate axisymmetric magnetic fields (Hide and Palmer 1982).
In the middle and outer magnetosphere (from about 9 RS to magnetopause), the mag-
netic field lines have magnetodisk like configuration. This means that the magnetic field
lines are stretched outwards in a region close to the planet’s magnetic equator, deviating
from the dipolar field configuration. This is primarily due to the planet’s fast rotation
which “induces” strong centrifugal forces on hot plasma flux tubes. As these flux tubes
have higher plasma than magnetic pressure (plasma beta higher than unity), the magnetic
field is “carried” outwards with the centrifugally expanding plasma, forming the magne-
todisk. A similar, and even more intense magnetodisk structure exists at Jupiter (Khurana
and Schwarzl 2005, Birmingham 1982).
The outer magnetosphere is also the region where Titan is expected to load the mag-
netosphere with heavy ions, but such evidence has yet to be found. At the nightside
magnetosphere, an extended magnetotail is formed with two north and south plasma de-
pleted lobes and a central, intense plasma sheet, with hot, solar wind plasma (Krimigis et
al. 2007).
The middle and inner magnetosphere (1-9 RS ) is uniquely structured: it coexists with
the planet’s ring system, more than 10 icy satellites, the neutral gas released due to sput-
tering from their surfaces forming a torus (3-8 RS ) and finally two diffuse dust rings (E-
and G- rings). More specifically, the E-ring is formed by cryovolcanic activity of one of
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Figure 1.3: A sketch of the Saturnian magnetosphere, with its various regions indicated
(from Krimigis et al. (2004)).
the satellites (Enceladus), which also further enhances the neutral gas torus (Dougherty et
al. 2006). Absorption signatures in energetic electrons and ions originating at the moon
surfaces are commonly detected by the respective detectors (Van Allen et al. 1980a,b,
Carbary et al. 1983, Chenette and Stone 1983, Paranicas et al. 2005).
Particles with intense energies (hundreds of keV to tens of MeV) can be found mainly
inside 6 RS . This region constitutes the planet’s radiation belts, that are to some extent
transient, given the continuous depletion of energetic particles by the icy moons, the rings
and the neutral gas. Inside 2.3 RS and in the regions magnetically connected to the main
rings, energetic particles are completely absent.
This typical picture of the middle and inner magnetosphere is shown in Figure 1.4.
The top panel shows energetic ions and the bottom panel energetic electrons measured by
two sensors of the MIMI experiment (see Section 2.2). Energetic ions are abundant in the
middle magnetosphere (L>7-8) but between 3.5-7 RS they are absent, probably because
they charge-exchange with the neutral gas and they are lost as energetic neutral atoms.
Energetic electron fluxes also drop inside 7 RS with respect to the values in the middle
magnetosphere, but in the region where energetic ions are not present, electrons are much
more abundant. Inside, 3.5 RS energetic particles in the range of 100 - 200 keV appear
(typical for radiation belts), while also MeV particles are present (not shown in this plot).
In the center of each panel, a plasma void region is seen, where energetic particles have
been depleted by Saturn’s main rings.
In both panels, ion and electron fluxes show dispersed features as a function of energy.
These are called “injections” and are thought to be the result of instabilities occurring
between the middle and outer magnetosphere (where hot plasma is present) and the inner
magnetosphere (where energetic ions are absent and electrons are less abundant) (Mauk et
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Figure 1.4: Energetic ions (top) and electrons (bottom) measured during the first orbit
of Cassini in the inner magnetosphere of Saturn, by MIMI/LEMMS and MIMI/CHEMS
sensors. The horizontal axis at the bottom shows the time while the same axis at the
top (red letters) indicates the spacecraft position in terms of dipole L-shell, L (equatorial
distance of a dipole field line in RS ). The vertical axis indicates the particle energy in keV.
Color coded in each plot is each sensor’s fluxes (red for high fluxes, black for low fluxes).
Plot taken from Mauk et al. (2005).
al. 2005). Their shape is due to energetic particles of different energy and charge having
different drift velocities at Saturn (see Section 1.3).
Given the existence of many plasma sinks it is peculiar how the radiation belts are
sustained. One of the subjects investigated in Chapter 4 through the study of the absorp-
tion effects from satellites, neutral gas and rings is exactly that: what are the sources
or the mechanisms that feed the inner magnetosphere with energetic plasma? How do
these sources counter the effects of so many plasma sinks? Are injections important for
transporting plasma in the radiation belts?
Furthermore, what is the relative importance of the large icy moons, dust and the
neutral gas as energetic plasma sinks? Are there additional dust populations that can
make their presence known by the absorption effects, as the planet’s neutral gas torus and
its main rings? Why are such depletions more pronounced in the energetic plasma? Is the
formation and evolution of plasma cavities at different energy ranges different and why?
These questions are investigated in Chapters 4-6.
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1.3 Cold plasma and energetic particles
As it is obvious from the two previous sections, the plasma environments of Mars and
Saturn have distinct differences. Both the induced magnetosphere of Mars and the mag-
netosphere of Saturn have external and internal plasma sources, however the energy range
where charged particles are found is much broader at Saturn.
For both planets the solar wind is a particle source, while each planet’s bow shock
is a source of energization (Dubinin et al. 2006b, Orlowski et al. 1995, Krimigis 1992).
However, due to the much larger scales and the higher complexity of the saturnian magne-
tosphere, particles there can be accelerated to much higher energies (tens of MeV) than at
Mars (tens of keV). Furthermore, Saturn, due to its dipole field, can also trap particles of
hundreds of MeV that originate from galactic cosmic rays (eg. secondary products from
impacts of cosmic rays on Saturn’s rings (Randall 1994)).
For example, thermalized particles downstream of Saturn’s bow-shock at Saturn that
leak through the magnetopause can be further accelerated through an inward radial dif-
fusive transport. During such a process their magnetic moment remains constant. The
magnetic moment (µ = 12
m u2⊥
B ) is proportional to E/B (where E is the particle’s energy due
to motion perpendicular to the field lines and B the magnetic field magnitude). In a dipole
field and along the magnetic equator, B ∝ R−3, with R the distance from the dipole source
(or in our case the planet’s center). Therefore, conservation of µ means that a radially
diffusing particle from 20 RS to 4 RS for example, can increase its energy 125 times.
Such a process is not possible for Mars, where the length scales for particle acceler-
ation are about 1000 times smaller than at Saturn. Furthermore, due to the spatially re-
stricted interaction region at Mars and the absence of an undisturbed dipole field, charged
particles cannot be trapped for long time scales and be further accelerated by other pro-
cesses, such as wave particle interactions (Horne et al. 2005). Therefore processes in-
volving energetic particles can be better studied at Saturn than at Mars.
There is no real “energy boundary” above which a particle is classified as energetic.
Both particle populations are governed by the same physical laws, however the energy of
each particle can amplify or “hide” several effects which could be employed in order to
illustrate some basic differences between energetic and low energy particles:
• Particle velocity (or energy) distributions in the solar wind or in planetary mag-
netospheres are usually described by a “kappa-distribution”, where the effect of a
maxwellian distribution at low energies and an inverse power law dependence at
high energies ( f = foE−κ) are combined. Such a distribution is shown in Figure
1.5. Theoretically, a maxwellian distribution is valid for a plasma population in
thermal equilibrium. The partial applicability of the maxwellian distribution in so-
lar system plasmas results from the low frequency of collisions between charged
particles, which means that non-equilibrium distributions are also present. These
can be described by the power law component of the kappa distribution for energies
much higher than κkT , where k is Boltzmann’s constant and T is the temperature
of the Maxwellian component of the distribution. The E = κkT limit can be used
to distinguish low energy (cold) and energetic particles (or the “thermal” and the
“suprathermal” component of the distribution).
• As it can be easily realized from Figure 1.5, energetic particles usually have a small
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Figure 1.5: A kappa distribution for different values of the index κ. Note that for κ → ∞
the distribution retains a purely Maxwellian form (from Watt and Rankin (2006)).
contribution to the total plasma density. By simply integrating the maxwellian com-
ponent of the kappa-distribution over energy, the plasma density can be derived with
only a small error. On the other hand, for a hot plasma (broad distribution/ low κ),
energetic particles can have very high contribution to the total plasma pressure (see
for example Sergis et al. (2007)).
• In a magnetized plasma and under the effect of an electric field, the bulk velocity of
the thermal particles is dominated by the E × B force, while for energetic particles
magnetic drifts can be very important. An example of a magnetic drift is that of
the “gradient-drift”, which results from a gradient in the magnetic field magnitude
(Figure 1.6). As charged particles spiral around the magnetic field lines with a
gyroradius that is different for a region of strong magnetic field than for a region of
a weak magnetic field, the resulting trajectory is not closed and the particle’s center
of gyration (called the guiding center) drifts. This drift is different for particles
of opposite charge and it is usually important only for high energies, as shown in
Figure 1.7. The limit above which magnetic drifts dominate is different for each
space environment, but can also be used to separate cold and energetic particles.
• For energies at which magnetic drifts are important, charged particle populations
cannot be assigned to a single value and direction for the bulk velocity (eg. as in
a fluid description). On the other hand, lower energy particle distributions can be
assigned a single bulk velocity value.
While the discussion about the differences between cold plasma and energetic parti-
cles can be much more extensive, the most basic points relevant to the subjects discussed
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Figure 1.6: Illustration of the gradient drift. The magnetic field points out of the page and
increases along the y-axis.
Figure 1.7: The effect of gradient drift at Saturn at a distance of 3 RS from the center
of the planet and for equatorial electrons and ions, as a function of particle energy. For
energies lower than 1 keV the electric field drift, E × B, controls the bulk motion of the
particles. For higher energies the gradient drift results in velocities strongly dependent
on energy and charge. The velocity is given in an inertial coordinate system centered at
Saturn and the velocity calculation is based on formulas given in Appendix A.
in this thesis have been described in the aforementioned points.
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In this chapter I summarize some basic facts about the different types of particle and fields
instruments that are used in the space missions from which data has been obtained for this
thesis. Rather than going into details, descriptions will mainly include the measurement
principles and techniques of the various instruments. More emphasis will be given to the
description of the charged particle detectors on Mars Express and Cassini from which
most of the data has been acquired. These are the ASPERA-3/ELS and ASPERA-3/IMA
electron and ion sensors, respectively, on Mars Express and the MIMI/LEMMS energetic
charged particle detector of Cassini.
2.1 Particles and fields instrumentation on Mars Express
Mars Express is the first mission of the European Space Agency to a planet of our solar
system other than the Earth. It was launched on the 2nd of June of 2003 and entered in
orbit around Mars few days before the end of 2003. Despite being a low cost mission,
Mars Express carries a set of advanced instruments for remote and in-situ observations of
the plasma environment, the atmosphere, the ionosphere, the surface and the subsurface of
the planet. Mars Express was also carrying a small lander (Beagle 2), which unfortunately
failed to send a signal from the surface.
For studies of the planet’s plasma environment the most important instrument on Mars
Express is ASPERA-3 (Analyzer of Space Plasma and Energetic Atoms). ASPERA-3
combines electron, ion and energetic neutral atom (ENA) sensors. Only electron and ion
data are used for this thesis. Data from the ENA sensors were not considered because
these sensors turned out to be more sensitive to the UV light than expected. Taking ad-
vantage of the elliptical orbit of Mars Express, which covers sufficiently all interaction
regions of the martian magnetospheric cavity, studies of the global magnetospheric dy-
namics are possible (Figure 2.1).
The ASPERA-3 instrument is also the first experiment capable of determining large
scale statistics of plasma moments (density, velocity, temperature, pressure) in the en-
vironment of Mars. The plasma moments calculation was essential for a more detailed
analysis of the ASPERA-3 data, as well as for the estimation of the erosion rates of the
Martian atmosphere.
In the following sections, several additional details are provided for the ASPERA-3
instrument, as well for the additional data sources and tools that support the ASPERA-
3 data analysis. The conversion of ASPERA-3 data to plasma moments is also briefly
discussed in Section 2.1.3.
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Figure 2.1: A typical orbit of Mars Express that crosses all interaction regions of Mars
with the solar wind. The orbit is plotted in a coordinate system where the positive x-axis
points opposite to the solar wind direction from the center of the planet and the y-axis is
the cylindrical axis of symmetry (see Section 3.1 for more information on the coordinate
systems). The locations of the bow shock and the magnetic pile-up boundary (MPB) are
also drawn. The orbit shown is from August 2005. Under the effect of gravitational fields
of Mars and the Sun the orbital plane gradually rotates, and in this way additional regions
are accessed within the mission time.
2.1.1 The ASPERA-3 instrument
The ASPERA-3 instrument consists of the Main Unit (MU) and the Ion Mass Analyzer
(IMA) (Figure 2.2). The MU houses three sensors: the Neutral Particle Imager (NPI), the
Neutral Particle Detector (NPD) and the Electron Spectrometer (ELS). It also includes
a scanner that is used to achieve a 3D coverage with these three sensors. The MU also
houses the electronics for operations and data handling. IMA has its own electronics
package. As data are used only from ELS and IMA, in the short descriptions that follow
no details will be given for NPI and NPD. More detailed information on ASPERA-3 can
be found in (Barabash et al. 2007a).
2.1.1.1 Electron Spectrometer - ELS
The ELS spectrometer is a top hat electrostatic analyzer that can measure electrons be-
tween 0.4 eV and 20 keV, with an energy resolution of 8% in a 4◦ × 360◦ field of view. A
cut-sectional view of ELS is shown in Figure 2.3.
As shown in the schematic, particles are entering from the top hat and are then de-
flected within the hemispherical structure by an electric field. The electrons that go
through are detected and recorded through a Microchannel Plate (MCP), in a total of
16 anodes (each anode for a different direction). The deflection electric field is generated
by applying a positive voltage in the inner hemispherical structure. The voltage is usually
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Figure 2.2: The IMA sensor (left) and the Main Unit with the ELS in view (right)
Figure 2.3: A cut-sectional view of the ELS sensor.
divided into 128 steps, up to 2800 Volts (equivalent to ∼ 20 keV electron energy). This
determines the energy channels of ELS. A full voltage scan lasts about 4 seconds. The
cylindrical symmetry of the sensor ensures that during these 4 seconds a full 360◦, 2D
scan is achieved. If the MU scanner is operated then 3D coverage becomes possible. A
full 3D scan takes between 32 and 128 seconds to complete, but has not been applied for
the first two years of the mission.
ELS is not UV sensitive and can be operated even when the electron entrances are
directly exposed to the sunlight. ELS is more sensitive to spacecraft photoelectrons. To
avoid saturation of the sensor by spacecraft photoelectrons a negative voltage is applied
to the top-hat entrance. This usually prevents the detection of less than 5 eV electrons.
2.1.1.2 Ion Mass Analyzer - IMA
IMA is the ion sensor of ASPERA-3 that is mounted on the side of the Mars Express
spacecraft opposite the MU (and ELS) is. The IMA sensor can perform simultaneously
both ion energy spectroscopy and ion composition analysis. More specifically, IMA de-
termines the mass per charge (M/q) and energy per charge (E/q) of ions with 1-30 amu/e
and 10 eV/e - 30 keV/e. A sketch of IMA is shown in Figure 2.4.
The IMA design ensures a full angular coverage in azimuth with 16 anodes oriented
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Figure 2.4: A cut-sectional view of the IMA sensor.
perpendicular to the instrument’s primary axis of symmetry. 3D coverage is achieved by
electrostatic scanning (or elevation scanning) perpendicular to the azimuthal plane. The
opening angle for the elevation scanning is 90◦ and is divided into 16 sectors. A full
elevation scanning lasts 192 s and it is achieved with the use of a deflector that applies
changing voltages at the ion entrance.
Particles that pass the deflector continue their trajectory in a spherical electrostatic an-
alyzer (ESA). By applying different voltages on the ESA surfaces, particles are filtered in
energy per charge. The surviving particles are then distinguished according to their M/q,
first by acquiring an acceleration by a negative voltage lower than 4 kV (Post acceleration
- PAC), and then by deflection from permanent magnets, which form a total field of 1200
G. Three PAC levels exist, each selected to achieve different mass resolution.
The ions impact a MCP, and the electron cloud produced is detected by a system of 32
concentric anode rings (each corresponding to a different ion mass) and 16 anodes (corre-
sponding to the particle’s azimuth). Therefore, the output of IMA includes information of
the particles M/q, E/q and direction in 3D-space. Full angular coverage is only limited by
the opening angle for the elevation scan (180◦ would have been required for 4pi coverage)
and by the fact that the spacecraft body is shading several directions.
2.1.2 Additional data sources
One of the drawbacks of the Mars Express mission is that the ASPERA-3 experiment is
not complemented by a magnetometer. A partial solution to this problem was possible by
using the magnetic field data by the magnetometer of the Mars Global Surveyor space-
craft (MGS), which was operating until November 2006, covering 2.5 years of MEX
operations. MGS was orbiting Mars at a 400 km, circular and sun-synchronous orbit.
At this altitude and at the dayside of the planet MGS could sample information about
the interplanetary magnetic field (IMF). At 400 km altitude the resulting magnetic field is
strongly enhanced by the interaction with the planet’s ionosphere, however its clock angle
is not significantly altered with respect to the IMF.
Therefore, by using the MGS magnetometer data it was at least possible to infer the
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approximate orientation of the IMF. One complication is that at the 400 km of MGS’s
orbit, the martian crustal fields are quite strong and could of course “shadow” the IMF.
By using crustal field models and maps, MGS magnetometer data from regions where the
crustal fields where stronger than 5 nT were not considered for the calculation of the IMF
orientation (Connerney et al. 2001).
Several studies have shown that approximating the IMF orientation in this way repro-
duces the well understood asymmetry in the escape of planetary ions (Bößwetter et al.
2004), which is modulated by the direction of the IMF (Barabash et al. 2007b). This
suggests that the method gives valid results. MGS orbits Mars every two hours, meaning
that dayside data exist for at least twelve times per day for the determination of the IMF
direction. Using this input from MGS a new coordinate system can be defined, with its
primary axis associated with the IMF orientation (see Section 3.1).
2.1.3 Plasma moments: calculation methods
As mentioned earlier, the conversion of IMA and ELS fluxes to plasma moments (or
plasma fluid parameters) is essential for a better physical description of the global con-
figuration of the Martian magnetosphere, for a more detailed analysis of the ASPERA-3
data, and for the estimation of the erosion rates of the Martian atmosphere.
A simple definition for plasma moments exists for a homogenous and time indepen-
dent population of single particle species:
Mk =
∫
f (v)(v)kd3v. (2.1)
Here M is a tensor of order k and f (v) is the distribution function, dependent on the
velocity, v. According to the order of the tensor, several normalization values exist.
For k=0 we get the particle number density n, k=1 gives the velocity vector, nor-
malized by n, while k=2 gives the pressure tensor. The measurable quantity for particle
counters is the differential flux J(E,Ω,r) for particles of energy E, at a position r, within
a solid angle dΩ. If m is the particle mass, the relation between the distribution function
and the differential flux is:
J(E,Ω, r) = v
2
m
f (r,v) = 2E
m2
f (r,v) (2.2)
Two main methods exist for estimating moments from the differential flux. One is in-
tegrating over a given range in the phase space, and the second by assuming a Boltzmann
distribution for the phase space density. These methods are briefly described below. Both
methods require first the data to be cleaned from the various noise sources that affect IMA
and ELS. More details can be found in Fränz et al. (2007).
2.1.3.1 Integration method
In this method analytical expressions are used to integrate the measurable quantities in
the phase space. The advantage of this method is that it can provide plasma moments
for distributions that cannot be easily described by distributions (e.g. Boltzmann). The
disadvantage is that this integration is limited only within the phase-space range that the
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instrument covers. Low energy (<5 eV) distributions, which for example could contain a
large fraction of electron fluxes in Mars’s ionosphere, cannot be accessed by ELS or IMA
and the respective moments cannot be estimated.
Using equations 2.1 and 2.2, the formulas for moment calculation can be derived. For
the calculation of electron moments, a spherically symmetric distribution is assumed.
For k=0 in Equation 2.1, the expression for the number density is:
n =
∫
v
f (v)d3v =
∫
dϕ
∫
dϑ sinϑ
∫
dvv2 f (v, ϑ, ϕ) (2.3)
In the case of spherical symmetry:
n = 4pi
∫
v
f (v)v2dv (2.4)
Using equation 2.2, and because dE = mudu:
n =
∫
dϕ
∫
dϑ sinϑ
∫
dv f (v)v2 ⇒ n =
∫
dϕ
∫
dϑ sinϑ
∫
dE J
v
(2.5)
If c(E, ϕ, ϑ) are the detector counts, G(E, ϕ, ϑ) the geometric factor of the detector, τ the
acquisition time and ∆E=En+1-En the energy width of the n-th electron channel, then:
J =
c(E, ϕ, ϑ)
G(E, ϕ, ϑ)τ∆E (2.6)
Substituting integrals with sums and for dE≡ ∆E:
n =
∑
ϕ
∆ϕ
∑
ϑ
∆ϑ sinϑ
∑
E
c(E, ϕ, ϑ)
G(E, ϕ, ϑ)τv(E) , (2.7)
where v(E) =
√
2E
m
.
The general expression for the velocity (k = 1)is:
nv =
∫
v
v f (v)d3v (2.8)
or explicitly:
nvx =
∫
dϕ cosϕ
∫
dϑ sin2 ϑ
∫
dEJ(E, ϑ, ϕ) (2.9)
nvy =
∫
dϕ sinϕ
∫
dϑ sin2 ϑ
∫
dEJ(E, ϑ, ϕ)
nvz =
∫
dϕ
∫
dϑ sinϑ cosϑ
∫
dEJ(E, ϑ, ϕ)
For k=2 the expression for the pressure tensor is:
P = m
∫
v
(vi − vk)(vi − vk)d3v = m[M2 − nvivk], (2.10)
where:
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M2 =
∫
Ω
∫
v
vivk f (v)dΩdv, (2.11)
and i,k: (0,1,2) or (x,y,z) respectively.
P is a symmetric tensor with 9 directional elements. However, due to spatial coverage
limitations of the sensor, only the three diagonal terms are resolved in the ASPERA-3
coordinate system. Assuming that these are the most important:
Pxx = m
∫
dϕ cos2 ϕ
∫
dϑ sin3 ϑ
∫
dEvJ(v, ϑ, ϕ) − mv2xn (2.12)
Pyy = m
∫
dϕ sin2 ϕ
∫
dϑ sin3 ϑ
∫
dEvJ(v, ϑ, ϕ) − mv2yn
Pzz = m
∫
dϕ
∫
dϑ sinϑ cos2 ϑ
∫
dEvJ(v, ϑ, ϕ) − mv2z n
and
P =
Pxx + Pyy + Pzz
3 , (2.13)
T =
P
2nK
⇒ T [eV] = 3122 P[nPa]
n[cm−3] , (2.14)
where K is the Boltzmann constant and 1 nPa=10−8dyn/cm2.
2.1.3.2 Fitting method
With the fitting method plasma moments are estimated by assuming that the phase space
density has a Maxwellian distribution in the velocity space. The characteristic parameters
of the extracted distribution can then be converted to plasma moments. The location of
the distribution’s peak defines the bulk plasma velocity, the width is characteristic for the
plasma temperature and the area is indicative of the plasma density.
The advantage of this method is that the calculated distributions can be extrapolated to
ranges in phase-space that are not covered by the instrument’s sensors. Furthermore, it can
be used to distinguish the characteristics of different plasma populations (by using more
than one maxwellian). A disadvantage is that it can give erroneous results for distributions
that deviate from that of a maxwellian or for data samples with low signal to noise ratio.
The velocity space distribution can be expressed as
f (v) = C · e−
(v−v¯)2
v2t , (2.15)
where v¯ is the bulk velocity which may be determined by integration or by identifying the
energy where the distribution peaks. The constant C is determined by Equation 2.4:
C = n(√pivt)3
. (2.16)
Replacing the thermal velocity vt by the thermal energy using vt =
√
2Et
m
allows to
express the phase space density as
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Figure 2.5: Illustration of two maxwellian distributions with different characteristics (in
arbitrary units). Each distribution’s area, width and peak location provide the plasma
moments.
f (E) = n ·
(
m
pi2Et
)3/2
· e− E−2
√
E ¯E+ ¯E
Et , (2.17)
where the mean energy is: ¯E =
∫
E E· f (E)∫
E f (E)
.
Expressing E in eV, n in 1/cm3 and m in electron masses, me, the result is:
¯f (E)[s3/km6] = 0.86 · 106n ·
(
m
Et
)3/2
· e− E−2
√
E ¯E+ ¯E
Et . (2.18)
On the other hand the phase space density for each energy channel can be expressed
by the omni-directional differential flux J(E) as:
f (E) = J(E)m
3
p2
=
J(E)m2
2E
. (2.19)
Using Equation 2.6, f(E) becomes
f (E) = m
2
2Gτ
c(E)
∆E · E . (2.20)
Again expressing E in eV and m in electron masses me gives
¯f (E)[s3/km6] = 0.161m
2
Gτ
c¯(E)
∆E · E . (2.21)
Demanding equality between Equations 2.18 and 2.21 allows to determine density n
and thermal energy Et by fitting to the measured spectrum of f (E).
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For a positive spacecraft potential, Ep, the energy for each step has to be replaced by
E−Ep. Since spacecraft potentials are less than 20 eV, this correction is only important for
electrons or low energy ion distributions (eg. in the ionosphere). In addition, for plasma
bulk speeds below 400km/s, ¯E < 1eV for electrons such that ¯E = 0 can be used for fitting
electron distributions.
2.2 Particles and fields instrumentation on Cassini
Cassini is part of the Cassini/Huygens mission which was launched in October 1997 and
arrived at Saturn in July 2004. It is the fourth mission that visits the ringed planet after
Pioneer 11 and the two Voyager probes, but just the first that enters in orbit around it.
Cassini carries maybe the most advanced set of instruments ever flown on a planetary
probe, including cameras and radio remote-sensing detectors for multi-wavelength obser-
vations, an advanced particles and fields package, a neutral mass spectrometer and a dust
detector.
The orbit of Cassini is optimized for a series of scientific observations, both for the
planet, its rings, moons and space environment. Regarding magnetospheric studies, the
orbit covers most regions of Saturn’s magnetosphere at both equatorial and high latitudes
(Figure 2.6). Most of the data shown in the following chapter come from the first 22 orbits
of Cassini (up to the end of 2005), but some cover also periods in 2006 and 2007.
Figure 2.6: Cassini’s orbital tour in two projection planes: on the equatorial plane viewed
from the north of Saturn (left), and on a north-south plane (right), as viewed from an
equatorial position. The Sun is towards the right, in both panels. The different parts of
Cassini’s orbital tour are indicated with different color, with the correct sequence being
white (up to Feb. 2005), orange (up to Sept. 2005), green (up to July 2006), blue (up to
July 2007), yellow (up to September 2007) and red (up to July 2008).
The research performed for the planet’s magnetosphere and its interaction with the
Saturnian moons is primarily based on energetic electron data from the MIMI/LEMMS
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sensor of Cassini. MIMI stands for “Magnetospheric Imaging Instrument” and LEMMS
for “Low Energy Magnetospheric Measurement System”. LEMMS is one of the three
sensors that comprise MIMI, the other being INCA (Ion and Neutral Camera) and CHEMS
(Charge-Energy Mass Spectrometer). A detailed description of MIMI is given in Krimigis
et al. (2004). As electron data were mainly used in this thesis, here I describe the capa-
bilities of LEMMS as an electron sensor. In addition, few basic facts are outlined about
several other Cassini experiments that their data has been used to complement energetic
particle measurements by LEMMS.
2.2.1 The MIMI/LEMMS instrument
LEMMS is designed to make three dimensional energy spectroscopy of energetic elec-
trons and ions in the energy range between ∼10 keV and a few MeV. A picture of LEMMS
is shown in Figure 2.7. As it can be seen, LEMMS consists of two telescopes, each one
intended for “low-energy” particles (<1-2 MeV/nucleon) and one for higher energy par-
ticles. LEMMS is mounted on a turntable, the rotation of which establishes a full 2D
coverage on a “disk”. Combined with spacecraft rotations, LEMMS can measure 3D
distributions. Few more details on the LEMMS instrument are given below.
Figure 2.7: A flight test model of the LEMMS sensor, with its main parts indicated.
2.2.1.1 Measurement principle and characteristics
Due to their very high energies most energetic particles cannot be deflected by electric
or magnetic fields like those applied in electrostatic analyzers (e.g.. IMA and ELS of
ASPERA-3). Under such fields the trajectories of energetic particles within the limited
volume of a detector have negligible differences.
Therefore a different technique is used for their measurement, based primarily on the
energy deposition of energetic particles in semiconductors. In principle, several thin solid-
state detectors are arranged in line (telescope configuration). When charged particles
impact one of these detectors, under the effect of Coulomb collisions they either deposit
all their energy and are absorbed or they penetrate through the detector and are absorbed
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by a subsequent one. Each impact on a detector is identified as an electronic pulse, the
characteristics of which contain information on the particle’s mass, atomic number and
incident energy.
In the first case, an upper limit can be given for the energy of the particle, based
on the thickness and the material of the detector. Particles that are absorbed in the first
element of the detector are below a given energy threshold. This threshold depends on the
thickness and the material of the detector, but can be also controlled manually (eg. to avoid
saturation by many “low energy” particles). If particles cross the first detector, the energy
deposition in that detector of thickness Xi (δE ∼ (dE/dx)Xi), and the final absorption by
a subsequent detector, provide the upper and lower limits of the particle’s energy. These
combinations are usually called “coincidences”. Different coincidences can be used to
distinguish not only the particle’s energy, but also its mass or its nature (electron or ion).
Various coincidences can also help to distinguish foreground from background.
This basic technique is used also by LEMMS, with several modifications. A cut-
sectional view of LEMMS is shown in the left panel of Figure 2.8, where the different
arrangement of detectors is shown for the low energy telescope (E1, F1, E2, F2, A and B)
and the high energy telescope (D1, D2, D3a, D3b, D4). Coincidences of these detectors
“form” the various channels of LEMMS (usually termed as “rate channels”).
Figure 2.8: A cut-sectional view of LEMMS (left) and illustration of electron and ion
separation and detection in the low-energy telescope.
In the right panel of Figure 2.8, the particle detection through the low energy telescope
is also illustrated more clearly. Electrons in the range of 20-750 keV can still be deflected
by permanent magnets placed in the entrance of the telescope. This deflection can be
used as an additional “energy filter” for electrons. On the other hand, ions follow almost
straight trajectories due to their large mass and impact the A-detector.
In this thesis mainly energetic electron data are used from LEMMS. The electron
measurements of LEMMS that are analyzed cover the energy range between 20 keV and
few MeV. 16 rate channels with coarse energy resolution are defined: C0-C7, that measure
electrons between 18 and 750 keV, and the E0-E7 channels for electrons of 95 keV up to
a few tens of MeV. The typical time resolution for the 16 rate channels is 5.375 s per data
point although this can be varied during the mission. Three electron priority rate channels,
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ELECTRON CHANNELS
Channel Energies Channel Energies
(keV) (MeV)
C0 18-35.9 E0 0.095-1.8
C1 27.1-49.5 E1 0.237-2.5
C2 41-63.9 E2 0.21-3.51
C3 58.5-102.5 E3 0.665-∼4
C4 94.1-204 E4 0.665-∼3
C5 181.9-319.5 E5 >0.665
C6 300-496.3 E6 1.045-∼11
C7 499-745.3 E7 ∼10.0-∼100.0
ION CHANNELS Telescope Energy range
A-channels Low energy (A0-A8) 20 keV - 3 MeV
P-channels High energy (P2-P8) 2 MeV - 60 MeV
Table 2.1: List of LEMMS electron channels and their energy ranges (passbands), con-
sidered for the thesis. Note that the values have been updated compared to the ones given
in Krimigis et al. (2004). The E4 and E5 channels could possibly have a slightly higher
threshold than 665 keV.
C1, C5 and E4, can also provide eight times higher time resolution.
A list of the characteristics of the 16 electron channels is given in Table 2.1. Several
basic facts about the ion channels are also included in the same Table.
It is noted that although fairly accurate energy passbands exist for the E channels,
there is still some uncertainty in the exact numbers, especially for the highest energy
channels (E4-E7). For this reason, several results based on the E channel recordings are
treated carefully, especially if it is possible that a change in the instrumental parameters
can significantly affect the conclusions of the present work.
In order to achieve higher energy resolution, LEMMS uses a Pulse Height Analyzer
(PHA) that can divide an electron spectrogram into 128 energy steps for energies between
20 keV and 2 MeV. The PHA channels have the typical time resolution of LEMMS. PHA
analysis is also possible for ions, with 64 energy steps in this case. The technique is
based on the fact that particles impinging on the solid state detectors produce pulses,
the amplitudes of which are proportional to each particle’s energy. Measuring the pulse
height distribution on a given detector, a much higher resolution energy spectroscopy is
achieved.
LEMMS also gives information on the particle’s pitch angles, by taking into ac-
count the orientation of the magnetic field obtained by the magnetometer experiment
(Dougherty et al. 2004a). The pitch angle is defined as the angle of the particle’s ve-
locity with respect to the magnetic field vector. As the sensor rotates on a platform with
a period of 86 s, pitch angle coverage is achieved with an angular extent that depends
on the spacecraft orientation. Therefore, when LEMMS rotates, the priority channels are
actually of high angular resolution, rather than high time resolution. In this case, the time
resolution for any one direction is 86 s.
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When the sensor does not rotate (which is true for all orbits after 2nd of February,
2005), LEMMS is monitoring a very narrow pitch angle range with a high time resolu-
tion in that fixed direction. Pitch angle coverage is then achieved only during spacecraft
attitude changes. This is a definite advantage for the detection and observation of the fine
structure of satellite absorption signatures, which is the subject of study in Chapters 4 and
5.
LEMMS has two primary noise sources: the first is UV radiation, which primarily
affects the lowest energy channels of the low energy telescope. Solar UV effects are
easily identified as a sharp and unrealistic jump in the channel’s count rates. Data from
such intervals cannot be corrected and therefore were not considered for analysis. The
high energy telescope is protected from UV radiation by a thin foil. This telescope cannot
be used for keV particles, as the foil would have absorbed them.
The second source of noise are the MeV particles, which can penetrate the LEMMS
structure and reach the detectors, giving a false signal. Penetrating radiation effects can
be approximated, either by using a calibration shield on LEMMS, or by using data from
close moon flybys, as discussed in Section 4.2.1.1.
2.2.2 Additional data sources
As with the analysis of ASPERA-3 data of Mars Express, several additional datasets
have been considered in this thesis to complement the analysis of the Cassini/LEMMS
data. In many cases, magnetic field data from the magnetometer of Cassini were used
in order to calculate particle pitch angles (Chapters 4 and 5). Analysis of magnetic field
data was also performed, in conjunction with theoretical modelling, in Chapter 6. The
Cassini magnetometer from which data have been retrieved for the present study is a
triaxial, fluxgate magnetometer, placed halfway along a 11 m long boom (Dougherty et
al. 2004a).
For Chapter 5 images from Cassini’s ISS camera (Porco et al. 2004) are also used
to provide constraints to the LEMMS data analysis. The analysis of ISS camera images
was not performed by me, but by researchers of the respective scientific group during
collaborative studies.
2.3 Summary
In this chapter, the operating principles, the characteristics and the limitations of two
different particle detectors have been outlined (Mars Express ASPERA-3 and Cassini
MIMI/LEMMS). Results shown in the three following chapters are primarily based on
data from these two instruments. Techniques to convert the ASPERA-3 IMA and ELS
data to fluid parameters (plasma moments) have also been described and several sec-
ondary data sources important for scientific analysis have been also listed. In the fol-
lowing chapters the analysis techniques, each instrument’s capabilities and the various
problems or limitations of the two different datasets are discussed and illustrated through
several scientific applications.
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solar wind: Mars Express
ASPERA-3 observations
The interaction of Mars with the solar wind has been under almost continuous research
over the last two decades, through the particles and fields experiments of the Phobos-2,
the Mars Global Surveyor (MGS) and the Mars Express (MEX) missions. While it is
understood that the nature of the interaction is primarily determined by the presence of
the planet’s dayside ionosphere (Nagy et al. 2004, Dubinin et al. 2006a, Brain 2006a), it
is difficult to establish the individual influence of all the different factors which control
the configuration of the Martian induced magnetospheric cavity.
As briefly described in the Introduction (Chapter 1), complications come from the
presence of the crustal fields (Acuña et al. 1998, Connerney et al. 2001), their rotation
with the planet and their changing orientation with Martian season and with respect to the
interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) direction. Their presence is known to be the source of
localized asymmetries in the dayside magnetosphere, but the existence of global effects
(Verigin et al. 2001) has not yet been verified.
The study of the global configuration is the primary subject of study in this chapter.
As a first step, global moment maps are constructed to indicate the macroscopic structures
of the interaction in terms of plasma fluid parameters and to provide a more statistically
significant description of the overall configuration than the Phobos-2 and MGS missions
did. The heavy ion escape fluxes are also calculated, as a direct application of this moment
extraction.
Another aspect of the global configuration is then studied, using only a subset of the
ASPERA-3/ELS data, in an attempt to distinguish possible asymmetries in the spatial
distribution of non-ionospheric electron fluxes as function of the solar wind convective
electric field orientation (Esw) and of the crustal magnetic fields. The study of non-
ionospheric (energetic) electrons can provide hints to the origin of the energetic electron
high flux events that have been observed in the wake of Mars (Lundin et al. 2005, Brain
et al. 2006b).
3.1 Coordinate systems
Before ASPERA-3 data are discussed, it is important to introduce the different coordinate
systems where these data can be mapped to. Each coordinate system can be employed for
different purposes. In this chapter, two coordinate systems are primarily used:
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• The Mars-Solar-Orbital coordinate system (MSO): This system has its primary
axis oriented along the direction of the solar wind bulk velocity,v. More specifically,
MSO has the positive X-axis pointing from the center of Mars to the Sun (opposite
to v), the positive y-axis defines the direction opposite to the heliocentric orbital
velocity of Mars, and the Z-axis (pointing towards the ecliptic north) completes the
system.
• The Mars-Solar-Electric coordinate system (MSE): This system has its z-axis
oriented along the direction of the interplanetary electric field, E (∼ v×B) (Fedorov
et al. 2005). Here, v is the bulk velocity vector of the solar wind and B defines the
IMF vector, estimated from the MGS magnetometer data. MSE has the positive
X-axis pointing from Mars to Sun (opposite to v), the positive Z-axis defines the
direction of E, and the Y-axis defines the transverse IMF component direction.
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Figure 3.1: The same MEX orbit is shown in two different displays in order to illustrate
the function of the Rcyl product. On the left panel, the x-axis corresponds to the XMS O,
and the y-axis to Rcyl. The right panel shows the same orbit, but with the y-axis this time
being the ZMS O direction. In both panels, the outer boundary is the bow shock and the
inner boundary is the MPB, based on formulas for their average position and shape by
Vignes et al. (2000).
A typical, common product for both coordinate systems is the cylindrical distance,
defined as Rcyl =
√
Y2MS O + Z
2
MS O ≡
√
Y2MS E + Z
2
MS E. This product is derived from the
fact that the plasma distribution around the X-axis (of any of the two systems) is, to a
first order, cylindrically symmetric. Plasma distribution maps are usually constructed in
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an X-Rcyl plane. Although with such a display, equatorial and polar regions are mixed,
statistics improve and macroscopic features of the interaction can be easily identified.
Furthermore, as Rcyl ≥ 1, the projected location of MEX does not “intersect” the Martian
surface, which makes such plots easy to read and interpret (Figure 3.1).
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Figure 3.2: A typical ASPERA-3 dataset from an orbit in the 2nd of February, 2006.
See text for detailed explanation. The following list of panels is shown (from top to bot-
tom): ELS count rate energy spectrogram, IMA count rate energy spectrogram, fitted
electron number density for non-ionospheric electrons, He++ bulk velocity components,
non-ionospheric fitted electron temperature, modelled crustal magnetic field magnitude
along the orbit of MEX, and MEX position components in the MSO coordinate system in
units of RM. The locations of the bow shock (BS), the MPB, the solar wind, the magne-
tosheath, the MPR/ionosphere and the detection of planetary ions are indicated.
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3.2 ASPERA-3 data
As of March 2007, Mars Express has completed more than 3800 orbits around Mars and
has achieved a very good coverage of most of the interaction regions of the planet with
the solar wind. With such a large number of orbits, there is a huge variety of ASPERA-3
recordings. A representative dataset is shown in Figure 3.2.
The top two panels show an electron and an ion energy spectrogram retrieved along
the trajectory of MEX. The altitude and the x,y,z positions of MEX in the MSO system
are given in RM in the bottom panel.
Starting from the electron spectrogram a sharp increase is observed in the electrons of
30-100 eV, at around 12:45. This is when Mars Express crosses the bow shock and enters
the magnetosheath. The electron distribution becomes broader, indicating an increase in
electron temperature.
Count rates then gradually drop and the distribution becomes narrower. At 13:35 there
is a change in the electron spectrum, with magnetosheath electrons disappearing. This
boundary is know to approximately coincide with the Magnetic Pile-up Boundary (MPB)
(Nagy et al. 2004), although the exact association of the “magnetic” and the “particle”
MPB is not yet clear. The region below the MPB is termed “Magnetic Pile-up Region
(MPR)” or “ionosphere” (Nagy et al. 2004) (see also Section 1.1).
Within the MPR noticeable structures are commonly identified, such as intense in-
creases in the fluxes of >30 eV electrons (e.g. between 13:50 and 14:05) or electron voids
(e.g. between 14:05 and 14:15). While electron voids show a spatial correlation with
crustal fields (Soobiah et al. 2005), the origin of the electron enhancements is not com-
pletely clear. This is investigated in Section 3.4. For reference, simulated crustal magnetic
field strength is shown in the second panel from the bottom.
Between 14:20 and 14:30 two enhancements with narrow energy width appear at en-
ergies between 20 and 30 eV. These are the CO2 ionospheric photoelectrons that can
be identified thanks to the high energy resolution of ELS. The outermost boundary of
these photoelectrons is sometimes termed as the photoelectron boundary (PEB). The PEB
sometimes coincides with the MPB, although this is not always the case. Excluding the
cases where there is a coincidence with the MPB, no other large scale change is identified
in the particle populations when the PEB is crossed, suggesting that these photoelectrons
most likely mix with the MPR plasma (Frahm et al. 2006), rather than separating different
magnetospheric regions.
As MEX then moves on its orbit, it crosses again the MPB (14:33), the magnetosheath
and the bow shock (14:50). These regions are easily identified in the electron spectrogram
at, or between the given times.
Between 3 and 10 eV an almost isotropic population is identified, that reacts in most
cases weakly to changes of the plasma environment. These are the spacecraft photoelec-
trons which, at high energies, still access the sensor. The effects of the deflection voltage
are evident by the fact than no electrons are measured below about 3 eV.
The second panel shows IMA recordings. The periodic modulation of the signal is due
to the electrostatic elevation scanning. As solar wind and magnetosheath ions are highly
directional populations, they are only visible in certain elevation ranges. Electrons, due
to their high thermal velocity, are more isotropic.
Most of the interaction boundaries and regions are also seen in this plot. Solar wind
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electrons seem to reach to lower altitudes, although this could be an artifact of the different
time resolution of IMA and ELS and the differences in the angular scanning methods of
the two sensors. In the solar wind and the magnetosheath, are H+ or He++ ions measured.
Within the MPR, ions of atmospheric origin, mainly O+ or O+2 , are measured (e.g. the
“blob” of 500 eV at 14:53 -see also Figure 3.3). IMA therefore observes the “expected”
change in ion composition at the MPB (Bößwetter et al. 2004). Due to a low energy cut-
off of IMA, for the data analyzed in this thesis, no ions below 100 eV could be resolved,
as the technical problem causing this cut-off was corrected on May 2007.
The third panel shows electron densities derived from ELS. The numbers are realis-
tic for the solar wind. The “density jump” across the bow shock and a gradual density
decrease in the magnetosheath are clearly visible. Photoelectrons have been excluded
from the calculation here, otherwise calculated densities would reach values an order of
magnitude higher.
Proton densities (not shown) are much lower, mainly because IMA in certain config-
urations cannot resolve low energy protons, where the bulk of protons are present. The
low energy protons appear usually as contamination of the high mass channels of IMA,
in the solar wind and the magnetosheath (see indication of “reflected protons” in Figure
3.3). If this contamination is taken as a foreground signal, then ELS and IMA densities
become comparable in the solar wind and the magnetosheath. Still, ELS measurements
are a better and more reliable source for the plasma number density. Under the assump-
tion of charge quasi-neutrality they can also provide a proxy for the ion number density
in all interaction regions.
In the fourth panel, He++ velocity components and the total velocity are plotted. Ve-
locities are close to the expected value of 300-400 km s−1 for the quiet solar wind. The
velocity drop behind the bow shock is also seen, however, an increase is also visible in the
inbound part of the trajectory (13:00-13:20) revealing that processes in the magnetosheath
can be quite complex. Most of the velocity is “contained” in the x-component (along the
Mars-Sun line), as expected. Non-zero vy and vz components indicate deflection of the
flow within the magnetosheath. Below the MPB He++ velocities are not calculated, as
solar wind ions are not present in this region.
Protons can also be used to estimate velocities, but these are usually biased towards
high values (>400 km s−1) as low energy protons cannot always be resolved. Electron
velocities cannot be estimated, since ELS cannot measure electrons below 1 eV, the energy
range where the electron kinetic energy lies.
The fifth panel includes the estimates of the electron temperature retrieved from the
standard plasma moment code. Electron temperature series show solar wind electrons
with typical temperature of about 10 eV. There is a clear signature of the heating behind
the bow shock, both inbound and outbound, as well as a gradual temperature decrease
from the bow shock towards the MPB. Within the MPR temperatures are not calculated
in locations where spacecraft photoelectrons are mainly detected. During the high energy,
electron flux enhancements, the temperature peaks at magnetosheath levels, while within
the electron voids the temperature drops below 1 eV.
Proton temperatures (not shown) are about a factor of 2 higher than electron temper-
atures, contrary to expectations, as it is known that the electron temperature is higher in
the solar wind. This could be a result of high background levels, as it can easily be real-
ized from the noisy IMA spectrogram (second panel from the top). Automatic algorithms
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Figure 3.3: M/q vs E/q matrices from the IMA sensor for the orbit shown in Figure
3.2. Each matrix has been constructed by averaging IMA data for 1200 sec. Figure 3.2
should be used as a reference in order to identify from which location each matrix has
been constructed. For each row, the region from which each matrix was constructed is
indicated. Several characteristic features of the matrices are marked with yellow boxes.
Notice the appearance of oxygen ions in the middle panels, when MEX is at low altitudes.
Notice also how the proton trace line at low energies is beyond the “right boundary” of
each matrix, indicating that low energy protons cannot be resolved with the IMA set-up
for this specific MEX orbit.
cannot easily clean the noise sources of IMA.
This overview of the ASPERA-3 time series has shown several typical features mea-
sured during a single orbit of MEX. Several instrumental problems and limitations have
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also been outlined. Overall, electrons can be used as tracers of plasma density and ions as
tracers of plasma velocity. Temperature estimations are currently only reliable for elec-
trons.
3.3 Moment maps and heavy ion escape
In this section plasma moments are organized in maps and the main interaction regions
are identified. An estimation of the atmospheric erosion rates is also done. All moment
maps shown are calculated from data acquired between February 2004 and March 2007.
Electron and ion moments are calculated in the respective time resolution of ELS and
IMA, respectively. Moment maps are shown for the plasma density, velocity and tem-
perature. Respective maps for the thermal or the kinetic pressure can be constructed by
combining the aforementioned parameters, accordingly. All maps are constructed by first
dividing the data sampling region in bins of different size. Three methods are then used
to display the sampling results in each bin.
In the first method, which is frequently used here, the value in each bin is defined
by using the median average value of the data samples. The median average divides
the distribution such that the same number of samples is equal above and below it. The
method is useful to exclude single events with extreme values, with respect to the most
frequent one, or to estimate a more frequently observed value for parameters that vary
logarithmically.
In the second method, each bin’s value is estimated by calculating the mean of the
data samples (by dividing the summed value of the measured quantity by the number
of samples). This method amplifies the effect of single event and can be misleading for
parameters that vary logarithmically (in the latter case a logarithmic mean can be used).
On the other hand, for several structures that are identified as short-lived and spatially
constrained events (eg. “blobs” of escaping atmospheric ions), this method gives a better
estimation of the average value per bin.
Finally, to explore extreme configurations, each bin can be assigned to the maximum
or minimum measured value. However, as the maximum and the minimum can depend
on the number of data samples, an alternative way to study extreme configurations is to
assign a value indicative of the percentage of samples above (or below) a pre-defined,
extreme data value.
3.3.1 Electrons
As discussed earlier, electrons are suitable for estimating the electron and ion number
density, under the assumption of charge neutrality. The main issue for this calculation
is how the signal at low energies should be treated. In the energy range between 1-5
eV, the signal can be dominated by spacecraft photoelectrons. Furthermore, spacecraft
charging can shift ELS’s energy levels even up to 10 eV. Under these conditions, the
best method for calculating electron number density is the fitting method (Section 2.1.3).
By integrating very low energies (<5 eV) can be excluded from the calculation. Still,
spacecraft photoelectrons can be present in a relatively broad energy range which tends to
lead to an overestimation of the number density. This is shown in Figure 3.4, where two
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electron number density maps are shown, each one constructed with a different calculation
method.
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Figure 3.4: Median averaged electron number density maps calculated with the integra-
tion method (top) and with the fitting method (bottom). Both maps show number densities
of non-ionospheric electrons. The fitting method gives more realistic results. Binsize is
0.05 RM for both maps. In all color maps red-shaded bins correspond a value equal or
higher than the maximum value in the color bar (and the opposite for grey shaded bins).
In the top panel (map of electron densities derived from integration) the transition
region from the solar wind to the magnetosheath is only clear in the subsolar region, where
a density increase of a factor of 1.5 is seen. Solar wind densities (4-5 cm−3) are slightly
higher compared to what one would expect for the average case. Furthermore, the spatial
distribution of number density appears almost isotropic between the magnetosheath and
the MPR, which is not realistic.
In the bottom panel (map of electron densities from fitting), solar wind number densi-
ties values are lower (1-3 cm−3) and closer to what is expected. Both the solar wind, and
the magnetosheath are clearly identified. Electron number densities drop below the MPB
but a background value is present. This indicates that part of the solar wind electrons can
access the MPR or that the MPB location is fluctuating and the averaging results in the
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appearance of this “transition region”. In the geometrical shadow of Mars, median elec-
tron densities drop to zero, as expected, although several bins with non-zero values can be
identified. What is also interesting is that in the subsolar region, magnetosheath electrons
are frequently present at altitudes 200-300 km lower than the Vignes et al. (2000) MPB
location indicates. In the same region, the density enhancement is also shifted inwards
compared to the Vignes et al. (2000) bow-shock position. At highest solar zenith angles,
the Vignes et al. (2000) bow shock and MPB describe well the boundaries within which
the magnetosheath is contained.
The fitting method provides better results as energies where photoelectrons can be
present are excluded. The maxwellian fitted to the non-ionospheric electron distribution
can be extrapolated to the “excluded” energy range and thus gives a more reliable estimate
of the contributions to the total density. Furthermore, the location of the CO2 photoelec-
tron peaks with respect to the expected energy of 21-27 eV, can also give an estimate
of the spacecraft potential, Usc. A correction to the density calculation can be done by
shifting the maxwellian distribution in energy, by an amount equal to Usc.
While Figure 3.4 shows the average configuration (in terms of density) of the Martian
induced magnetosphere, the picture looks quite different under extreme conditions. This
can be realized if for each bin in the map, a value is assigned equal to the maximum
density measured by ELS at the respective location during the 3-year interval . The result
is shown in Figure 3.5.
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Figure 3.5: Maximum electron number density map calculated with the fitting method
(bottom). The map shows number densities of non-ionospheric electrons under extreme
conditions. Binsize is 0.05 RM.
The density enhancement in the magnetosheath is shifted inward by about 300-500
km at all zenith angles, with respect to the Vignes et al. (2000) bow shock. Densities
in the magnetosheath can even reach 100 cm−3. Electrons penetrate the MPB at almost
all zenith angles and electron densities of about 10 cm−3 can be found at low altitudes,
and even within the geometrical wake of Mars. The mechanism under which high energy
electrons can penetrate to low altitudes and intrude towards the tail is investigated in
Section 3.5. What is also important is that high densities of non-ionospheric electrons at
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low altitudes could enhance electron impact ionization, and even further the atmospheric
erosion.
Creating the same map for the electron temperature (calculated with the fitting method),
several additional structures can be identified. Figure 3.6 shows that on average, tempera-
tures in the solar wind are about 10-15 eV, as expected. Electron heating occurs mainly in
the subsolar region, where temperatures in the magnetosheath can reach values between
30-50 eV. The strong heating region shows a very good correlation with the electron den-
sity enhancement (Figure 3.4). At higher solar zenith angles, electron heating is not so
pronounced, with temperatures rarely exceeding 25 eV.
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Figure 3.6: Median averaged electron temperature map, calculated with the fitting
method. The map shows estimations only for non-ionospheric electrons. Binsize is 0.05
RM.
The MPB is only visible for low solar zenith angles, while the temperature distribution
seems to be almost isotropic for the rest of the induced magnetosphere. Several interesting
features are identified within the boundaries of the martian shadow. These are electron
populations with temperatures around 30 eV. Several bins show temperatures that exceed
50 eV (on average). Plotting the maximum of the temperature distribution per bin, several
single events with temperatures up to 200 eV can also be identified. Such events are
actually correlated to the high energy flux enhancements like the one illustrated in Figure
3.2 (top panel, between 13:50 and 14:05). They correspond to the map of the induced
magnetosphere under extreme conditions (Figure 3.5).
Electrons of such energies only exist in the Martian magnetosheath. Lower energy
electrons would need to be accelerated to reach these energy levels. Such acceleration
mechanisms could be related to the presence of crustal fields. This is further investigated
in Section 3.5.
3.3.2 Ions
As explained in Section 3.2, IMA cannot effectively measure low-energy protons. This
results in very low number densities estimated in the solar wind and the magnetosheath.
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Still, the effects of the low energy proton population tend to appear as instrument back-
ground in high mass channels of IMA. By considering this signal, a number density map
combining protons and He++ can be constructed.
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Figure 3.7: Median averaged solar wind ion density map, combining protons and He++.
The bottom panel shows the number of samples per bin. The number of samples below
the MPB is very small. Given that samples are only selected if the estimated number
density for protons is greater than 0.01cm−3, this indicates that solar wind ions access this
region rarely. Binsize is 0.1 RM in both panels.
As solar wind and magnetosheath ions are highly directional distributions (unlike elec-
trons), density estimations are performed only when the ion flow is within 45◦ of IMA’s
field of view, otherwise the density can be underestimated even more. As for the density
estimation the proton “background” signal from the high mass channels of IMA is con-
sidered, a criterion is set in order to avoid mixing heavy ions with the solar wind. More
specifically, when proton densities (without the background signal taken into account) are
below the threshold value of 0.01cm−3, it is assumed that IMA is not measuring solar
wind and the density estimation is not performed. The resulting solar wind density map
is shown in Figure 3.7.
Extracted number density values are usually lower than 1 cm−3, meaning that even
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when the low energy proton signal is considered, IMA density in the solar wind is not
retrieved correctly. Still, the transition from the bow shock to the magnetosheath is qual-
itatively clearly identified. The depletion of solar wind ions below the MPB is also well
displayed. What is interesting is that this boundary seems to be gradual and not sharp, but
this can be the effect of the MPB fluctuation, as explained earlier.
Figure 3.8: Vector velocity map of He++ ions. As it has been discussed for the Figure 3.7,
velocity samples below the MPB correspond to statistically uncommon or extreme cases.
Binsize is 0.1 RM .
These non-zero solar wind ion densities can be found below the MPB should be care-
fully interpreted. As a 0.01 cm−3 proton number density threshold was set for the overall
density calculation, bins in this region show only the average of few extreme cases where
solar wind was present deep below the MPR. The second panel of Figure 3.7 shows the
samples per bin for the map in the top panel. As it is seen, for most of the cases within
the MPR, solar wind was detected for only few cases (1-10 times, depending on the bin),
compared to the frequent sampling within the magnetosheath. Taking into account the
global coverage achieved with IMA, the detection of solar wind much below the MPB
occurs in less than 10% of the total sampling time.
IMA is the appropriate instrument for constructing plasma velocity maps, since the
mean kinetic energy of solar wind ions is around 1 keV, well within the energy range
of IMA. As explained in Section 3.2, He++ ions are better tracers of the velocity than
protons, since their full energy distribution can be monitored. A vector velocity map is
shown in Figure 3.8.
The vector direction illustrates well the behaviour of plasma in the solar wind and
the magnetosheath. Plasma velocity in the solar wind is almost parallel to the x-axis,
as expected for a radially expanding plasma population from the Sun. Within the mag-
netosheath, the solar wind is deflected in trajectories almost parallel to the shape of the
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MPB. Plasma velocities are about 350 km s−1 in the solar wind and 250-300 km s−1 in the
magnetosheath.
Nagy et al. (2004) gives that for the magnetic field the average dayside value in the
magnetosheath is 20.7±14.0 nT, with the highest values (30-35 nT) corresponding to the
subsolar region. Using this range of values and the estimated plasma moments it is actu-
ally found that in the subsolar region the flow behind the bow shock has a Magnetosonic
Mach number (MMS ) with values between 0.9 and 1.0.
3.3.3 Heavy ion escape
A direct application of the moment calculation is also the estimation of the erosion rates
of the martian atmosphere. The magnetized solar wind flow can access altitudes where
substantial densities of atmospheric ions are present. The electric field of the solar wind
can accelerate them to energies greater than the gravitational bounding energy of Mars
(∼2-3 eV), and these ions can then escape from the planet. As this acceleration process
involves the convective electric field from the solar wind (ES W), escaping ions are ex-
pected to be seen in the direction where this electric field is pointing to (E+ hemisphere).
This asymmetry is visible when organizing heavy ion fluxes in the MSE coordinate sys-
tem (Section 3.1). Fluxes can be calculated by multiplying heavy ion number densities
with their respective velocities. A plot of the total heavy ion flux, organized in the yz-
plane of the MSE system, is shown in Figure 3.9. The asymmetry with respect to the
direction of the ES W (positive z-axis) is clear.
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Figure 3.9: Mean heavy ion flux in the yz-plane of the MSE coordinate system. Bins are
integrated along the x-direction, between x=-4 RM and x=-1 RM , the dashed line shows
the MPB location at the terminator (Vignes et al. 2000). The ES W is oriented along the
positive z-axis. The binsize is 0.12 RM .
Several additional processes have also been suggested as important sources of plan-
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etary ion escape, such us the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability (Bößwetter et al. 2004). Es-
caping heavy ions practically remove mass from the atmosphere. Over geological time
scales, the atmospheric mass loss can be so large that surface conditions (e.g. atmospheric
surface pressure) can change significantly. Such a process could explain why water is ab-
sent from the surface of Mars, despite many indications of it being present 4.5 billion
years ago.
In order to estimate the total escape rate, independently of the mechanism that leads
to this escape, mean heavy ion fluxes can be determined within a circular cross-section
that is perpendicular to the X-axis and limited by the MPB location. To take into account
possible variability of the MPB location with respect to that given by (Vignes et al. 2000),
a dropout in proton density below a threshold value of 0.01 cm−3 is used, as before, to
identify it.
To calculate the total flow the result is then multiplied with the cross-section’s area.
This should normally give a constant escape rate along the x-axis, as there is no mech-
anism that adds or removes energy from these ions, along their escape trajectories. The
result is shown in Figure 3.10.
Figure 3.10: Total escape rate as a function of X-distance.
The plot shows the expected constant escape rate along the x-axis. This rate is esti-
mated to be between 5-10×1023s−1, a result very close to that of Barabash et al. (2007b),
the slight difference in the number resulting probably because here a larger cross-section
is estimated here than the 2RM × 2RM used by Barabash et al. (2007b).Several spikes in
the plot signify extreme single events (probably instrumental problems) that dominate in
the averaging process.
For x>-1 RM, escape fluxes are most likely unrealistic. At this region IMA shows signs
of saturation and intense contamination of its high mass channels (Fränz et al. (2007)
assume that this is due to UV light). For this reason, this region has not been considered
when constructing the plot of Figure 3.9.
On the other hand, there is a possibility that the observed increase of the total escape
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rate found for x>-1 RM is real. Several authors suggest that significant fluxes escape
along a region called “plasma mantle”, which is practically the location just above the
MPB, where solar wind and atmospheric ions are significantly mixed (Dubinin et al.
1996, Szego et al. 1992). If high fluxes seen at the terminator escape along the mantle
region, they cannot be identified through the present analysis for x<-1 RM, as only data
samples with depleted solar wind ions have been selected. Analysis of samples from the
mantle is difficult, as low energy protons contaminate the high mass channels of IMA (see
Figure 3.3) and the extraction of the heavy ion signal is very difficult.
The estimated escape rate is rather low and does not support the possibility that at-
mospheric erosion was the primary channel under which Mars lost its atmospheric mass,
based on calculations by Barabash et al. (2007b). This calculation takes into considera-
tion that this escape rate changes as a function of the total atmospheric content and solar
wind conditions at Mars during the whole planet’s geologic history (eg. Wood (2006)).
The orbital evolution of Mars could further complicate the process (Patharea and Paigeb
2005).
It should also be noted that this number reveals only the escape rate for ions above
100 eV, as due to some technical problems IMA was not capable of monitoring lower
energies. If when atmospheric ions are observed, ion densities are assumed to be equal
with the electron densities, under the assumption of charge neutrality, then densities are
found to be higher by about two orders of magnitude, meaning that significant part of the
ion distribution is not detected. As this problem has been solved as of May 2007, the
new data gathered by IMA could be used to evaluate the total escape rate, including the
contribution by the low energy ions. A brief inspection of the new dataset revealed many
low energy, atmospheric ion events (see Figure 3.11 for example).
As these ions have atmospheric origin, most of their energy is kinetic rather than
thermal. Assuming a mean kinetic energy of about 10 eV and a mean mass of 12 amu
(average between O+ and O+2 ), a corresponding velocity of about 5-10 km s−1 is found.
This is about half to one order of magnitude less than the typical velocity of the escaping
ions above 100 eV. Assuming that these low energy ion populations have a density equal
to that of electrons, the total flux for a low energy escaping population can be more than
one order of magnitude higher than what is found for ions above 100 eV. Of course, more
definite results will only be gained from a more direct analysis of the low energy ion data
that ASPERA-3 can detect after May 2007.
3.4 Martian crustal magnetic field effects
Since the discovery of the Martian crustal magnetization (Acuña et al. 1998, Connerney
et al. 2001) there have been numerous studies to investigate the effects of the crustal
fields on the plasma environment of Mars. Using magnetometer observations only it
could be qualitatively shown that the crustal fields move the MPB outward on the dayside
(Crider et al. 2002). Most studies provided results on how crustal fields affect the overall
magnetic topology at Mars, however the effects on the solar wind particle distributions
have not been thoroughly investigated. If particle distributions “follow” the magnetic
field, then a physical expectation is that the “particle MPB” will also be pushed outward
by strong crustal sources. Still, crustal fields could focus electron precipitation in local
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Figure 3.11: A typical ASPERA-3 dataset from an orbit in the 4th of July, 2007. The
following list of panels is shown (from top to bottom): ELS count rate energy spectro-
gram, IMA count rate energy spectrogram and MEX position components in the MSO
coordinate system in units of RM . The locations of the bow shock (BS), the MPB, the
solar wind, the magnetosheath, the MPR/ionosphere and the detection of planetary ions
are indicated. Notice the detection of ion at energies lower than 100 eV, made possible
only after May 2007.
cusps (Brain et al. 2006b). This can lead to auroral effects as they have been observed
by the Mars Express ultraviolet spectrometer. Through the analysis presented in the next
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sections such local effects are identified and analyzed.
The analysis is also then extended to global scales. Several results in the previous
section indicate the occurrence of intense, high energy electron events within the geomet-
rical shadow of Mars (Section 3.3.1). As it was realized, these events show high electron
temperatures that are only found in the Martian magnetosheath. If indeed these electrons
have magnetosheath origin, it is interesting to investigate under what conditions they can
penetrate to the tail region. If, on the other hand, these are accelerated, low energy elec-
trons, it would be interesting to investigate the acceleration mechanism. In both cases, the
role of the crustal fields could be important.
Data analysis presented in the following sections, makes use of the omnidirectional
flux of electrons in a given energy range, rather than plasma moments. The reason for
doing that is that statistics are improved, as plasma moments cannot be extracted in every
case. The selected energy range is that of 80-100 eV, which is typical for magnetosheath
electrons or for the electrons observed in the induced magnetotail of Mars. Using a differ-
ent energy interval in the range of ∼40-200 eV, does not change the results significantly.
Plasma moments are used in several cases in order to automatically distinguish popula-
tions from different interaction regions.
3.4.1 Non-ionospheric electron fluxes and crustal field spatial corre-
lations
Fig.3.12(top) shows the median flux of 80-100 eV electrons measured by ELS below
800 km altitude on the nightside for all orbits between 2/2/2004 and 10/3/2007 as a func-
tion of Mars planetocentric eastern longitude and latitude for the southern hemisphere.
The bottom panel shows the inverse of the total crustal field strength at 400 km altitude
for the regions covered by the MEX orbit. The use of the inverse of the field strength
is chosen in order to have similar color ranges in both panels. All data are binned at 2◦
resolution.
The observations show that on global scales magnetosheath electron fluxes are much
lower above regions of strong crustal fields, while regions of weak crustal sources show
more intense fluxes. However, on scales of a few degrees localized peaks can be observed
in electron flux which may be associated with cusp-like structures above crustal field
sources. Statistics are not sufficient to map data limited to smaller altitude ranges in this
way.
3.4.2 Plasma Intrusion Altitude
The spatial correlation of electron fluxes and crustal fields shown before, is an indication
that crustal sources have strong effects on electron distributions. However, such a correla-
tion does not reveal any altitude dependence of these effects. In order to do this, electrons
are classified in two different populations according to their characteristic flux. The be-
haviour of these populations is investigated as function of altitude, solar zenith angle and
crustal field strength.
Fig.3.13 shows the distribution of 80-100 ELS data samples for the dayside (left) and
nightside (right) of the magnetosphere, for altitudes below 1500 km, as a function of the
logarithm of the omnidirectional flux in cm−2s−1
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Figure 3.12: (Top) Median energy flux of 80-100 eV electrons measured below 800km
altitude for all orbits between the 2/2/2004 and 10/3/2007 as a function of Mars planeto-
centric longitude and latitude. Bottom: Inverse of the total crustal field strength (nT−1) at
400 km altitude.
On the dayside (left) the distribution can be separated into two distinct populations:
one with a fitted median flux of about 106.5 cm−2s−1, the other with a fitted median flux
of about 108.15 cm−2s−1 . This bimodality is due to the two electron populations that the
MPB separates: above the MPB (magnetosheath) the energy flux has a high median flux
value and below a low median flux value.
If the flux across the MPB would happen on large spatial scales the distribution would
not be bimodal but would show more samples of medium flux levels (a third distribution).
This agrees with the observation that the MPB is a sharp boundary.
The interpretation of two separate distributions is further confirmed by the nightside
distribution (Fig.3.13,right): here the MPB is on average located above 2000 km altitude
such that even for times of strong solar wind pressure it is not observed below 1500 km
altitude. This justifies the presence of just one Gaussian. The high flux tail of the distri-
bution on the nightside may be explained by intrusion events along the crustal magnetic
field lines.
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Figure 3.13: Number of ELS data samples below 1500km altitude and for the dayside
(left) and the nightside (right). The dashed vertical lines mark the gaussian-fitted means,
while the dash-dotted lines show the intersection point of the distributions. The two distri-
butions in the left panel indicate the two different electron populations that can be found
below 1500 km altitude, on the dayside: the MPR electrons (low mean flux value) and the
magnetosheath electrons (high mean flux value). From the nightside distribution for the
same altitude range (right), mainly MPR samples can be found, as expected. Binsize is
0.1 in units of logarithm of the omnidirectional flux.
If the middle point of the two Gaussians is taken as a separator (∼ 107.8 cm−2s−1), it
can be estimated for any region in the magnetosphere how often fluxes higher than the
separation flux are observed, or equally, how often magnetosheath fluxes are observed in
that given region. Using the percentage of flux above this separator value as an index of
the magnetosheath plasma, the two maps of Figure 3.14 are constructed.
The maps show the percentage of magnetosheath electrons (color-coded bins), as a
function of the crustal magnetic field strength at 400 km altitude. Physically, the use of
the crustal field value at a fixed altitude is indicative of whether MEX is above a region of
strong or weak crustal magnetization. The two panels separate cases in the dayside (top)
and the nightside of Mars (bottom).
The dayside percentages (top) describe how often at a specific altitude and above a
region of weak or strong anomalies the spacecraft is inside the magnetosheath or below
the MPB. Thus it characterizes how dependent the MPB location is from crustal field
strength.
The average MPB location can be determined by the 50% level. Above regions of low
fields (<20 nT) the MPB is on average at 600km altitude, while above high-field regions
(>50 nT) it is observed at 800 km altitude. The dependence of the average MPB altitude
on the field strength seems to be almost linear. This linear relation seems to break down
for field strengths greater than > 100 nT and for altitudes greater than ∼ 1100 − 1200km.
Above strong crustal fields, several bins contain almost 100% of magnetosheath samples,
even at low altitudes. This is evidence for electron intrusion along cusps under certain
solar wind conditions. Still, statistics are poor for field strengths greater than 100 nT and
no clear picture can be drawn for the frequency of such intrusion events (Figure 3.15).
The nightside map shows a much more complex distribution of the magnetosheath
electron intrusion. Here, the MPB is routinely located above 1500 km altitude which ex-
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Figure 3.14: Color coded magnetosheath electron intrusion percentage, as a function of
altitude and crustal magnetic field strength at 400 km altitude. The left panel is for the
dayside and the right panel for the nightside of Mars. Binsizes are 5 nT for the x-axis and
30 km for the y-axis.
plains why low percentages of sheath electrons are seen. At altitudes below 700 km and
crustal field strengths of 80 nT about 20% of sheath electrons constitute the electron dis-
tribution. For stronger crustal field regions magnetosheath samples are almost completely
absent. This shows that for very low altitudes in the nightside, the crustal fields prevent
the precipitation of sheath electrons and their expansion into the wake. This is consistent
with the observation of electron void regions, reported by Soobiah et al. (2005).
For altitudes greater than 700 km the picture is different. For crustal field strengths
up to 80 nT, almost 35-40% of sheath electrons are present, independent of the magnetic
anomaly strength. Above 80 nT, the percentage of sheath fluxes gradually increases, sug-
gesting again that strong crustal fields are accessible to higher altitudes and are therefore
more likely to connect to the magnetic field of the sheath and accelerate electrons. For the
region of the strongest anomalies, the scattering of the sheath electron percentage among
different bins is significant, as statistics in this region are poor.
The increase of magnetosheath electron fluxes at high altitudes in the nightside is
particularly interesting with respect to the intense energetic electron events observed in
the wake of Mars. This is further investigated in the following section.
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Figure 3.15: Statistics of observations above regions of different crustal field strength in
the dayside magnetosphere, as a function of altitude. Color coded bins show the number
of samples at each location. The low sampling of the strong crustal field region is mainly
due to the small fraction of the martian surface that these crustal sources cover.
3.5 Energetic electron asymmetries behind the termina-
tor plane
In the previous section it was established that the magnetic anomalies on the dayside gen-
erally prevent the intrusion of magnetosheath electron to low altitudes, with few excep-
tions above very strong crustal sources. On the nightside, very low altitudes are shielded
by the crustal fields, but at intermediate altitudes, sheath fluxes are more intense above
magnetic anomalies.
The latter indicates that magnetic anomalies could be related to the magnetosheath
fluxes. On the other hand, several simulations indicate that magnetosheath electrons could
find channels towards the tail region from locations where the MPB is not effectively
formed. For instance, Simon et al. (2007a) suggest that the strength of the MPB can be
modulated as a function of the orientation of the convective electric field from the solar
wind (ES W). Such an asymmetry could be further enhanced by the necessity for charge
neutralization of high fluxes of escaping planetary ions.
In this Section, the combined influence of the crustal fields and the ES W orientation is
investigated with respect to the origin of high flux, energetic electron events in the martian
tail. This is done by organizing electron 80-100 eV fluxes from the magnetosheath, the
MPR and the tail, in different coordinate systems.
As in some of the plots that will be shown, the magnetosheath and the MPR overlap,
a practical approach is used to separate them in order avoid mixing electron populations
from different magnetospheric regions. This approach considers also that the MPB loca-
tion can vary, compared to the average position defined by Vignes et al. (2000). If the
normal distance of MEX from the Vignes et al. MPB is within 0.5 RM, the identification
of the proton depletion and/or the electron pressure dropout is required to locate the actual
MPB and classify a region as MPR or magnetosheath. It is noted that this separation is
primarily done for practical purposes and can only give a rough idea on how the MPB
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position varies. The following results are not affected if the separation is not done, but are
more difficult to illustrate.
Data are first organized in the MSE coordinate system. From this point on, the sector
along the direction of Esw will be called the “E+ sector” (ZMS E > 0), while the opposite
sector will be referred as the “E− sector”. The E+ and E− sectors are almost equally cov-
ered in the region behind the Mars terminator plane (X < 0 - Figure 3.16, top panel). The
crustal field contributions are averaged out in the MSE due to the continuously changing
orientation of the IMF, during the 2 years of observations (IMF orientation data were only
available until March 2006).
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Figure 3.16: (Top): Number of samples per bin in the yz-plane of the MSE coordinate sys-
tem. The sampling is equally homogenous if the magnetosheath and MPR/wake regions
are separated. (Bottom): Percentage of bins with electron fluxes above 107.1 cm−2s−1 in
the MPR and wake regiond (left panel) and above 108.1 cm−2s−1 in the magnetosheath
(right panel). Clear asymmetries exist between the E+ (z > 0) and E− (z < 0) sectors.
In all plots, bins are integrated along the X-direction, between X=-4 RM and X=0, the
dashed line shows the MPB location at the terminator (Vignes et al. 2000). The binsize is
0.1 RM. Red shaded bins are for values greater or equal to the maximum in the color bar.
The opposite is valid for the grey shaded bins.
Starting with the MPR and wake regions, 80-100 eV electron flux data are binned.
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Using a median average filter on the data does not reveal any significant asymmetry in
the flux distribution in the MSE system. Interesting asymmetries appear when the high
flux end of the distribution is studied. For this reason the percentage of cases per bin with
fluxes above 107.1 cm−2s−1 are instead plotted (Fig. 3.16, bottom left). The flux thresholds
are selected to be the high-flux, 2σ value of the flux distribution.
The middle panel of Figure 3.16 shows that high electron fluxes are more frequent in
the E+ hemisphere of the MPR and wake regions. These events occur in less than 10% of
MEX orbits. This explains why no such asymmetry is visible in the median plot, where
statistics over all the flux distribution are considered.
The same analysis is done for the 80-100 eV electrons in the magnetosheath. Results
are shown in Figure 3.16 (bottom right panel). Fluxes above the threshold flux in the
E+ sector are again higher than in the E− sector. The low altitude, high-flux bins in the
right panel of Fig. 3.16 can only come from the terminator as the MPB altitude increases
significantly for X < 0.
These observations establish that the convective electric field pointing direction has
an important role in the formation of the high-flux events in the nightside. An additional
important observation is that these events seem to be connected to a similar asymmetry
identified in the magnetosheath at the terminator region. If this connection is interpreted
as intrusion of sheath electrons towards the tail, then the terminator region of the E+ sector
is the intrusion location. Therefore a key to the origin of these high-flux tail events should
be hidden in processes at the terminator.
We therefore study the terminator region in more detail: for cases where MEX was
at an altitude of less than 1500 km (average MPB location at the terminator) and at solar
zenith angles between 90◦ and 120◦, E+ and E− hemisphere data are separated and 80-100
eV electron fluxes are organized as a function of crustal field strength at 400 km altitude,
as in Section 3.4.2.
The bottom panels of Figure 3.17 show the percentage of 80-100 eV electron fluxes
above a threshold of 107.7 cm−2s−1. As expected from the analysis for ES W related asym-
metries, more high flux events are seen in the E+ hemisphere (bottom left) than in the
E− hemisphere (bottom right). But most importantly, the contribution to the asymmetry
increases with increasing crustal field strength. Below ∼ 10 nT high flux percentages are
similar in the two hemispheres. For field strengths between 10 and 60 nT, where statistics
are still good (top panel), high flux percentages are greater than ∼ 20% for the E+ sector
and ∼ 0% for the E− sector.
It is therefore found that the mechanism that generates the high flux, energetic electron
tail events requires the combination of different conditions to be satisfied. The first con-
dition that has to be met is that a moderate or strong crustal field region should be located
close to the terminator. In the same time this region should “belong” to the E+ hemi-
sphere. Observations supporting this have also been reported by Dubinin et al. (2006a).
The fact that these high flux events constitute less than ∼10% of the total ASPERA-3
observations, is consistent with the necessity of having the Esw and the crustal fields in
certain configurations: these are only a small fraction of the possible orientation combi-
nations. This small percentage also implies that these high-flux events are transient and
not a steady state situation.
The role of the Esw is discussed in several hybrid plasma simulation approaches. For
example, Simon et al. (2007a) and Bößwetter et al. (2004) argue that the MPB does not
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Figure 3.17: (Top): Number of samples per bin as a function of altitude and crustal field
strength at 400 km altitude. The sampling profile is similar for the E+ and E− hemi-
spheres. (Bottom, left and right): Percentage of bins with fluxes above 107.7 cm−2s−1 in
the terminator region. The middle panel shows E+ hemisphere samples and the right panel
shows the E− samples. In all panels, binsize is 30 km for the altitude and 5 nT for the
crustal field magnitude. The magnetosheath and MPR and wake regions are not separated
here.
form effectively at the E+ sector, despite the stronger field pile-up there compared to the
E− sector. This statement is consistent with the more frequent occurrence of electron in-
trusion events in the E+ hemisphere. In these simulations no crustal sources were used.
Alternatively, a relation between the asymmetry observed in the escape of planetary ions
might exist, with electrons acting as a charge-neutralizing fluid. Investigation of individ-
ual energetic electron events show that these populations in the tail are indeed associated
with low or high energy, escaping atmospheric ions (see eg. Figures 3.2 and 3.11 at about
13:50 and 10:45 respectively). Unfortunately, as low energy ion data was made possible
only after May 2007, a comprehensive study was not possible to be completed for this
thesis.
One explanation for the additional contribution of the magnetic anomalies, is that
intruding plasma in the E+ sector can carry the frozen-in field to altitudes where the
crustal fields dominate. As the anomaly fields have complex structures, opposite polarity
field lines with that of the IMF lines will be present and reconnection can occur.
A previous study on the crustal field influence has been done with non-ideal MHD,
3D simulations (Harnett and Winglee 2005). The authors suggest that the presence of
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magnetic anomalies at the terminator can lead to reconnection with the IMF and to large
scale asymmetries in the plasma distribution at the magnetotail. However, the effects of
the Esw direction were not realized. The simulation of the combined action of Esw and the
magnetic anomalies should be investigated in future modelling attempts.
3.6 Summary and outlook
In this chapter, electron and ion data from the ASPERA-3 instrument of Mars Express
have been analyzed and a series of new results have been obtained:
• For the first time, plasma moment maps have been created for Mars. Despite a se-
ries of limitations by the IMA and ELS sensors, it was possible to construct reliable
maps of plasma density, electron temperature and ion velocity. All macroscopic in-
teraction regions have been identified in the moment maps, still the observed spatial
distributions show slightly different shapes and locations for the various interaction
boundaries (bow shock, MPB). This could suggest that plasma boundaries can dif-
fer from boundaries identified with magnetic field data. It is also worth noting that
recently, the estimated plasma moments have been compared with hybrid plasma
simulation results, and a good quantitative agreement was achieved (Bößwetter et
al. 2007).
• An estimation of the atmospheric erosion rates was done using the calculated plasma
moments. The estimated number is 5-10×1023s−1, which is about a factor of 2
higher than the value given by Barabash et al. (2007b), but covers only ions above
100 eV.
• In both the electron density and temperature maps, several distinct regions with
relatively dense and hot plasma have been identified in the wake of Mars
• Detailed analysis of high energy, electron flux data revealed that these electron
density and temperature enhancements in the wake are of magnetosheath origin.
The conditions under which electrons from the magnetosheath can intrude towards
the wake requires the combination of two different conditions to be satisfied: a
moderate or strong crustal field region should be located close to the terminator and
in the same time “belong” to the E+ hemisphere. This is the first time that combined
effects of crustal field and solar wind conditions are identified.
• The crustal field influence on the dayside, magnetosheath electron population have
been assessed: it was found that on average, magnetic anomalies “push” magne-
tosheath electrons to high altitudes. However in few cases, very strong magnetic
anomalies can accelerate electrons to low altitudes and result in auroral type events.
Apart from resolving several issues, these results point towards new research top-
ics and applications. The continuous collection of plasma moments could eventually be
used to construct a global Mars-solar wind interaction reference model, which could be
used not only for scientific applications (e.g. calculation of electron impact ionization or
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charge exchange rates), but also for a better planning of future space missions to study the
interaction of the planet with the solar wind.
The discovery that magnetosheath electrons intrude towards the magnetotail under
certain conditions, could also be further investigated, not only in a statistical sense, but
also with single event studies, where a detailed analysis of electron spectra can be done,
in conjunction with ion data from IMA.
The fact that IMA can after May 2007 resolve ions below 100 eV might be also im-
portant, not only for searching possible correlation with energetic electron tail events, but
also for updating the total escape rate estimations. As we are also in the ascending face
of the solar cycle, it would be also interesting to investigate whether escape rates, or other
processes, are modulated by solar activity.
In terms of global configuration of the magnetoshpere, most observations shown here
cover its dusk sector. The dawn sector was less sampled. Whether a dawn-dusk asym-
metry enhances other processes at Mars could also be studied with MEX improving the
coverage of the various interaction regions. This improved coverage, in both space and
time, could also be preferential to investigate the configuration of the magnetosphere with
magnetic anomalies at fixed local times.
Finally, a substantial progress in understanding the processes at the Martian magne-
tosphere can be achieved by comparing the observations of the two identical instruments,
ASPERA-3 and ASPERA-4, on Mars and Venus Express, respectively. This comparison
could help to evaluate the importance of the presence of crustal fields at Mars, the impor-
tance of the different ionospheric and exospheric vertical structures of the two planets, as
well as the different solar wind conditions.
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Saturn’s icy moons: probes of
magnetospheric dynamics and moon
activity
Many of Saturn’s moons are continuously immersed in the planet’s radiation belts and
are exposed to its trapped energetic particle population. The absorption of these energetic
particles by the moons form evacuated regions within the magnetosphere, the lifetime
of which depends on the effectiveness of particle diffusion processes (and most impor-
tantly, radial diffusion). Before radial diffusion erodes them, these absorption regions
continue to drift in the magnetosphere with the properties of the pre-depletion flux tubes.
What happens in reality is that the electrons or ions leading and trailing the absorption
region continue to drift with zero relative velocity, giving the impression that the absorp-
tion region is drifting in the manner of the pre-depletion particles. By monitoring of the
properties of the depleted flux tubes (depth, shape, magnetospheric coordinates, longitu-
dinal separation from the absorbing moon), a lot of information can be extracted about
the dynamics of the magnetosphere or even the absorber.
The absorption regions are classified in two main categories: macrosignatures and
microsignatures (Paranicas and Cheng 1997). Macrosignatures are the permanent and
azimuthally averaged decreases of the count rates in the energetic particles radial distri-
bution. Microsignatures are count rate decreases that are strongly dependent on the lon-
gitudinal distance between the signature location and the absorbing body. Satellites, rings
or dust concentrations can be the source of both macrosignatures and microsignatures.
After the first flybys at the outer planets by the Pioneer and Voyager probes, it became
evident that charged particle absorption features in the radiation belts are important trac-
ers of magnetospheric dynamical features and parameters. Many studies focused on the
relation of these absorption features to energetic particle diffusion and to the validity of
magnetic field models (Thomsen et al. 1977a,b, Randall 1998, Selesnick and Stone 1991,
1994)
Absorption regions correlated with moons and rings are even more important for char-
acterizing the Saturnian magnetosphere, as it was briefly discussed in the Introduction
(Section 1.2). The dipole axis of Saturn’s intrinsic magnetic field is almost co-aligned
with its rotation axis. Therefore, all charged particles pass through the orbital plane of
Saturn’s moon’s while executing one of the fundamental motions of trapped radiation:
the bounce motion along the magnetic field lines (Sections 4.2, 4.2.2). Unlike at other
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planets, even equatorial particles are continuously absorbed by an extended ring system
and by a number of moons with almost circular and equatorial orbits within the radiation
belts. As a consequence, losses of particles to the icy moon surfaces and ring particles are
expected to be higher compared to the losses in the other planetary magnetospheres.
Carbary et al. (1983) give a good summary of the Voyager 1 and 2 findings. Among
the important results were the calculation of DLL at the distance of Dione and the evalua-
tion of various magnetic field models. Satellite sweeping theory and modeling approaches
were developed to reconstruct single events or to consistently explain the full datasets of
observations (Paonessa and Cheng 1985, Fillius 1988, Paranicas and Cheng 1997). Van
Allen et al. (1980a) extracted DLL values from a Mimas absorption signature and sug-
gested that a filtering effect to radially diffusing electrons is taking place at Enceladus that
results in a monoenergetic electron spectrum in the innermost Saturnian radiation belts.
However, no consistent picture could be drawn from all the pre-Cassini studies. Paonessa
and Cheng (1986) show DLL estimates from different studies extending over four orders of
magnitude. A number of reasons could account for this scatter, such as dependencies on
particle species and energy. Instrumental effects that could amplify differences imposed
by these dependencies, can also not be ruled out. Most likely, the low statistical value of
the observations did not allow any such dependencies to be resolved. The assumptions
associated with the analysis might also influence the result. In several cases, “ghost” (un-
known) absorbing bodies co-orbiting Saturn with the moon Mimas have been theorized
to account for the observed signatures (Simpson et al. 1980, Chenette and Stone 1983,
Selesnick 1993).
In this chapter I show several case studies of energetic particle absorption signatures
in order to illustrate basic features associated with their generation and evolution in the
magnetosphere. As there is a strong correlation between the evolution of these absorption
signatures and the magnetospheric dynamics, the structure and dynamics of the Satur-
nian magnetosphere are investigated by using microsignature and macrosignature obser-
vations as a very powerful tool. All observations shown in this chapter were done with
the MIMI/LEMMS sensor onboard Cassini 2.2.
4.1 The icy moons in Saturn’s inner magnetosphere
Between 2.32 Rs (distance of Saturn’s outer edge of the main rings) and 9 Rs from the
center of Saturn (1Rs=60268 km), seven moons with a diameter greater than 100 km orbit
the planet (Figure 4.1). Table 4.1 lists the typical characteristics of the orbits and sizes of
these moons. To simplify several calculations in the following sections, it is a reasonable
assumption to consider that all the orbits of the moons are equatorial. In addition, I assume
that all orbits, apart from that of Mimas, Janus and Epimetheus, are circular. For these
three moons their eccentricity is taken into account, since this has proven to be significant,
as shown by Van Allen et al. (1980a).
I also consider the presence of the E-ring, which was confirmed to primarily originate
at the cryovolcanic moon Enceladus (Dougherty et al. 2006, Porco et al. 2006, Spahn et
al. 2006), and its high density regions extend mainly between 3 and 8 Rs (Baum et al.
1981). A more compact and slightly denser ring (G-ring) is present between the orbits of
Mimas and the Janus and Epimetheus pair. All moons are assumed to be perfect absorbers
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Figure 4.1: An artistic view of the moons and ring system of Saturn, as it was known
before the arrival of the Cassini spacecraft in July 2004. The bottom panel shows the
moons and ring system that is of interest to this study. Image credit: David Seal/ JPL
of energetic particles, except for Enceladus it was found to deviate from this behaviour, at
least for the sub-MeV electrons. This assumption seems to be adequate for Tethys, Dione
and Rhea, based on data from several close flybys of these moons by Cassini. These
assumptions are tested in Sections 4.2.1.1, 4.2.2, 4.3.1 and 4.3.2.
Two more relatively large moons (always with respect to keV/MeV electron gyrora-
dius), Prometheus and Pandora, with diameters of 100 and 84 km, respectively, orbit in
the innermost magnetosphere. However, as these two moons are inside the main ring sys-
tem and close to Saturn’s dense F-ring, the energetic particle environment is complex and
the absorption features can be much more structured (Cuzzi and Burns 1988). Therefore,
the study of any relevant feature from these moons will not be included in this chapter.
Signatures from newly discovered kilometer sized moons or the Lagrangian co-orbitals
of Tethys and Dione are shown to cause no large scale losses in the energetic particle
population and are also not considered here. The effects of asteroid-sized moons in the
Saturnian magnetosphere are discussed in more detail in Chapter 5.
4.2 Energetic particle motion in Saturn’s radiation belts
In order to understand the origin and the evolution of the satellite absorption signatures,
it is important to describe the kinematics of energetic charge particles relative to the Kep-
lerian motion of the moons. A detailed and qualitative summary of the energetic particle
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Table 4.1: List of Saturn’s moons considered in this study and the typical parameters for
their geometrical sizes and orbits. Data are from Yoder (1995). Up to date ephemeris data
and constants can be found at http://ssd.jpl.nasa.gov. Janus and Epimetheus’s orbital data
vary, as this system has a special dynamical behaviour. Since Cassini crossed Janus’s and
Epimetheus’s orbits only during SOI, the given constants refer to that period only. The
fc parameter, approximated in this study (see Section 4.2.1.1), corresponds to the plasma
corotation fraction at the vicinity of each moon.
Moon Diameter a e i fc
(km) (Rs) (deg)
Epimetheus 119 2.521 0.090 0.34 1.0
Janus 178 2.522 0.007 0.14 1.0
Mimas 397 3.075 0.020 1.53 1.0
Enceladus 498 3.985 0.004 0.02 0.85
Tethys 1060 4.890 0.000 1.09 0.85
Dione 1120 6.280 0.002 0.02 0.75
Rhea 1528 8.750 0.001 0.35 0.85
motion in Saturn’s magnetosphere is given below. The mathematical description of ener-
getic particle motion is given in Thomsen and Van Allen (1980). The analytical formulas
from that paper are also given in Appendix A. All formulas are derived assuming motion
in an undisturbed dipole field. In the calculations, the small northward displacement of
Saturn’s magnetic field source from the planet’s center is not taken into account, as this
produces a correction well within the error bars of the physical quantities that will be
derived.
Figure 4.2: Sketch of charged particle motion in the Saturnian magnetosphere. The three
fundamental motions are illustrated: gyration, bounce motion and magnetic drift in oppo-
site directions for electrons and ions.
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A sketch of the different elements of particle motion is shown in Figure 4.2. Ener-
getic particles contain most of their energy into gyration around the magnetic field lines.
Smaller contribution comes from the bounce motion along the magnetic field lines and
even smaller from the drift motion around Saturn. In the following subsections, each
element of the particle motion is described more extensively.
The coordinate system commonly used in this chapter has the +x-axis on the equa-
torial plane of Saturn, in the direction towards the Sun, +z parallel to the spin axis of
Saturn and the y-axis completes the orthocanonical system. Below I also include a list
with a short explanation of basic parameters or definitions that are commonly used in this
chapter:
• Dipole L-shell (or L-shell): The L-shell parameter describes the equatorial dis-
tance of a magnetic field line. The dipole L-shell defines this distance for an undis-
turbed dipole. The relation between the dipole L-shell and the radial distance (from
the center of the dipole source) is R = L cos2(λmag), where λmag is the magnetic
latitude. The regions magnetically connected to the orbits of Saturn’s moons can
be given to a first approximation by the dipole L-shell. These regions are called the
“moon L-shells”.
• Latitude or magnetic latitude, λmag: The magnetic latitude is the angle measured
from the magnetic equator of the dipole field until the radial position vector of
the observation point, along the z-axis. It takes values from -90◦ to +90◦. Several
books make use of the magnetic co-latitude, defined as 90◦-|λmag|. Due to the almost
perfect alignment of the magnetic and the spin axis at Saturn, the magnetic latitude
is almost identical to the kronographic latitude and can be estimated by sin−1(z/R).
Figure 4.3: Sketch showing the pitch angle and its variation along a dipole field line. The
equatorial pitch angle is the angle between the red and the blue vectors. Notice how the
pitch angle changes as the particle moves to different magnetic latitudes.
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• Equatorial pitch angle, aeq: The pitch angle, a, defines the angle between the
velocity vector of a particle and the direction of the magnetic field. It takes values
from 0◦ to 180◦. The two extreme values corresponding to field-aligned particles,
moving parallel or anti-parallel to the field direction, respectively. The pitch angle
of a trapped particle changes continuously, as the product B sin2a should remain
constant (due to conservation of the first adiabatic invariant of motion - the magnetic
moment) and the magnetic field intensity, B, changes along a filed line. Therefore
the pitch angle of a particle is usually given at a reference position along a field line.
That is chosen to be the magnetic equator (z=0) and the pitch angle is then called
“the equatorial pitch angle” (Figure 4.3).
4.2.1 Energetic particle drift motion and applications
The drift motion of energetic particles has two important elements: an eastward drift due
to the corotation electric field of Saturn (Ω) and a drift due to gradient in the magnetic field
and a curvature of the field lines (ωgc). The ωgc drift is eastward for ions and westwards
for electrons. This means that energetic electrons drift around the planet with speeds (or
more correctly “bounce-averaged drift velocities”) lower than those of the cold plasma
corotation speed, while energetic ions drift faster.
The corotational drift occurs on curves of equal electrostatic potential. In the absence
of additional electric fields, these curves coincide with the curves of equal magnetic field
where gradient and curvature drift takes place and, assuming an undisturbed dipole, with
the L-shells of the icy moons. Therefore, if ωk is the Keplerian orbital angular velocity of
a moon, the drift frequency of an energetic electron with respect to that moon is:
ωrk = fcΩ ± ωgc − ωk (4.1)
The dimensionless parameter fc(L) ≡ fc corresponds to the corotation fraction at the
approximate L-shell of each moon. The same equation can also give the drift frequency
relative to corotation (ωrc), if ωk is set to zero. The gradient and curvature drifts depend
on three parameters: the L-shell (L), the particle kinetic energy (E) and the equatorial
pitch angle (aeq). By analysing these simple equations, several interesting phenomena
and applications can be discussed, which are different for electron and for ions.
4.2.1.1 Electrons
For electrons, and for certain combinations of L and aeq an energy exists where ωrk or
ωrc are zero. These energies are called resonant energies with respect to the Keplerian
motion, and with respect to corotation (Erk and Erc respectively). At each L, there is a
range of resonant energies, corresponding to different aeq. Figure 4.4 shows the L and aeq
dependence of Erk and Erc for fc=1.
For E < Erk, electrons drift faster than the moons and depletions occur downstream
(ahead) of a moon’s orbital motion. For Erk < E < Erc, electrons counterdrift with re-
spect to the moon and depletions occur upstream (behind) the moons’ orbital motion, but
electrons continue to move in the sense of corotation (westward) in an inertial coordi-
nate system centered at Saturn. For even higher energies and at E > Erc, gradient and
curvature drifts are so strong that electrons drift opposite to the corotation direction. Erk
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Figure 4.4: Electron resonant energy with respect to the Keplerian motion (Erk) and coro-
tation (Erc), as a function of L and aeq. The solid curve shows Erk, while the dotted-dashed
curve is for Erc. The vertical dashed line denotes the approximate position of the main
ring system’s outer edge, while the dotted lines correspond to the icy moons’ L-shells.
Values are calculated assuming rigid corotation ( fc=1) all over the magnetosphere.
is fundamental for the Saturnian radiation belts. At this energy electrons have very low
probability of being absorbed by the moon because they are drifting close to the moon’s
orbital speed and can therefore diffuse across the moon’s orbit or drift along it, freely.
On the other hand, Erc is important since around that energy the effect of corotation van-
ishes. Then, any additional electric fields define the electron drift shell shape (Cooper et
al. 1998).
The Keplerian resonant energy can be directly extracted from data of close moon
flybys. An example is given below, based on data from a close Enceladus flyby. The
flyby occurred on day 195 of 2005, with a closest approach 194 km upstream of the
moon’s surface. Therefore, electron depletions were expected above Erk. Indeed, during
this upstream flyby LEMMS high energy resolution data revealed a narrow energy range
above which a clear moon wake appeared, where electron fluxes drop to background levels
(this is explained in th section 4.2.2). The average value of this energy range corresponds
to Erk and its ∼ 0.85 MeV (Figure 4.5).
The detection of the Keplerian resonant energy gives us a simple and practical method
to calculate the plasma corotation fraction, fc, at the orbital distance of Enceladus. Be-
cause at Erk, ωrk =0, Equation 4.1 gives,
fc =
ωk + ωgc
Ω
, (4.2)
where ωgc is defined at Erk. If the corotation was rigid ( fc), Erk would have been around
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Figure 4.5: LEMMS PHA channel electron data from the close moon flyby to Enceladus
on day 195 of 2005. The closest approach and the moon’s wake is around 19:55, where
a clear depletion of electron is seen. The actual wake is where electron fluxes go to zero
(above ∼ 0.85 MeV
. Depletions below that value correspond to a reduction of penetrating background (see
text for explanation).
1 MeV. The fact that Erk is lower than the expected value, in combination with Equation
4.2, suggests that plasma corotates at about 85-90% of the rigid corotation speed. The
method is identical for downstream flybys, but in this case the electron depletion occurs
below Erk.
Combining data from all three close flybys of Enceladus that took place in 2005,
it is estimated that fc ∼0.85. The upstream flyby of Dione (October 12, 2005) gave
fc =0.75 for the distance of Dione’s orbit. For the close, downstream flyby of Tethys
(September 24, 2005) this energy transition was obscured by MeV electron penetrating
background (see next paragraphs for explanation). For the downstream flyby of Rhea at
L=8.75 (November 26, 2005), this background source was absent but the fluxes of elec-
trons above a few hundred keV, where Erk was expected to be, were too low to detect this
transition. For Mimas, Janus and Epimetheus, there were no close flybys. As a conse-
quence, for these five moons fc values were manually extracted from the study of Saur
et al. (2004), where they modelled the radial profile for the azimuthal plasma velocity
at Saturn’s plasmasphere. A short summary of the fc values used in this chapter for the
distance of each moon is given in Table 4.1.
In Figure 4.5 an electron depletion can be seen even below Erk. However, this should
be impossible, given that these electrons have not yet being absorbed by Enceladus. What
is actually seen corresponds to a background decrease: electrons around 1 MeV (that
I refer to as “penetrating radiation”) are so energetic that they can either penetrate the
LEMMS structure directly or otherwise produce secondary radiation (Bremsstrahlung),
that reaches to the various LEMMS detectors. This can be a source of a wrong signal that
LEMMS cannot filter. As some energy of the penetrating radiation is deposited within the
LEMMS structure, the resultant background appears at lower energies than the original
penetrating particles and affects primarily the keV electron and ion channels. However,
during the Enceladus flyby, this penetrating radiation was absorbed by Enceladus: its ab-
sence therefore appeared as a dropout in the low energy channels of LEMMS. This shows
that at low L values, the total signal of LEMMS’s low energy has notable contributions
from background sources.
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Using a similar method for the rest of the close moon flybys or for several flybys
at intermediate distances, it is therefore possible to get an estimation of the penetrating
radiation and noise in the low energy LEMMS channels, as a function of distance. The
result is shown in Figure 4.6.
Figure 4.6: Relative contribution of penetrating radiation to the count rates of the C-
channels. Continuous lines correspond to C0-C3 channels (solid: C0, long dash: C1, short
dash: C2, dash-dot: C3). Unconnected points correspond to C4-C7 channels (diamonds:
C4, triangles: C5, squares: C6, x: C7). As expected, penetrating radiation increases at low
L. Foreground keV fluxes are sufficient to extract information through C0-C3 channels
for L > 4.5. C4-C7 are in many cases dominated by penetrating background, although
the high values at the distance of Dione could have alternative interpretations (see text
for explanation). Most of this information was extracted through data from close flybys
at Enceladus, Tethys, Dione and Rhea. At Mimas, Janus and Epimetheus, the estimated
penetrating radiation contributions are only lower limits, as these come from observations
of diffused MeV microsignatures.
Based on these estimations, it was decided to use data mainly from C0-C3 of the C-
channels and from E3-E6 of the E-channels. In the analysis that follows, a percentage of
the total flux is subtracted from each channel’s measurements based on what it is plotted
in the Figure 4.6. For E-channels it was decided to make no subtraction in this case.
A similar analysis for the ion channels showed that inside the orbit of Dione, en-
ergetic ions are almost absent and the respective measurements of LEMMS are almost
purely penetrating radiation. This shows that energetic ions are filtered while diffusing
radially inwards, probably by the interaction with the neutral gas torus which is produced
primarily by Enceladian activity.
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Results shown in Figure 4.6 should be interpreted carefully. The values of ∼70% of
penetrating radiation in C0-C7 at L < 3.5 and that of ∼90% for the C4-C7 at the orbit
of Dione do not suggest that LEMMS measures only background. Rather than that they
imply a very low foreground signal of keV electrons at L < 3.5 due to a possible electron
filtering effect suggested a number of studies (Van Allen et al. 1980a, Chenette and Stone
1983). This decreases significantly the signal to noise ratio for thee LEMMS detectors at
these distances.
The absence of a few hundred keV electrons at Dione leads to a similar picture for
C4-C7. Furthermore, subcorotation at Dione’s distance results in very low values of Erk.
The high relative background values of channels C5 to C7 could be attributed to misinter-
preting the direction of motion of the C5-C7 electrons with respect to the moon.
Such an analysis cannot reveal the full extent of penetrator contributions which relate
to many parameters, such as the absolute MeV fluxes and the parameters upon which
they depend (time, radial distance, latitude, and local time). Spacecraft orientation can
be also important: LEMMS is better shielded if it is pointed in the direction of Cassini’s
own wake. These values help to construct a more realistic picture of the LEMMS mea-
surements at low L values. Together with the calculation of the corotation fractions it is
already shown how electron microsignatures can be a valuable tool for magnetospheric
and even instrumental analysis.
4.2.1.2 Ions
The fundamental difference between the energetic ion and electron drift motions is the
fact that ions have the direction of gradient and curvature drift along the direction of coro-
tation. As a consequence ions drift faster than the cold plasma, whereas electrons slower,
as it was demonstrated in the previous section. For this reason, ions cannot become reso-
nant with the Keplerian motion, except for L-shells lower than 1.86 Rs (where Keplerian
motion is faster than the cold plasma corotation).
The ion gradient and curvature drift velocity increases with energy. For very high
energies (tens of MeV), ions can circle the planet in very short periods (a few hours or
even minutes). Equally, this means that the mean encounter time between an ion and an
icy moon is very short. The mean encounter time can be estimated by trk = 2piωrk .
Depletion regions in the fluxes of ions with E > 10 MeV are not initially sharp or
deep, as for energetic electrons. A large percentage of such ions can escape absorption
by the icy moons due to gyroradius and bounce motion effects (see next section for more
details). However, these shallow absorption regions reencounter again the moon in a
short time before diffusion processes had any significant effect on them. Therefore, they
progressively become deeper, until an equilibrium is reached between ion diffusion and
ion depletion (steady-state situation). It is observed that for all moons this equilibrium
is not reached: the ion depletion is almost 100% around the moon orbits. This means
that ion absorption rates are always faster than diffusion. For this reason, no ions of
E > 10 MeV exist along the L-shells of Janus, Epimetheus, Mimas, Enceladus, Tethys
and Dione. At these locations, ions are absent in almost all magnetospheric local times
and latitudes, independently of each moon’s location. These regions are referred to as
“ion macrosignatures”. These are shown in Figure 4.7.
The data reveal clear depletion regions associated with the moons Janus, Epimetheus,
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Figure 4.7: Ion macrosignatures as a function of L-Shell (x-axis) and local time (y-axis,
top) and latitude (y-axis, bottom). The color denotes the ion fluxes of the LEMMS P7
channel, that detects ions with energy greater than about 10 MeV/nucleon. The macrosig-
nature locations show an excellent correlation with the L-shells of the moons Janus,
Epimetheus, Mimas and Enceladus. Data shown correspond to the period July 2004-July
2007 and are averaged every 86 s.
Mimas and Enceladus, at all local times and latitudes in the MeV ions. A more diffuse
depletion region, at all local times and mainly for equatorial latitudes is also present be-
tween the orbits of Tethys and Dione, where fluxes are at background levels (∼ 10−4 in
differential intensity units). For greater L-values (L> 7) P7 measures an almost constant
flux of about ∼ 10−3 cm−2sr−1s−1keV−1. A closer investigation reveals that this flux is
measured at even larger distances in or out the magnetosphere, suggesting that the source
is probably high energy, cosmic rays. The depletion of these cosmic ray particles between
the orbits of Tethys and Dione could be due to several reasons:
• The depletion might occur at the surfaces of Dione and Tethys. The reason that
the depletion appears between the orbits of these two moons could be explained by
increased diffusion rates (which increases its radial extent) and the large gyroradii
of the MeV, cosmic ray ions at these distances (which increases the effective region
that they can be absorbed). However, depletion at the surfaces of the moons requires
that these ions are initially trapped. The impact probability of an MeV ion with
Dione and Tethys is very small and therefore depletion of MeV ions at all local
times requires at least several hours to be completed (Paranicas and Cheng 1997).
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However, cosmic ray particles are most likely transient from the magnetosphere
since their flux is almost constant for all L> 7, even in the solar wind.
• The depletion might result from the absorption of these ions by the E-ring dust, the
density of which starts to peak inside Dione’s orbit. However, as cosmic ray parti-
cles are transient, they cross the E-ring plane once or only a few times. The column
mass that needs to be crossed by a proton of about 10 MeV in order for a significant
part of its energy to be lost is about ∼ 10−2-∼ 10−1 g cm−2. Based on the mass
estimations for the E-ring (e.g. Hill (1982)) and assuming that most of its mass is
distributed between 3 and 7 Rs, its mean column mass is less than ∼ 10−9 g cm−2.
This means that a 10 MeV proton would need to cross the E-ring plane millions of
times in order to be absorbed. Crossing it only once will remove just a negligible
fraction of its energy. An exception to this would be the case that the grain size
distribution of the E-ring extends to sizes of centimeters or decimeters, with rela-
tively low number densities of grains at these sizes. Such a population could add
significant mass to the E-ring but could go unnoticed in photometric observations,
from which estimates of the ring’s mass can be extracted. In this case, the necessary
column mass to absorb the ion energy is contained only in few grains, meaning that
the number of encounters can be significantly reduced (see also Chapter 5). This is,
however, contradictory to the results of detailed studies on the E-ring’s grain size
distribution or the propagation of dust from its main source, Enceladus (eg. Juhász
et al. (2007)). Furthermore, it is very likely that the constant flux measured by
LEMMS for very energetic ions corresponds to protons with energies in the range
of 100 MeV (Van Allen 1983). This makes the interpretation of absorption by dust
even less likely.
• A third possibility is that this extended depletion region is a “shadow region” for
cosmic ray particles. The planet’s volume, including that of its main rings, in com-
bination with Saturn’s magnetospheric field, can create forbidden regions within
the magnetosphere for cosmic ray particles. This could explain why the constant
flux of MeV ions observed in and out of Saturn’s magnetosphere disappears only in
several locations within L> 7. Forbidden regions for incoming cosmic rays at the
Earth have been studied in great detail by tracing back cosmic ray particles on the
so-called Störmer orbits. Examples are shown in the two panels of Figure 4.8. To
evaluate whether this explains the flux dropout around Dione’s orbit, the Störmer
theory should be applied and particle trajectories should be calculated using a mag-
netic field model for Saturn’s magnetosphere. The presence of Saturn’s main ring
system makes the problem of mapping the forbidden regions unique in the solar
system.
Back to Figure 4.7, it can be seen that between the macrosignatures of the inner Sat-
urnian satellites, fluxes of P7 ions are 2-3 orders of magnitude higher that in the outer
regions of the magnetosphere. As the 100% ion depletion within the ion macrosignatures
indicates that diffusion is slow and ions cannot cross the orbits of these moons, the source
of these high fluxes cannot be radial diffusion from the outer magnetosphere.
At a given L-value, these high fluxes appear to be identical, at all local times and lat-
itudes. This means that the angular distribution of these ions is almost isotropic, since to
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Figure 4.8: (Top) Meridian plane view of a cosmic ray particle trajectory along an allowed
field line of Earth’s magnetic field. The shaded regions denote areas forbidden, based on
the Störmer theory. Plot extracted from Hofmann and Sauer (1968). (Bottom) Illustration
of charged particles of different energies traced backwards from the same location on the
Earth after being ejected vertically. Trajectories 1-3 corresponding to very high energy
particles are allowed to reach that point of the Earth. Lower energy particles can impact
the Earth, however in some cases (trajectory 15) they can escape after a series of complex
loops. Figure extracted from Smart et al. (2000).
construct this plot no angular (or pitch angle) filter was used, and Cassini’s orientation
varied significantly in this region, during the various crossings from which this data was
collected. This is again inconsistent with ions being transported at low L and being en-
ergized by radial diffusion, as this process tends to make pitch angle distributions more
equatorial and not isotropic.
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This simple application therefore shows how the observation of deep, ion macrosigna-
tures can reveal the presence of an isotropic MeV ion source in the inner radiation belts.
This source could have its origin in the CRAND process (Cosmic Ray Albedo Neutron
Decay), where MeV ions are produced as beta decay products of neutrons. The neutrons
could originate from cosmic ray impacts on Saturn’s rings or on Saturn’s atmosphere
(Randall 1994, Cooper et al. 1983). To identify the exact source it is then important to
map the forbidden and allowed regions for cosmic rays in Saturn’s magnetosphere.
Figure 4.9: Absolute value of half bounce azimuthal distance that is transversed by elec-
trons of 0.02, 0.5, 1.0, 3.0 and 5.0 MeV, with an equatorial pitch angle of 10◦, as a function
of L. The distance is given in a coordinate system that corotates with the Keplerian veloc-
ity of a circular, equatorial orbit, at each L. Triangles indicate the diameter of the seven
icy moons of Table 5.1. We see that in every case the particles drift shorter distances than
the moons’ diameters. The peculiar shape for the 1.0 MeV curve is because electrons
become resonant with the Keplerian motion at two L values. The vertical lines are the
same as in Figure 4.4.
4.2.2 Particle bounce and gyration motion
For these two elements of motion, again significant differences exist for electrons and
ions. Electrons within the energy range of LEMMS have much smaller gyroradii than
the icy moons’ radii. Therefore, if the electron’s guiding center intersects the moon,
the electron is practically absorbed. On the other hand, non 90◦ equatorial pitch angle
electrons can escape absorption if the azimuthal path they traverse during half a bounce
period is greater than the diameter of the absorbing moon.
Figure 4.9 shows that even for nearly field-aligned particles with high bounce periods,
the path traversed (for energies between 20 keV and 5 MeV) is always smaller than the di-
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Figure 4.10: (Top) The motion of an equatorially mirroring, 470 keV proton, at the orbital
distance of Tethys: Tethys is indicated by the red sphere and its orbit by the green line.
The injected proton (at [4.89,0, 0] Rs) avoids absorption mainly due to the bounce motion,
which for a 470 keV proton has a period of about 70 sec. The gyroradius of the proton
is also comparable to the size of Tethys, a fact that can further reduce the possibility of
absorption by the moon. (Bottom) Same plot for a 45 keV electron: in this case, the elec-
tron, due to its slower drift velocity compared to that of the ion, and to the rapid bounce
motion (7.9 sec bounce period) cannot escape absorption by Tethys. The gyroradius of
the electron (few km) cannot be resolved in the scale of this plot.
ameter of the icy moons. Therefore, it is reasonable to assume that all energetic electrons
are lost when their guiding center field line passes through the moon.
On the other hand, ion gyroradii can be much larger than the icy moon radii. Fur-
thermore, as ions drift faster than corotation the half bounce distance of energetic ions
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is usually larger than the diameter of the moons and can easily escape absorption (Fil-
lius 1988). As a result, energetic ion microsignatures are not expected to be observed in
the LEMMS dataset. The difference between the energetic electron and ion absorption is
illustrated in Figure 4.10.
4.3 Additional examples of electron microsignatures
While several examples of both micro- and macrosignatures were presented in the previ-
ous sections, data analysis in this chapter is primarily based on electron microsignatures.
The primary reason is that electron microsignatures can be more easily resolved, as ini-
tially electron flux tubes are depleted completely of energetic electrons and can survive
longer. On the other hand, only small fraction of energetic ions from those crossing the
moon’s location, are absorbed and any depletions would be shallow and hard to separate
from magnetospheric fluctuations. In addition, as discussed in Sections 1.2 and 4.2.1.1,
the signal to noise ratio of energetic ions inside the orbit of Dione is very low, as energetic
ions are depleted due to charge-exchange reactions with Saturn’s neutral gas. Energetic
ions are particularly interesting for analysing macrosignatures, which are however time
independent features and therefore the extraction of diffusion rates from their study is
more complicated.
To illustrate some additional basic features of microsignatures in the Saturnian mag-
netosphere, several more examples are presented in this section. I first show several events
of energetic electron microsignatures at Tethys and Enceladus.
4.3.1 Low energy electron microsignatures at Tethys
With a radius of 530 km, Tethys (Figure 4.11) is one of the largest satellites of Saturn and
the source of well-defined microsignatures seen during the Voyager 2 flyby (Carbary et
al. 1983).
Its orbit is circular and almost equatorial, at a distance of 4.89 Rs from the center of
Saturn. It possesses two Lagrangian objects, Telesto and Calypso, with a radius of 12
and 10 km in the trailing and leading Lagrange points, respectively. Corotating Lagrange
objects have been discussed in the past as possible sources of other moon microsignatures
(Simpson et al. 1980, Van Allen et al. 1980a).
Tethys lies in a region where the deviations from the magnetic dipole field start to
increase significantly: Voyager 2 detected the Tethys microsignature at L=4.80 (Vogt et
al. 1982), where L is the dipole L-shell. Magnetospheric currents seem to contribute
significantly to this deviation (Connerney et al. 1981, Van Allen et al. 1980b). Randall
(1994) and Maurice et al. (1996) have also indicated the presence of a local time asym-
metry in the electron intensities of the inner magnetosphere. All these are expected to be
reflected in the location of the absorption features from Tethys and all the moons of the
inner magnetosphere that orbit beyond ∼5 Rs (e.g. Dione and Rhea).
Here several examples are shown to illustrate the characteristics of the low energy
electron microsignatures in the vicinity of Tethys’ L-shell. Electrons with E < Erk are
referred to as low energy electrons in this case study. Data shown are collected from the
first seven orbits of Cassini (July 2004 - April 2005).
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Figure 4.11: Tethys full disk image by Cassini. Image credit: NASA/JPL/Space Science
Institute
During this time period, Cassini crossed Tethys’s L-shell 12 times and data were avail-
able for the 11 of these. All crossings revealed single or multiple absorption features in
the low energy electrons. In five cases, the microsignatures were very deep and sharp.
Figure 4.12 shows some of the characteristics of most of these strong microsignatures.
The feature at 3:46 is deep, sharp, with a radial extent only slightly greater than Tethys’s
diameter, as expected, based on the analysis presented in section 4.2.1. The results from
the 11 crossings are summarized in Table 4.2.
While these characteristics were more or less expected, there are several additional
remarkable observations. As can be realized from Table 4.2, microsignatures are usually
displaced from the expected L-shell. In some cases, this displacement (∆L) is more than
0.3 Rs. Also, the exact microsignature location seems to depend on the particle’s energy
and, in a few cases, double microsignatures appear in the same energy channel during the
same crossing (Figures 4.12).
No absorption signatures were seen in channels C4-C7 and E0-E3 (>100 keV). The
finding of low signal to noise ratio for C4-C7 in Section 4.2.1.1 is consistent with this
observation. The absence in E0-E3 is less expected, although these channels have higher
signal to noise ratio. Ion microsignatures were also absent from the data, which was
expected, as discussed in the previous sections.
The three cases where double microsignatures have been detected (see Table 4.2) can
be interpreted in various ways. For the event of day 16 of 2005 Cassini’s periapsis was at
the distance of Tethys, and for a certain period the spacecraft’s path was almost parallel
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"Fresh signture" "Old signatures"
Figure 4.12: Multiple microsignatures in the C-channels during the Tethys L-shell cross-
ing on day 89 of 2005. The sharp absorption feature at 3:46 originates Tethys and it is
freshly formed. The vertical line at 4:26 indicates the expected time for Tethys’ L-shell
crossing. Around that time, several more aged Tethys absorption signatures are seen, with
random displacements as a function of energy, around the expected L-shell crossing time.
Local time values are given with respect to local noon (12:00)
to a portion of the moon’s L-shell. In this case, small-scale fluctuations or temporal
variations in the drift shell’s shape become important: Cassini’s motion almost parallel to
Tethys’s disturbed L-shell would lead to multiple crossings within a short time interval,
and to the recording of the double microsignatures in the same channel.
The interpretation of double microsignatures should be different if the L-shell crossing
geometry is not the one discussed above. That is the case for the features seen during days
47 and 89 (2005). In the former event (Figure 4.3.1), all microsignatures have similar
depths and widths and therefore, probably similar ages. It can be assumed that during
the formation of these absorption features, the variability of the magnetosphere was such
that Tethys was “exposed” to a large range of electron drift trajectories within a short
period. This caused the simultaneous formation of depletion regions, for the same species
and energies, in different L-shells. Such a process could occur during a magnetospheric
injection or compression event.
The double microsignature on day 89 (Figure 4.12) could not be explained in a similar
way. Microsignatures do not have comparable depths and therefore have different ages.
The source of the deep feature is definitely Tethys. The shallow features correspond to an
old Tethys microsignature, despite the values of ∆λ suggesting that Cassini is in a good
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Table 4.2: Summary of Tethys’s L-shell crossings where microsignatures have been seen.
For ∆λ close to 360◦, Cassini is crossing the moon’s wake. Negative ∆L denote inward
displacements, the opposite for outward displacements. For multiple microsignatures or
for microsignatures which their location shows strong energy dependence, multiple ∆L
values are given. For crossings marked with a “∗”, almost full pitch angle coverage was
available.
Expected L-shell ∆λ Local
crossing time (Tethys-Calypso- Time ∆L Additional
(yyyy.dddhhmm) Telesto) (deg) (hh:mm) (Rs) remarks
2004.1822225(∗) 64-4-125 10:19 -0.1 90◦ pitch angle deple-
tion also present. Varia-
tions in fluxes.
2004.1830705(∗) 262-202-323 02:06 -0.3 Large flux variation.
2004.3500729 143-79-204 20:20 0.4 Deep signature. Could
originate from Tethys
or Dione.
2005.0160535(∗) 138-74-199 18:30 0.05/0.2 Multiple microsig-.
natures. 90◦ pitch angle
depletion
(Roussos et al. 2005)
2005.0160726(∗) 132-68-194 19:45 0.08 90◦ pitch angle
depletion
(Roussos et al. 2005)
2005.0472008 91-27-152 15:30 0.05/0.35 Strong energy depen-
-0.2 dence of microsignature
location (Fig. 4.3.1).
2005.0480546 32-329-93 00:40 -0.15 Cassini rotating.
2005.0680651 30-326-91 15:30 0.2 Deep signature.
2005.0681628 331-267-32 00:40 -0.1 Deep signature. Cassini
rotating. See also
Paranicas et al. (2005).
2005.0881849 338-275-40 15:30 -0.05 Deep signature. Cassini
rotating.
2005.0890426 279-216-341 00:40 -0.3/-0.05 Double microsignatures.
microsignatures 0.05 See also Fig. 4.12.
position to record the sum effect of the drifted wake signatures from all three coorbiting
moons. However, the small moons are not effective absorbers of electrons (see Chapter
5).
An estimate of 0.5-1.0·10−9R2s/s of the radial diffusion coefficient based on a single
event (Paranicas et al. 2005), further supports what LEMMS data show: observed mi-
crosignatures do originate from Tethys and survive for more than one full orbit. The deep
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Figure 4.13: Double signature in the 28-49 keV channel (C1) seen during the L-Shell
crossing of day 47 (2005). The fact that both signatures have similar geometrical charac-
teristics suggests a possible simultaneous formation during a variable phase of the mag-
netosphere.
features seen ∼30◦ upstream during the crossings of days 48 and 68 (06:51) of 2005, as
well as the double signatures of day 89 prove that. Also interesting is that the microsigna-
ture during day 48 showed an inward displacement. The day 68 crossing, which had the
exact same geometry with respect to Tethys, but occurred at a different local time, showed
an outward displacement and, for certain energy channels, dissimilar depths compared to
day’s 48 feature. This is further evidence for the non-circular drift shells and for time
variability of the radial diffusion rates.
In summary, through this short case study at Tethys, it has been realized that:
• Electron microsignatures from Tethys in the 20-100 keV energy range are almost
always found during a crossing of the moon’s L-shell
• Radial diffusion rates should be small, given the fact that Tethys’ microsignatures
are found in large longitudinal separations from the moon. In many cases, double
microsignatures (one newly formed, and one older that has survived more than one
rotation around the planet) are identified in the data.
• The location of electron microsignatures does not coincide with the predicted posi-
tion, based on drifts on a purely dipole field. This means that electron drift shells
are not circular.
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• The displacements from the Tethys’s L-shell are much larger than those predicted
by magnetic field models. There are also hints for a local time dependence of the
displacement direction.
• Microsignatures are rare in channels that measure electrons above 100 keV. This
could be an instrumental effect, associated with the low signal to noise ratio of
these channels.
4.3.2 Enceladus’s keV and MeV electron microsignatures
Enceladus orbits Saturn inside the orbit of Tethys, at about 3.95 Rs. After three close
flybys of the moon by Cassini in 2005 and several imaging campaigns it was realized that
Enceladus is geologically active and is the primary source of dust and gas for Saturn’s E-
ring. More specifically, a source of dust and neutral gas was identified at the moon’s south
polar region (Porco et al. 2006, Spahn et al. 2006). The ionized products of this region
were sufficient to create a strong interaction with the magnetosphere as it was first realized
through the magnetometer data (Dougherty et al. 2006). Given that in the previous case
study I analyzed microsignatures from an inert moon, it is interesting to investigate the
complexities introduced in the microsignature structure and evolution by a large scale
electromagnetic obstacle.
For this purpose, it is important to first understand the process of particle diffusion,
which is considered to be the primary source of the energetic particle microsignature
refilling.
The dynamics of such population differ from that of a low energy MHD fluid. The
dynamical behaviour of energetic particles is to a significant extend controlled by the
magnetic drifts which are negligible for the low energy plasma, as discussed in Section
1.3. Furthermore, the energy gap between the cold plasma and the energetic particles
is very large (tens to hundreds of keV). A dropout in the energetic particle population
cannot be “refilled” by simply energizing the more abundant, low energy particles through
processes that can occur in the moon wakes (discussed in more detail in Chapter 6).
For instance, the plasma absorption by an icy moon (at all energies) introduces a de-
crease in the total plasma pressure. As a consequence, an electric field associated with
a gradient in plasma pressure will drive charged particles back into the cavity and in the
same time accelerate them. This acceleration, however, does not add more than several
tens of eV to the total energy of the particles (see Samir et al. (1983) and Chapter 6).
Such an energy gain is negligible compared to the total energy of the energetic plasma
(especially electrons). This means that only “pre-existing” energetic particles refill the
energetic particle cavities. The dominance of magnetic drifts will also “shadow” the ef-
fects of this electric field, meaning that wakes in low energy plasma will probably have
different lifetimes than at high energies.
A series of examples shown in Section 4.3.1 show that energetic electron microsig-
natures have long lifetimes, probably much longer than at low energies (no relevant ob-
servations have been reported). This suggests that at long distances from the absorbing
moon, these microsignatures exist as independent structures. As energetic electrons in
the radiation belts of Saturn have very low densities and negligible contribution to the
plasma betas (Maurice et al. 1996), no electromagnetic field disturbances can be found
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associated with their presence. Therefore, the refilling of these cavities will occur due to
a current that results from a gradient in the particle flux at the specific energy range of the
absorption. This current, j, is mathematically expressed by Fick’s law: j = −∇ f . Fick’s
law can be directly transformed to the form of the diffusion equation:
∂ f
∂ t
= D ∇2 f , (4.3)
where D is, in this case, the local magnetospheric diffusion coefficient.
Particle diffusion is associated with the violation of one (or more) of the adiabatic
invariants relevant with charged particle motion in a dipole field. Invariance is violated
if perturbations act on the particle motion in time scales shorter than the period of each
motion element. The invariants associated with the bounce motion and the gyration re-
quire perturbations that act in periods shorter than a few seconds or milliseconds to be
violated, respectively. Such a process leads to pitch angle and/or azimuthal diffusion, and
results from wave-particle interactions. Azimuthal diffusion can be neglected, according
to Simpson et al. (1980).
What is commonly violated in planetary magnetospheres (including that of Saturn)
is the third adiabatic invariant. This is associated with the drift motion around Saturn
that has a period of several hours. This leads to radial diffusion of the charged particles,
which is believed to be the most important process refilling the energetic electron mi-
crosignatures. As the scale of the microsignatures is of the order of 10−2Rs, it is more
appropriate to say that microdiffusion refills them. Even if other diffusive processes exist,
they cannot account for this refilling as they transport electrons at larger spatial scales.
Therefore, whenever I mention radial diffusion in this study, unless otherwise stated, I
refer to microdiffusion.
Let trk = ∆θωrk the time that an electron of certain energy and pitch angle needs to cover
the azimuthal angular separation, ∆θ (in radians), between the icy moon and the absorp-
tion region, with the moon/electron relative drift frequency, ωrk. At trk=0 the absorption
region should have the shape of a square well, with an extent equaling the moons diam-
eter, that is 2R, where R is the moon’s radius. Based on the discussion above, it can be
assumed that only radial diffusion primarily shapes the absorption signature profile. Then,
Equation 4.3 can be reduced to one dimension, the solution of which has been found by
Van Allen et al. (1980a):
f = 1 − 0.5
[
er f (1 − x/R√
τ
) + er f (1 + x/R√
τ
)
]
, (4.4)
where τ = 4DLLtrk/R2. DLL is the radial diffusion coefficient, and x is the radial displace-
ment from the center of the signature. The parameter f corresponds to the normalized
differential intensities or count rates of the LEMMS detector. The normalization can be
carried out with respect to the maximum value just outside the microsignature, after the
data are detrended and the penetrating background is removed. An illustration of Equation
4.4 profiles for different values of τ is shown in Figure 4.14.
Modelling the shape of the observed microsignatures with the profile given by Equa-
tion 4.4, radial diffusion coefficients could be determined. Furthermore, if the theoretical
and the measured profiles don’t agree, this would suggest additional processes and factors,
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Figure 4.14: Microsignature erosion by particle diffusion according to Equation 4.4. Each
linestyle corresponds to a different τ value, indicated in the plot legend.
other that radial diffusion, are eroding the microsignature signal. Enceladus’s microsig-
natures proved to be an ideal target for such an application.
Electron microsignatures of Enceladus (in normalized counts per second, CPS) ob-
served during Cassini’s first 14 orbits around Saturn are shown in Figure 4.15. Panels
(a) to (f) show 28-49 keV low-energy microsignatures downstream of Enceladus in the
corotational flow. Panels (g) to (l) show upstream microsignatures, above Erk with (j) to
(l) showing the sharp depletions from the three close flybys. The center panel shows each
event’s longitudinal separation from Enceladus. Triangles denote observed microsigna-
tures, diamonds show crossings where data gaps or spacecraft rotations preclude interpre-
tation, and squares denote periods during which no microsignature was observed in the
available data. In the latter cases, a microsignature may possibly have been present but
could not be observed due to instrumental effects (e.g. increased penetrator fluxes).
Starting from the bottom panels, where upstream microsignatures are illustrated, it
can be seen that MeV electron microsignatures, including those of the close flybys on
days 48, 68, and 195 of 2005 (4), consistently follow the profile of Equation 4.4 (this
is also realized by fitting Equation 4.4 to the measured profiles). This means that these
electrons, due to their high energy, behave as if Enceladus is insulating and atmosphere
free. Furthermore, the refilling of the MeV electron depleted regions is driven by radial
diffusion. Electron microsignatures in the MeV range seem to survive up to 60◦ upstream
of Enceladus. The shallow depletion plotted in panel (g), 200◦ upstream, is a striking
exception to these observations, which could mean that it possibly does not originate
from Enceladus, but from another source (e.g. dust clump, ring arc formed on the orbit of
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Figure 4.15: Enceladus microsignatures from the first 14 months of the Cassini mis-
sion. The top panel shows microsignatures downstream of Enceladus in the expected keV
energy range, while the bottom panel shows microsignatures in the MeV energy range
(above Erk). See text for more detailed explanation.
an unknown moon? - See Chapter 5).
On the other hand, depths and radial extents of downstream microsignatures (top pan-
els) are not in accord with their longitudinal separations and do not fit to the profile of
Equation 4.4. Several microsignatures are flanked by a broad flux decrease: e.g. mi-
crosignature (a) which has the broadest observed width (16,000 km), was observed when
Enceladus was definitely outgassing (Dougherty et al. 2006). Extended clouds of expelled
ice particles and neutral gas would also obstruct electrons: a 1 µm ice dust particle can
absorb a 20-30 keV electron with a single impact.
Furthermore, waves generated by the pickup of fresh ions originating at Enceladus
and the E-ring could also increase pitch-angle diffusion rates considerably, due to wave-
particle interactions. Such processes could be the source of the “mismatch” between
the observed keV microsignature structure and the Equation 4.4 profiles. In this way, the
electron signatures width and variable depths could signify changes on time scales of days
or weeks in near Enceladian environment, the E-ring and its associated neutral gas torus.
This variability is consistent with other Cassini observations (Dougherty et al. 2006) and
ground-based E-ring observations (Roddier et al. 1998). Such a variability could originate
from changes in Enceladus’s cryovolcanic activity. A more extensive discussion can be
found in Jones et al. (2006).
No downstream electron microsignatures have been seen at separations greater than
80◦, while Tethys microsignatures persist over greater longitude ranges, as it was indicated
in the previous section. Within the radiation belts, DLL should increase according to the
power law:
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DLL = DoLn, (4.5)
where Do is a constant and n is a positive dimensionless constant which defines the radial
diffusion source (Walt 1994). For n = 10 the sources are magnetic field impulses while
for n = 6 the drivers are electric potential fields.
This simple law tells us that at Enceladus DLL should be lower than at Tethys and
Enceladus’s microsignatures should persist for longer time, however the opposite is seen.
This is an additional indication that radial diffusion is not the sole process of refilling
Enceladus’s keV microsignatures. Identifying the exact source of the faster refilling
would require a close, downstream flyby of Enceladus, which is planned to occur dur-
ing Cassini’s extended mission.
Electrons above the resonant energy are therefore lost in a predictable, steady way,
whereas Enceladus’s exosphere outgassing levels apparently influence lower energy elec-
tron signatures. All the close flybys to date have been upstream of Enceladus; an appraisal
of the atmospheres influence on the structure of low-energy electron wakes requires future
close downstream passes.
4.4 Statistical analysis of icy moon absorption signatures
With several electron microsignature examples analyzed, the next step is a statistical anal-
ysis of a collection of relevant events. The general concept of the analysis that follows
is based on the described and discussed previous sections: As energetic electrons circu-
late in the radiation belts, they are continuously absorbed by the icy moons. The empty
electron flux tubes will continue to “drift” in the radiation belts, with the properties of
the pre-depletion electrons. Diffusive processes will tend to smooth out these regions. By
studying the fill-in as a function of azimuthal separation from each moon (or equally, drift
time), these processes can be assessed. This analysis is at the various moons at different L
and electron energy in an attempt to extract the L- and energy dependence of the DLL. In
addition, by monitoring the L-shell of each microsignature with respect to the expected
L-shell, electron drift orbits in the radiation belts could also be evaluated.
For the drift time calculation (trk) formulas given by Thomsen and Van Allen (1980)
are used. We assume that the drift of the electrons takes place on circular orbits of L +
∆L/2, where ∆L is the signature displacement from the expected location and L is the
moon’s L-shell (negative for inward displacements, positive for outward). Pitch angle
information comes directly from the magnetometer experiment and data on the LEMMS
sensor pointing. Although the observed displacement of the signatures is direct evidence
that there are deviations from circular orbits (Section 4.3.1), displacements are only 3-
5% of each moon’s L-shell, on average. As a result, the trk calculation is not affected
significantly. Equation 4.4 is appropriate to describe a monoenergetic microsignature, or,
at least, a signature recorded in a detector of small energy width (C channels). The large
energy width of the E channels imposes some complication that will be discussed at a
later stage in this chapter.
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4.4.1 Statistics and overview of observations
Up to the end 2005, Cassini performed 164 icy moon L-shell crossings and microsigna-
tures were found in 74 of these, mainly in the keV electrons. Microsignatures detected
in the E channels (MeV range) were less frequent and shallow, even for a few degrees
azimuthal separation from the moons. The distribution of the L-shell crossings per icy
moon and the percentage of crossings where a microsignature was detected are given in
Figure 4.16.
Figure 4.16: The number of L-shell crossings per icy moon. On the horizontal axis, the
abbreviations for the moons are used as in most previous figures. Janus and Epimetheus L-
shells were crossed only during SOI. Above each bar, the percentage of L-shell crossings
per icy moon, where a microsignature was observed, is given. We note that at certain
times a microsignature could have not been observed due to purely instrumental reasons,
such as light contamination of LEMMS, spacecraft rotations or lack of data (LEMMS
was switched off). This plot does not separate these cases (small fraction of the total), but
even if those were considered, the overall picture would not change.
There is actually much more information in this plot than a simple cataloguing of
L-shell crossings. Figure 4.16 shows that in almost 85% of Tethys’s L-shell crossings a
microsignature has been found. The percentage is probably higher, since the cases where
there was no microsignature detection, spacecraft rotations, LEMMS light contamination
or data gaps occurred coincidentally . This picture qualitatively agrees with the one given
in Section 4.3.1 and by Paranicas et al. (2005): radial diffusion coefficients at the region
of Tethys are very low. Double microsignatures, seem to be a common feature at Tethys.
The detection percentage is lower at Dione, and even lower at Rhea. This is also consistent
with the increase of DLL in the radiation belts according to the power law of Equation 4.5.
The sharp decrease of the detection percentage at Rhea (compared to the decrease be-
tween Tethys and Dione) indicates fast diffusion rates at L > 8 and also a high n value.
Inward of Tethys the detection percentage decreases, although DLL values should be very
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small and the microsignature lifetime should be higher. While increasing penetrating radi-
ation levels and/or Enceladian activity could explain the absence of microsignatures in the
keV electrons, this does not explain the absence of many MeV electron microsignatures.
This implies that the magnetosphere inside L = 4 is relatively complex in structure.
Van Allen et al. (1980a) and Chenette and Stone (1983) have shown evidence for an
electron spectrum filtered from keV electrons and with a peak at about 1 MeV, in the inner
magnetosphere. The presence of the filtered spectrum is also hinted from the analysis
of the penetrating radiation in Section 4.2.1.1. In addition, LEMMS measurements in
the vicinity of Mimas suggest that the spectral characteristics of this region are indeed
peculiar.
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Figure 4.17: Two Mimas microsignatures seen during the consecutive inbound and out-
bound crossings of Mimas’s L-shell range, on day 104 of 2005. The plotted values from
top to bottom show the E4, E5 and E6 count rates. The vertical lines on the top panel,
denoted as “Ma” and “Mp” correspond to the L-shell of Mimas’s apoapsis and periapsis,
respectively. We point out that these microsignatures helped us evaluate the contribu-
tion of penetrators in the C-channels, at the distance of Mimas. The bottom panel shows
Cassini’s attitude. Several spacecraft rotations are correlated to changes in the measured
count rates, as LEMMS points to different pitch angles of a region with a non-isotropic
pitch angle distribution. The observed periodic spikes in the data are instrumental and
not magnetospheric features. We also note that the use of the count rate as a unit for the
E-channel recordings is done with respect to the uncertainties in their geometrical factors
and passbands, as discussed in Section 2.2.1.
Figure 4.17 shows two events recorded on day 104 and 105 of 2005, during the pe-
riapsis of the seventh Cassini orbit. The absorption features appeared simultaneously in
almost all LEMMS channels (even in the ion detectors), implying that the real decrease
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was in the energy range of the penetrating radiation, that is a few MeV. All signatures have
been detected on the L-shells that correspond to the periapsis or apoapsis of Mimas’s or-
bit: physically this is explained by the large contact time of Mimas with the L-shell in
these regions, due to its almost zero radial orbital velocity (see Selesnick (1993), Figure
3).
Taking Mimas’s eccentricity into account, the time the signature needs to drift from
Mimas to the spacecraft can be evaluated (see Van Allen et al. (1980a)): Assuming a
circular orbit for the electron signature, the time that Mimas was previously at the same
L-shell is estimated. It is found that the inbound microsignature was created 0.83 or
23.5 hours earlier, while the outbound 4.3 or 26.9 hours earlier. The multiple solutions
correspond to the two most recent periapsis passages of Mimas. Each drift time can
provide up to two solutions for the electron energy: one for an eastward drift (E < Erc)
and one for the westward drift (E > Erc). The results are summarized in Table 4.3. Due
to the relatively low fluxes at energies greater than 5 MeV (Chenette and Stone 1983), I
did not consider the 8.0 and 9.1 MeV solutions.
Table 4.3: Analysis of Mimas’s microsignatures. The notations “W” and “E” refer to the
westward and eastward solutions, respectively (see text for explanation).
Drift time Energy Comment
(hours) (MeV)
0.83 8.0 Inbound (W)
23.5 1.6 Inbound (E)
23.5 2.9 Inbound (W)
4.3 1.8 Outbound (E)
4.3 9.1 Outbound (W)
26.9 2.4 Outbound (E)
26.9 3.5 Outbound (W)
If the energy ranges of the E0-E6 channels and the solutions in Table 4.3 are taken
into account, it is most likely that the 1.6 and 2.9 MeV solutions for the inbound trajectory
are actually the ones that are recorded in the E0-E6 channels and the decreases in lower
energy C channels (not shown) are of the penetrating background.
For the outbound crossing three solutions between 1.8 and 3.5 MeV are found, ap-
proximately in the same range as for the inbound signatures. The fact that the inbound
and outbound features have comparable geometrical characteristics, might also suggest
similar drift times, which makes the 2.4 and 3.5 MeV solutions more probable than the
1.8 MeV one.
A possible absorption feature from Mimas has been found during day 248 of 2005
(10:22). The microsignature is very shallow and located close to Mimas’s periapsis (but
not exactly on the periapsis, L ∼ 3.03). Eight solutions for the energy are possible, if it is
assumed that this microsignature was formed in one of the two earliest Mimas periapsis
passages. These solutions suggest a formation between 1.7 and 3.3 MeV with drift times
that range from ∼19 to ∼45 hours.
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The shallowness of the signature could imply a large microsignature lifetime. Alter-
natively, the dispersion in position effect is applicable in this case (Van Allen et al. 1980a)
and could account for the microsignature depletion. Then the question is why these data
reveal only one microsignature. Solutions actually suggest the detection of many more
structures in the energy range of 1-5 MeV, where the electron spectrum is thought to be
continuous and the electron fluxes considerable (Chenette and Stone 1983).
A microsignature in the MeV energy range also appeared between L =2.535 and
L =2.540 during the inbound SOI trajectory (day 183 of 2004, 00:52). Orbital consider-
ations and the assumption for circular drift shells suggest that this microsignature comes
from Epimetheus and not Janus. As in the case of Mimas, it is observed at the L-shell of
Epimetheus’s apoapsis and it has probably been formed at 3.4±0.1 MeV.
The lack of microsignatures in 8 out of the 11 crossings of Mimas’s, Janus’s and
Epimetheus’s L-shells can only be the result of a peaked or not continuous spectrum, the
eccentric orbits of those moons and the approximate circular drift shells for L < 3.5.
This combination leads to electron holes being quantized features rather than continuous
structures at each L, that can only be detected if Cassini is in the right position, at the right
time.
A lot of different observations also suggest that a filtering of radially diffusing elec-
trons is taking place, allowing mainly electrons of a few MeV to be present in the vicinity
of Mimas and inward. Where and why does this filtering take place are questions that still
need to be answered. Are there physical mechanisms that can help electrons “escape” this
filtering process and populate the inner magnetosphere? Results in the following section
could shed some light on this matter.
4.4.2 Electron radial microdiffusion
The estimation of DLL at the L-shells of the icy moons is based on the fit of the solution
described by Equation 4.4 to the microsignature profiles. A representative example of
such a fit is shown in Figure 4.18. The event occurred close to the L-shell of Tethys on
day 104 of 2005, in the inbound segment of Cassini’s orbit.
The analytical profile describes well the overall shape and depth of the microsignature.
In general, fits were satisfactory for microsignatures that were not very fresh or not very
diffuse. Shallow (diffuse) absorption signatures were especially difficult to fit, as the depth
of the microsignature was sometimes comparable with the amplitude of fluctuations in the
data. Sharp (fresh) microsignatures do not reveal the effects of diffusion in their shape,
which makes difficult to extract the actual DLL.
In the following plots, included are only DLL values from where the fit was termed
satisfactory. The standard deviation was used as a primary criterion for the goodness of
the fit. Visual inspection of the fitted curve was always necessary in order to evaluate
cases where the standard deviation criterion could have been misleading (diffuse or fresh
signatures), or to fine-tune some pre-defined parameters for the fitting (e.g the center of
the microsignature).
Beforehand, it was investigated whether there are trends in DLL that need to be re-
moved. In several cases a slight increase of DLL towards the equatorial pitch angles could
be observed. An example is shown in Figure 4.19. As this variation was comparable to
the uncertainty of the derived DLL values, no correction was applied.
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Figure 4.18: Fit of the Equation 4.4 (solid curve) to a Tethys microsignature profile
(points), detected on day 104 of 2005 (17:47, channel C2). The fit gave a DLL =
4.7 · 10−10R2s/s.
Figure 4.19: Variation of DLL at Tethys, as a function of equatorial pitch angle (aeq) for
electrons of 41-64 keV. An increase of DLL towards equatorial pitch angles is expected
theoretically when radial diffusion is driven by magnetic field impulses.
Starting with the microsignatures seen in the C channels, DLL is plotted as a function
of L + ∆L/2 (Figure 4.20). Results are shown only for Tethys, Dione and Rhea. No
microsignature in the keV range has been found for Mimas, Janus or Epimetheus. At
Enceladus, radial diffusion alone cannot explain the microsignature fill-in, as it was dis-
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cussed in previous sections. No calculation of the additional refilling components was
done, meaning that the estimation of DLL at Enceladus with the discussed method gives
only upper limits. By removing the penetrating background, the upper limit for DLL at
Enceladus was reduced to 4 · 10−9R2s/s, which is a factor of two less than what is given by
Jones et al. (2006).
Figure 4.20: L-dependence of the DLL for the C1 energies (28-49 keV). Three reference
curves are shown that correspond to Equation 4.5, for n =6,8 and 10 (dotted, dashed and
solid curve, respectively).
Figure 4.20 shows the results for the L-dependence of DLL for the 28-49 keV electrons.
A significant scattering is seen for DLL at Tethys and Dione, which could be attributed to
a number of reasons, such as temporal and spatial variations of DLL or the quality of the
signal for the different events that were fitted.
The DLL at Dione and Tethys are below the lower limits set by Paonessa and Cheng
(1985). This qualitatively agrees with the observed long lifetime of the microsignatures
(see Section 4.2.1.1). If we only consider Dione’s and Tethys’s extracted DLL values,
Equation 4.5 can fit equally well for all n ranging from 6 to 10. The single microsignature
event at Rhea, however, suggests that DLL should vary as ∼ L10. More Rhea events could
have revealed a similar scattering as at Dione and Tethys. Krimigis et al. (1981) estimated
a DLL at Rhea almost one order of magnitude less than is estimated here. In combination
with the present results, this would give an n value between 8 and 10. The difference of
one order of magnitude is within the limits of the DLL accuracy at Rhea, due to the known
deviations from simple dipole magnetic field drifts (Birmingham 1982).
The L-dependence gives similar results for C0, C2 and C3 channels, where n ranges
between 8 and 10.5. The results on the L-dependence of DLL are consistent with a refill-
ing of the energetic electron microsignatures by radial microdiffusion generated by field
impulses. A pitch angle dependence of DLL, with the profile seen in Figure 4.19, is the-
oretically expected (Walt (1994), Figure 8.3). In addition, these results agree with those
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by Cooper et al. (1983), where he found an ∼ L9 DLL dependence by assuming a Cosmic
Ray Albedo Neutron Decay (CRAND) process at Saturn’s rings, in order to explain the
high energy proton fluxes measured by Pioneer 11.
Maybe one of the most important results are the very low DLL at Tethys and Dione.
Given that there is a gradient in the electron phase space density (Randall 1994), we can
relate directly the value of DLL with the time, t, that a particle needs to diffuse from L2 to
L1 according to Mogro-Campero and Fillius (1976):
t ∼ (L2 − L1)
2
4DLL
(4.6)
Our DLL estimations therefore show that 20-100 keV electrons need approximately the
same time to diffuse across Dione’s orbit, as the mean encounter time between Dione and
these particles (Trk = 2pi/ωrk). At Tethys this diffusion time can be greater than Trk. This
means that a radially diffusing electron will encounter Tethys and Dione at least once, if
its azimuthal drift path is circular.
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Figure 4.21: 86 s averaged electron count rates of the C2 (top) and E5 (bottom) channels,
during SOI. Vertical lines denote the icy moon L-shells. Electron count rate drops start
near the L-shell of Dione, for the C2 electrons. On the other hand, MeV electron count
rates continuously increase towards lower L values. Notice also how the C2 electron
intensity profile matches the one of the E5, inside the L-shell of Mimas, indicating that
the C2 signal is dominated by MeV penetrating background.
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Therefore, we should expect that a large amount of diffusing electrons are removed,
starting from the orbit of Dione. A filtering effect should take place, as electrons of
E ∼ Erk should have the largest probability to diffuse across the orbits of any icy satellite
inside the orbit of Dione.
LEMMS observations agree partly with this picture. Figure 4.21 shows sector aver-
aged count rates of C2 and E5 channels measured during SOI. Electron count rates of
the C2 channel drop one or two orders of magnitude around the L-shells of Dione and
Tethys (more clearly visible in the outbound sector). On the other hand, E5 fluxes in-
crease steadily. The E5 channel measures MeV electrons that have much higher Trk than
keV electrons. This typical picture of many of Cassini’s orbits, is also expressed in phase
space density profiles, as in Randall (1994) and in Rymer et al. (2007). Still, if filtering
from the moons is the source of this dropout, one would primarily expect to happen ex-
actly on Dione’s or Tethys’s L-shell. An alternative explanation is that this large scale
dropout occurs due to electron collisions with the E-ring dust or neutrals from the associ-
ated neutral cloud (Randall 1994).
A number of effects have not been discussed so far: pitch angle diffusion, asymmetric
inward and outward radial diffusion and the integrated signal of an energy dispersed sig-
nature (due to the finite energy width of each channel) . Pitch angle diffusion has probably
more significant effects at the orbit of Enceladus. Asymmetries in inward and outward ra-
dial diffusion cannot be evaluated currently, but they did not seem to affect the quality of
the fits significantly, as it is seen in Figure 4.18.
Energy dispersion, however, can be important. As most energy channels record elec-
trons between values of E1 and E2 (E1 < E2), the signal of E1 has drifted for less time
than that of E2, for Ei < Erk (and the opposite for Ei > Erk). Therefore, the total signal
of the detector is the integral of absorption regions with different lifetimes. This effect
should add to the erosion of the microsignatures.
The E channels have large passbands and their lowest energy close to the Erk of each
icy moon (Table 2.1). The drift time of a signature created in E1 is much greater than that
of E2. So a microsignature in the E-channels can be the sum effect of an absorption region
that has probably vanished due to a long lifetime (E = E1 ∼ Erk), absorption regions that
have only short lifetimes and account for the measured depletion (E1 < E < E2), and
regions with low contribution to the total signal (E ∼ E2), due to a typical power law shape
of the energy spectrum. This effect could contribute to the erosion of microsignatures in
the E-detectors, if the energy spectrum at MeV energies is continuous and the spectral
index value is small.
This is examined by assuming a simple power law for the energy spectrum, f =
foE−γ, where γ is the spectral index. The energy spectrum of a few MeV is divided in
many finite energy steps, and for each energy step the respective profile of a hypothetical
microsignature described by Equation 4.4 is estimated. Assuming circular drift shells,
the absorption signature has contribution from electrons of all energies that the detector
covers. A sum is done over all energies to construct the equivalent signal that a detector
of passband ∆E would measure. DLL was assumed to be constant over this ∆E.
Examples are shown in Figures 4.22 and 4.23. When γ > 3 and E1 is close to a
Keplerian resonant energy Erk, the resultant microsignature profile is defined by the en-
ergies around E1 + E′, where E′ is around 0.2-0.3 MeV. The microsignature can be well
described by Equation 4.4 with an equivalent DLL slightly lower than the normal. The
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Figure 4.22: Simulated 90◦ pitch angle electron microsignature from Tethys recorded by
a detector of with an energy range, ∆E, of 2 MeV and an energy threshold, E1, of 1 MeV.
DLL is assumed to be 5.0 · 10−8R2s/s, the spectral index γ=3 and the flyby 40◦ upstream
of Tethys. Note that E1 is close to Tethys’s Keplerian resonant energy. The dashed curve
resembles the integrated over all energies microsignature profile, normalized towards the
total intensity, while sample microsignature profiles are given for certain energies (nor-
malized towards the maximum intensity at E = E1).
Figure 4.23: As in Figure 4.22, for E1=1.5 MeV and ∆E=2 MeV.
overall microsignature is narrower than the absorption region of an electron with energy
E1.
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Overall, the finite ∆E of the detectors tends to increase the depth and reduce the width
of the microsignature signal, for electrons above Erk, and the opposite for electrons be-
low Erk, as long as the spectrum has a power law dependence (or a similar description).
However, these effects are small if E1 and Erk are not close and γ > 3. Then E1 defines
the overall shape of the microsignature and the profile matches exactly the one given by
Equation 4.4, for E ∼ E1. For the 10-20 keV passbands and the low energies of the C0-C3
channels these effects are negligible.
Based on this analysis, Equation 4.4 is fit to E-channel microsignatures. As the elec-
tron spectral index varies between 6 and 11 for 3 < L < 8 for electrons between 600
keV and 2 MeV (Maurice et al. (1996), Randall (1994)), fits were excellent to many
MeV microsignatures of Mimas, Enceladus and Tethys (Figure 4.24). E-channel absorp-
tion signatures from Dione were also fitted with good results. The microsignature from
Epimetheus consisted of few data points due to the very high inbound velocity of Cassini
during SOI, and the fit was not successful.
Figure 4.24: Fit of the Equation 4.4 (solid curve) to a Mimas microsignature profile
(points), detected on day 105 of 2005 (00:55, channel E4). The fit gave a DLL =
1.4 · 10−10R2s/s. This is almost identical to the value given by Van Allen et al. (1980a).
Only in the cases of Mimas’s microsignatures it was possible to extract directly the
drift time and calculate a DLL of approximately (1 ± 0.3) 10−10R2s/s, a value which differs
less than one order of magnitude from those estimated by Van Allen et al. (1980a) and
Cooper et al. (1983). For Enceladus, Tethys and Dione, the drift time depends on the
energy at which we assume the microsignature signal is dominated.
According to the previous analysis, it was assumed that the dominant electron energy
shaping the E4, E5 and E6 microsignatures is ∼0.2-0.3 MeV above the Erk at a given L-
shell. Again, the DLL varies as ∼ L10 (Figure 4.25). If DLL values at Mimas are neglected
(as they correspond to energies different than the assumed energy for the other moon
microsignatures), DLL varies as ∼ L8.
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Figure 4.25: Same as in Figure 4.20, for fits of microsignatures seen in E6 channel. Here
the solid reference curve corresponds to n = 10.5. One of the fits at Enceladus gave a
much higher value than could be derived by the power law dependence of DLL. The rest
of the fits agree with the an ∼ L10.5 law. The DLL values are higher compared to those
for keV electrons, which explains the small number of detected microsignatures at MeV
energies.
It is therefore found that through this simple approach data should be interpreted as a
sharp increase of DLL towards MeV energies. Energy dependence of DLL is theoretically
permitted when the sources of radial diffusion are field impulses. This analysis suggests
that this is not a finite passband effect.
Despite this approach being simple and straightforward, there are a number of factors
not taken into account that could change the picture. These are discussed in the following
section where it is actually shown that the faster depletion of the MeV microsignature
signal can result from a series of other physical mechanisms.
4.5 Discussion
Using LEMMS microsignature observations, electron microdiffusion in the Saturnian ra-
diation belts has been studied. For the first time statistically significant number of DLL
values from five different moons at various distances and energy ranges have been ex-
tracted. This allowed to study the DLL dependencies with L, energy and pitch angle. In
the following subsections the main results of this study and possible interpretations are
presented.
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4.5.1 The radial microdiffusion source
The increase of DLL with L, at all energies, is consistent with the expected power law
dependence described in Equation 4.5. The extracted value for n ranged between 8 and
10.5. The high n value shows that electron microdiffusion is probably driven by magnetic
field impulses. This result is also supported by an observed weak equatorial pitch angle
dependence of DLL. The L-dependence agrees well with previous studies (Cooper et al.
1983), where an ∼ L9 DLL dependence was found for high energy protons, but disagrees
with others, such as the analysis by Randall (1994), where an ∼ L3 dependence was used
in fits to energetic electron phase space densities.
Magnetic field impulses are sudden changes in the magnetic field followed by a slow
decay towards the original field configuration. These changes violate the conservation
of the third invariant and lead to the radial diffusion of the particles. In the Saturnian
magnetosphere, magnetic field impulses can be imposed by magnetospheric compression
due to energetic solar wind events, or by plasma injections, between 6 and 20 Rs (Burch et
al. 2005, Hill et al. 2005). These impulses usually have an amplitude of a few nT, which
explains why they cannot be effective in diffusing plasma at low L, where the background
magnetic field is of the order of 102 − 104 nT.
Physically, an observed DLL scattering could reveal its temporal variations. Such vari-
ations could be a response to changing solar wind conditions, to hot plasma injections or
even the mass loading activity from Enceladus. A highly variable (in both intensity and
time) diffusion source is implied due to the over an order of magnitude DLL variability
at the L-shells of Dione and Tethys. At 5-6 Rs, such a source is more probably linked to
plasma injections rather than to the changing solar wind conditions. On the other hand,
as it will be shown in Section 4.5.3, there are indications that the solar wind interaction
is possibly affecting to the shape of the electron drift shells at low L, meaning that solar
wind effects can access the inner magnetosphere.
A variability in the corotation fractions, fc, with time is also likely. If we imply rigid
corotation at all L, then DLL increases by a factor of 1.5 to 3.0, depending on the event.
Even in this case, the value of n does not fall below n = 8. The reduction of penetrating
background helped mainly in achieving better quality fits to the microsignature profiles.
The diffusion source can be magnetic impulses, also if n = 8. A more general expres-
sion than Equation 4.5 for the L-dependence of DLL in the case of field impulses can be
found in Walt (1994):
DLL ∼ L6+2kµ2−k (4.7)
Here, k corresponds to the ν−k dependence of the power spectral density of the field
variation (P), where ν is the drift frequency. The particle energy in this relation is included
through the first adiabatic invariant, µ.
Using the median DLL values estimated at energies of C0-C3 channels, the dependence
of DLL upon energy was also examined. An R2 correlation of 0.98 at Tethys and 0.7 at
Dione was found for a linear dependence. Due to the large amount of penetrating radiation
influencing the C4-C7 channels, it was not possible to extract DLL information for the
corresponding energy ranges. The linear increase of DLL with E implies a P variation as
a function of ν−1 and n = 8. An evaluation of this power spectral density index could be
used as an additional test for this theory. Alternative interpretations are presented in the
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following sections.
4.5.2 Keplerian motion resonance and energy dependence of DLL
The observed increase of DLL with energy could also be explained as a filtering effect
imposed by the icy moons and the E-ring dust and neutral gas. The complete radial
diffusion equation balances sources, losses, and DLL. In the solution of the local diffusion
equation (Van Allen et al. 1980a) that I use, no loss or source terms are included, apart
from the depletion at t = 0, and radial diffusion, respectively.
Other local losses and/or sources can therefore influence the value of DLL obtained,
so all three quantities must always be considered in its interpretation. For example, if a
particle gets absorbed during this process, it would give the sense that it takes an infinite
time to diffuse. Therefore, for a collection of similar particles, the effective DLL (that is
measured) would be lower than the real one.
A characteristic example occurs at Saturn’s main ring system. The environment within
the L-range of Saturn’s main rings is almost empty of plasma, as this plasma is absorbed
while it diffuses inward. If the presence of the rings is neglected, then the result would
have been DLL ∼ 0, which, of course, is not true.
In a similar manner an icy moon is equivalent to a dense ring for a charged particle.
The lower the mean encounter time of this moon with the particle, the more this picture
is valid. Electrons at keV energies have relatively short mean encounter times with the
icy moons, which means that many diffusing electrons are removed, microsignatures refill
more slowly resulting in an effective DLL lower than the real one.
For MeV energies and close to the Keplerian resonant energy, Erk, the mean encounter
time is close to infinity. Therefore these electrons diffuse freely and the measured DLL is
higher than for keV energies. Such a mechanism would produce an increase of DLL with
energy, even if P ∼ ν−2.
If this mechanism dominates, Equation 4.6 is not completely valid: the diffusion time,
t, is not estimated by the actual radial diffusion coefficient, but by an effective one. This
could provide a partial explanation to the paradox that was encountered: how can keV
electrons diffuse across Dione and Tethys with such low diffusion speed implied by the
estimated DLL? The answer is that the actual DLL is probably higher.
However, this mechanism probably does not dominate and the measured and actual
DLL are not very different. The E-ring is not effective in absorbing electrons at non-
equatorial pitch angles, except maybe at its core. In addition, the equivalence of an icy
moon with a dense ring would have been very important if electron drift shells were
circular and identical with the moon L-shells. Then the moon directly obscures electrons
that refill the microsignature. This is contradictory to the observations of non-circular
drift shells (Section 4.2.1.1), at least outward of Tethys.
4.5.3 Non-axisymmetric drift shells
To further investigate the microsignature displacement observations, the L-displacement
of Tethys’s and Dione’s keV electron microsignatures is plotted as a function of local
time. Figures 4.26 and 4.27 clearly show a preference in the displacement direction:
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inward in the midnight region and outward in the noon to dusk sector. Furthermore, the
displacement is greater on average at Dione compared to that at Tethys.
Figure 4.26: Displacement of Tethys C-channel microsignatures from the expected dipole
L-shell, as a function of local time. Positive displacements are away from Saturn, while
negative displacements are towards Saturn. We note that most of these displacements are
observed at low latitudes.
Figure 4.27: Same as in Figure 4.26, but for Dione’s microsignatures.
Therefore the non-circular drift shells are a steady situation and the observed displace-
ments are not temporal events. Such drift orbits could provide the means of transporting
keV electrons past the orbits of Dione and Tethys.
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Electrons drifting on these shells have a significant radial velocity that is physically
different from their L-velocity due to radial diffusion. Electrons only intersect the moon
orbits at two locations at which absorption is possible. If the electron does not meet
the moons at these locations during the time it needs to diffuse away from their region
of influence, it is transported to the inner magnetosphere by radial diffusion. That, in
addition to other mechanisms, such as hot plasma injections, could explain how electrons
avoid being absorbed by Tethys and Dione while diffusing inward, despite the very low
DLL.
In summary, while a notable contribution to large scale keV electron drop-outs (Fig-
ure 4.21) could originate from the partial depletion of inward diffusing electron flux on
the moon surfaces, due to low radial diffusion speeds, the non-circular drift shells can ex-
plain why these drop-outs do not coincide exactly with Tethys’s or Dione’s L-shells and
why a sufficient foreground signal can be measured inside those moons’ L-shells. So far
electron-neutral and dust collisions were assumed to be the only mechanism to account
for these large scale depletions. However, electron flux gradients seem too high at 6-8 Rs
for the relatively low densities of the E-ring there.
4.5.4 Non-axisymmetric drift shells and energy dependence of DLL
The existence of non-circular drift shell adds even more complication in the study of the
energy dependence of microsignatures, but could be used to explain the shallowness of
the MeV microsignatures. This is shown in Figure 4.28.
In this simplified sketch, a moon absorbs electrons (e.g. for E < Erk) at the posi-
tion A. The absorption signature propagates away from the moon’s L-shell (due to the
non-axisymmetric drift shells), on the drift shell AA’. The absorption region has a width
comparable to the moon’s diameter and a length S , which is proportional to the energy
passband ∆E = E2 − E1 of a LEMMS detector.
Cassini crosses this absorption region with a certain angle and samples only a few
energies from this box. Assume now that some time earlier, the moon absorbed electrons
at B, that move on the drift shell BB’,AA’. As Cassini crosses the absorption region at
B’, it samples different energies than at A’.
This means that non-axisymmetric drift shells could act as an energy spectrometer
for microsignatures, in the same way that Mimas’s eccentricity acts in the inner magne-
tosphere. Under certain conditions, observed microsignatures would be monoenergetic
structures and the assumption that the signal has contributions from electrons of all ener-
gies that a detector covers is not adequate. The depth of a microsignature would decrease
with increasing detector passband and DLL would seem high.
These conditions have not been quantified, but qualitatively it can be inferred that
the angles uA, uB and the length of the absorption region, S ∝ ∆E have to be large (E-
channels). If the drift shells were coinciding with that of the moon, or the angles uA, uB
were small, then all “boxes” would overlap with the result being that the observed mi-
crosignatures cover all energies of the detector range.
For small ∆E (C-channels), S is small and even if uA, uB are large, the “boxes” over-
lap. In Figure 4.29 for example, the L-displacement difference between microsignatures
of C0-C2 (noted as DLA, DLB in Figure 4.28) is smaller than the microsignature width
(case of overlapping boxes). To determine which scenario is more applicable for the
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Figure 4.28: The geometry of a microsignature detection for non-axisymmetric drift shells
(see text for explanation). In this simplified sketch drift shells are drawn as straight lines.
All parameters are time dependent, as the absorption region crosses different local times.
Furthermore, in this sketch its assumed that drift shells are independent of the electron
energy. If the source of non-axisymmetric drift shells is an electric field, the picture
becomes more complex as electrons of different energy will follow different paths, even
if they start from the same point.
E-channels (monoenergetic versus non-monoenergetic microsignatures), magnetospheric
field models should be used.
Practically, the theoretical treatment of the signal structure in large passband detectors
can be avoided by looking at the high energy resolution LEMMS PHA channels. These
were used only qualitatively to assess the results for the high DLL values at these energies.
MeV electron microsignatures appeared very shallow also in this case. This observation
is in favour of faster radial diffusion for MeV electrons, at least up to the energies of 2
MeV that PHA channels cover.
4.5.5 Additional implications
The existence of non-circular drift shells have even more implications: a series of model-
ing approaches in the past estimated plasma loss rates to the icy moon surfaces (Paranicas
and Cheng 1997, Paonessa and Cheng 1985). Drift shells were considered circular, and
absorption escape mechanisms were related, amongst others, to the small, but non-zero
orbital eccentricities of the icy moons. Results in this chapter show that L-displacements
due to magnetospheric processes are orders of magnitude higher than the icy moon L-shell
variability due to the non-zero eccentricities and inclinations.
A filtered electron spectrum at low L-values, inferred from Voyager and Pioneer 11
studies, appeared through this analysis in many ways: (i) Very low foreground signal for
electrons of tens or hundreds of keV, (ii) Mimas’s and Epimetheus’s microsignatures ap-
peared only in the MeV energy range and (iii) the detection percentage of microsignatures
from Mimas, Janus and Epimetheus at the MeV range, where the foreground is sufficient,
was small, despite the low DLL values. The results shown here are consistent with the
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Figure 4.29: A characteristic example of a microsignature in the LEMMS dataset: fluxes
of different electron channels are plotted against time. The absorption region produced
by Tethys is clearly seen between 1:00 and 1:12. The vertical bar around 1:37 indicates
the position of Tethys’s L-shell, according to a simple centered, dipole magnetic field
source. Note also that no signature is seen for the 181.9-319.5 keV electrons (C5), which
is most likely the result of significant penetrating radiation contribution to the signal of
this detector. In the horizontal axis, the radial distance, the local time and the latitude of
Cassini are given.
theory that satellite sweeping of inwardly diffusing electrons has a significant contribu-
tion to this filtering. Electron collisions with neutrals and dust grains are probably also
contributing.
Deviations from circular drift shells are very low but still present at Enceladus. There-
fore a filtering of inwardly diffusing electrons cannot be as effective at Enceladus as ex-
pected before (Van Allen et al. 1980a), which implies that the core of the E-ring should
also contribute to this process. E-ring dust clumps (e.g. at the Lagrange points) could also
add to this filtering (Jones et al. 2006).
The non-axisymmetric drift shells at Enceladus’s orbit can maybe explain why the
energy spectrum inside L = 4 is not highly monoenergetic with a sharp peak around 1.5
MeV (Van Allen et al. 1980a). These drift shells could be a source of absorption escape
mechanism for non-resonant electrons, as in the case of Tethys and Dione.
A large and dense clump was recently detected within the G-ring though optical and
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electron absorption data (see Chapter 5). Mimas and this feature could also add to the
electron filtering for L < 3 and further complicate the picture. The absence of at least three
expected microsignatures from Janus and Epimetheus could be related to this complexity.
If the main source of a few MeV electrons at Janus and Epimetheus is inward radial
diffusion, then the electron spectrum inward of the G-ring would also depend on how
stable the physical characteristics (density, size) of this feature are.
4.6 Open questions and outlook
Through this study, a number of questions arise, such as which is the source of the non-
axisymmetric drift shells. The answer seems not to be straightforward. A simple calcu-
lation (eg. Roederer (1970)) can reveal that a solar wind induced dusk to dawn electric
field, as suggested by Cooper et al. (1998), should have a strength of more than 0.1 mV/m
to account for the observed displacements. This is over an order of magnitude from the
expected value within the magnetosphere of Saturn, assuming that the solar wind electric
field penetrates in the inner magnetosphere with a 10% efficiency.
It could be argued that this efficiency and the solar wind induced electric field vary
significantly, in a way that such values can be achieved. Even in that case dusk to dawn
electric field would lead to maximum inward or outward displacements at dawn and dusk,
respectively (Cooper et al. 1998). The maxima, however, are closer to noon and midnight,
but still the coverage of the dawn and dusk sectors is poor. In a similar way, a dawn to dusk
electric field due to tailward mass injections (Barbosa and Kivelson 1983) is inconsistent
with the direction of displacements.
The displacement direction also has a similarity to the shape of the curves of equal
magnetic field due to the magnetopause current disturbance. This has a form of BMP ∼
Lcosθ at the equatorial plane, where θ is measured counterclockwise from midnight. Still,
one should then assume that the magnetopause current can introduce disturbances as high
as 20-30 nT at Tethys and at Dione in some cases, which is almost 30% of the dipole field
value minus an average of 10 nT ring current disturbance. This topic should be further
investigated using magnetic field models, but gives a more reasonable explanation on the
origin of the non-circular drift shell.
In addition, LEMMS observations of Mimas microsignatures seem to add to the mys-
tery regarding the explanation of their detailed structure. Although the purpose of the
study here is not to solve the Mimas problem (Chenette and Stone 1983), it should be
stressed that microsignatures are small scale phenomena, and therefore a detailed study
of their structure will depend highly on the assumptions made.
For example, in the case of Mimas circular drift shells were assumed, in addition
to a simple centered and spin-aligned dipole field and an equatorial orbit for the moon.
Similar assumptions were made in past studies. These are adequate to explain and analyze
the observed microsignatures, as shown here, but not to predict the detailed structure and
the existence of all Mimas’s microsignatures.
From Table 4.1 we see that Mimas has an inclination of 1.53◦. Furthermore, a possible
tilt of 0.1◦ to 0.3◦ of the dipole field and a northward displacement of 0.04 Rs of its source
from the center would mean that at certain regions of Mimas’s orbit, 85◦ to 95◦ equatorial
pitch angle particles could escape absorption as they mirror below Mimas’s latitude.
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As Mimas is at very low L, conservation of the second adiabatic invariant means
that pitch angle distributions are more equatorial, and therefore a large percentage of
electron flux would escape absorption. Such a mechanism could explain, for example,
the absence of some of the expected Mimas microsignatures. As there have not been any
close flybys of Mimas to date, possible unique interaction characteristics at this moon
(due to an unexpectedly dense exosphere) cannot be assessed. If present, they could
further complicate the picture, as in the case of Enceladus.
Furthermore, as the filtering of the electron spectrum at Enceladus could be modulated
by the state of the neutral gas and dust cloud at and the shape of the electron drift shells
there (which both could be variable), the resulting electron spectrum at Mimas might be
also variable and cannot be standardized. In this case, it would be interesting to investigate
if the electron spectrum shape at Mimas could be used as an index of the magnetospheric
state or even Enceladian activity.
Finally, the good agreement of the extracted DLL values and L-dependence with those
given by (Cooper et al. 1983) for high energy protons is consistent with no dependence
of these parameters by particle species. This could be further investigated with the more
statistically significant proton measurements by LEMMS.
Without any doubt icy moon absorption signatures are an extremely valuable tool
which can be used to effectively probe a series of dynamical processes in the Saturnian
magnetosphere.
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characterization of rings and dust
structures of the Saturnian system
In the previous chapter the detection and the evolution of energetic particle microsig-
natures and macrosignatures has been primarily linked to magnetospheric processes at
Saturn, such as the estimation of electron diffusion rates and the factors that determine
the shape of the charged particle drift shells. Similar observations, however, can reveal
the interaction with undetected moons or dusty obstacles. The identification of particle
depletions with the energetic electron and ion detectors of Pioneer 10 and 11 probes, have
helped to identify the Gossamer rings of Jupiter (Selesnick (1993) and references therein),
Epimetheus (moon of Saturn), as well as the F and G rings of Saturn (Van Allen et al.
1980b, Van Allen 1982, 1983, 1987). Several other authors, based on the same datasets,
inferred the presence of possible dust clouds sharing the same orbit with Mimas (Chenette
and Stone 1983, Selesnick 1993) or the presence of a moonlet belt along Saturn’s F-ring
(Cuzzi and Burns 1988).
All the aforementioned studies were not only limited to identifying unknown particle
absorbers: the understanding of the charged particle motion in the magnetosphere and of
the propagation of plasma through inert matter can be used to infer the physical proper-
ties of the absorbers. Similar studies have also been performed with particles and fields
data collected from the environment of the terrestrial planets and the heliosphere. For
instance, Dubinin (1993) and (Saur et al. 1993) studied several magnetic field and plasma
disturbances seen along the orbits of the martian moons Phobos and Deimos. The authors
investigated a possible correlation of these disturbances with the presence of a neutral gas
or dust torus at the orbits these two moons. Jones et al. (2003) detected a series of in-
terplanetary magnetic flux enhancements (IFEs) in the magnetic field data of the Ulysses
spacecraft, possibly associated with charged dust in cometary or asteroidal trails.
In this chapter I present new observations from the Cassini MIMI/LEMMS instrument
that reveal the presence of optically undetected rings and dust clouds in orbit around Sat-
urn. The importance of energetic electron microsignatures as tracers of unknown moons,
rings or dust clump structures is highlighted, especially for low optical depth structures
that are not easily detectable by remote sensors.
As charged particle depletions from unknown obstacles could originate either from a
small, asteroid-sized moon, or from a dust cloud, it is important to identify some criteria
according the nature of absorber can be classified to one of these two categories. For this
purpose, several absorption effects (microsignatures) from two known, small Saturnian
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moons, Telesto and Helene (both less than 30 km in diameter), are discussed. No mi-
crosignatures from such small moons have been previously reported. The detection and
the understanding of such microsignatures show that the observed electron absorptions
at the orbit of another small moon, Methone, cannot be attributed to Methone itself, but
to an obstacle that comprises large dust grains. Through a similar analysis and by us-
ing additional information in images provided by the Cassini’s ISS camera, the physical
characterization of a ring arc in Saturn’s G-ring is performed.
Table 5.1: List of several physical and orbital parameters for Telesto, Helene and
Methone. The given diameter values correspond to the average diameters, as these bod-
ies have irregular shapes. Up to date ephemeris data and constants can be found at
http://ssd.jpl.nasa.gov
Moon Diameter Semimajor axis Inclination Eccentricity
(km) (Rs) (deg)
Methone 3 3.23 0.007 0.0001
Telesto 24 4.89 1.19 0.001
Helene 32 6.26 0.199 0.0022
5.1 Energetic electron absorption by asteroid-sized moons
The basic orbital and physical parameters of Telesto, Helene and Methone are presented
in Table 5.1. Viewing these bodies as energetic electron absorbers, their efficiency is small
compared to that of physically larger moons, such as Tethys, Mimas, or even Prometheus
and Pandora. As explained in the previous chapter, this efficiency is a function of energy
and pitch angle, or equivalently of electron gyroradius, bounce period and drift velocity.
Fig 5.1 illustrates how absorption is determined by some of these parameters.
For energies less than a few hundreds of keV the electron gyroradius is smaller than
or comparable to the sizes of all three moons. This means that electrons avoid absorption
mainly as a result of the large azimuthal distances that these electrons cover during half a
bounce period (usually on the order of 102 km). At energies of the order of a few MeV, the
gyroradius is still comparable to the moons’ sizes. Around 1 MeV which is close to Erk
the relative electron-moon velocity is almost zero. For even higher energies, gyroradii and
relative azimuthal velocities become large. Therefore, the electron absorption efficiency
for these small moons should reach a maximum for energies around Erk.
For a relatively close flyby to any of these moons, before diffusive processes broaden
the microsignature, it should have a radial extent of approximately (2R + 2rg), where R
is the moon’s radius and rg the gyroradius at the energy where the absorption occurred.
This also can be referred to as the “effective absorption region”.
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Figure 5.1: Absorption escape possibilities when the gyroradius of electrons is compara-
ble to the moon sizes: (a) and (b) outline the case of a particle with a 90◦ equatorial pitch
angle, where absorption is a direct function of the particle gyrophase. In case (a), the par-
ticle impacts the satellite, whereas in (b), the particle escapes absorption despite having a
gyroradius rg of a scale comparable to the moon itself. Cases (c) and (d) emphasize the
contribution of the bounce motion for non-90◦ equatorial pitch angle particles. Despite
their guiding center of motion passing through the moon, a particle of the correct gy-
rophase can avoid absorption (c). Even when the gyrophase is appropriate for absorption,
electrons can bounce above or below the obstacle while they convect across its equatorial
position and avoid impact - a process termed leapfrogging. Leapfrogging can result even
in sub-keV electrons escaping absorption from large moons.
5.2 Electron absorption by Telesto and Helene
The main purpose of studying Helene’s and Telesto’s microsignatures is to demonstrate
the theory of energetic electron absorption by inert, asteroid-sized bodies in the Saturnian
radiation belts, and to increase our confidence that this theory is sufficiently understood
and that it can be used to interpret microsignatures in the vicinity of other small bodies
(in this case, Methone).
While this theory is based on simple and fundamental principles, direct observations
could reveal the action of unexpected effects that alter the predicted microsignature struc-
ture. For example, observations of double absorption signatures and of very low diffusion
rates at the orbit of Tethys have left open a small window for the possibility of successive
absorptions by coorbiting satellites. Although such a possibility extremely small, it would
also be interesting to demonstrate it through observations, rather than just by theory.
In the two panels of Figure 5.2, Erk and the expected effective absorption region at the
distances of the three moons is plotted. The lower limits for Erk at Telesto and Helene
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Figure 5.2: The Keplerian resonant energy (Erk) as a function of equatorial pitch angle
(left panel) and the effective absorption regions for electrons with energies between 0.02
and 5 MeV (right panel), for the distances of the three moons under study. In the left panel,
I provide Erk values from 0◦ − 90◦. Solid lines assume the plasma is rigidly corotating,
while the dashed lines are for 80% subcorotation. The Erk curves are symmetric with
respect to the 90◦ values, for the 90◦ − 180◦ pitch angle range. For Methone’s distance,
no deviations are expected from rigid corotation (Saur et al. 2004).
come from the assumption that the corotation could be as low as 75−80% of rigid motion
at these distances (Richardson 1986).
5.2.1 The Telesto microsignature
Telesto resides around Tethys’s leading Lagrangian point (L4), approximately 4.89 Rs
from the center of Saturn. Cassini performed its closest approach to this body on day
284 of 2005 (October 11), reaching a minimum distance of 9524 km (Fig. 5.3). This
corresponds to about 1◦ separation in longitude from the moon. The flyby was upstream
of Telesto and therefore a microsignature was expected above Erk. As the equatorial pitch
angle of the observed electrons was around 162◦, Erk could lie between 0.82 and 1.18
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2005 day 284 (October 11)
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Figure 5.3: The geometry of Cassini’s encounter with respect to Telesto. The flyby was
upstream of Telesto, as indicated by the corotation flow direction. During that cross-
ing, Cassini, was ∼ 60◦ downstream of Tethys and LEMMS also detected a clear Tethys
microsignature in the 20-100 keV electrons at 20:00UT. Telesto shares almost the same
L-shell as Tethys (dotted-dashed lines). The microsignature from Telesto was seen almost
exactly at the expected position. The small displacement can be either due to magneto-
spheric processes (this is definitely the case for the Tethys signature - see Section 4.3.1),
or due to the fact that the small inclination and eccentricity of Telesto is not taken into
account here. The L-shell calculation includes the small northward displacement of the
dipole field (Dougherty et al. 2004b)
Assuming a simple dipole, the expected time of observation of the signature was
around 20:24 UT. Fig. 5.4 shows the electron count rates recorded in the E-channels
that monitor electrons of energies greater that 95 keV. A small absorption feature is seen
clearly at 20:24 UT in channels E3 and E4 (top panel). E0 is featureless (bottom panel) as
it covers primarily electrons of E < Erk, while it is maybe affected by background noise.
Channels E1, E2 (bottom panel) are also dominated by E < Erk electrons (assuming an
inverse power law, energy dependent flux), but have higher contributions from MeV elec-
trons compared to E0. Together with E6 (bottom panel), they show possible absorption
features, which, however, cannot be easily distinguished from small fluctuations (noise)
seen in the data.
As the signal seems more clear in E3-E5 (665 keV lower threshold) and absorption
should be more effective around Erk, it is expected that the magnetosphere is not corotat-
ing rigidly, otherwise the microsignature should have been more pronounced in E6 (lower
threshold of 1.045 MeV). This is in accordance to the estimated corotation fractions in
the previous chapter.
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E4 (priority):  0.665- ~3 MeV
E0:  0.095 - 1.8 MeV
E3:  0.665- ~4 MeV
E6:  1.045- ~10 MeV
E1:  0.237-2.5 MeV
E2:  0.21-3.51 MeV
Figure 5.4: The microsignature of Telesto. The two panels show the count rates of several
LEMMS E-channels with respect to time. Channels shown in the top panel are E3 and
E4. E5 count rates are identical to those of E4 and are hence not plotted. E4 is a priority
channel and has eight times better time resolution. In the bottom panel, E0, E1, E2 and
E6 count rates are shown. The Telesto microsignature (20:24:12 UT) is more obvious
in the E3-E5 channels. We point out that the recordings of the E-channels are given in
count rates (counts s−1) due to some uncertainties in these channels’ energy widths and
geometric factors.
Using the high time resolution measurements of the priority channel E4, it is found
that the microsignature has a radial extent of about 100 ± 10 km. Subtracting Telesto’s
diameter, it is estimated that electrons with energy between Erk and up to 2 MeV con-
tribute to this microsignature signal. These observations agree with the microsignature
formation principles described in Section 5.1.
5.2.2 The Helene microsignature
Helene is co-orbital with Dione and is located at its leading Lagrangian point (L4). A
close flyby to the moon occurred in day 229 of 2006 (August 17) around 03:58 UT.
The flyby was 2 degrees downstream of Helene and about 60 degrees downstream of
its “parent” body, Dione (Fig. 5.5). Therefore a microsignature was expected by both
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moons in the keV electron population (E < Erk).
2006 day 229 (August 17)
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Figure 5.5: Same as in Fig. 5.3, but for the Helene flyby. Here the flyby is downstream of
Helene. The Helene and Dione average L-shells differ slightly, due to small differences
in the orbital elements of these two bodies. Helene’s inclination and the fact that the
Cassini was at a latitude of about 7◦, where the dipole approximation at that distance
from Saturn has measurable errors, could explain the observed displacement. Dione’s
orbit has very small inclination and eccentricity and the observed displacement can be
explained primarily by magnetospheric processes.
Fig. 5.6 shows the features from Dione and Helene in the C0-C3 channels of LEMMS
(20-100 keV). Radial displacements of the microsignatures by magnetospheric processes,
which are described in Chapter 4, help to distinguish the tiny Helene feature, which could
have been hidden under certain circumstances, in the larger scale electron depletion by
Dione.
This extremely fortuitous event shows that the contribution of the small moons to
the total plasma losses, when compared to that of the large moon, is negligible. This
contradicts any possibility that the long microsignature lifetime at these distances is due to
their reinforcement by successive satellite absorptions. Furthermore, this example further
supports the theory of microsignature formation from tiny moons: with increasing energy
(or as we move closer to Erk) the microsignature depth increases. The radial width of the
microsignature projected at the equator is around 70±10 km, which is only slightly larger
than the expected size of the effective absorption region (∼ 50km), probably due to the
effect of radial diffusion or due to a reduced magnetic field magnitude under the action of
the magnetospheric ring current (which could increase the electron gyroradius).
In total, the observed absorption effects of Telesto and Helene are in agreement with
expectations about small body effects in the Saturnian magnetosphere, and could be used
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Figure 5.6: The microsignatures of Helene (03:58 UT) and Dione (03:51-03:55) in the
C0-C3 channels of LEMMS. Energy ranges are indicated on the plot. Starting from C0,
the decreases in electron intensities at Helene’s microsignature are approximately 20%,
24%, 32% and 36% indicating that as we are closer to Erk electron absorption is more
effective (see Section 5.1).
as a reference to predict or explain candidate signatures from other small moons of Saturn.
A summary of these observations is given in Table 5.2, including the events at Methone’s
distance that will be discussed in the following sections.
It is noted that analogous absorption escape effects explain why microsignatures in
energetic ions are so rare, even from the large icy moons. The relation between the size
of the large icy moons, and the ion gyroradii, velocity and bounce period, is qualitatively
similar to that of the electrons with the “asteroid-sized” moons.
5.3 Electron depletions at Methone’s distance
Methone, discovered in images from the ISS camera of the Cassini spacecraft, is a ∼3 km-
wide moon whose orbit lies between those of Mimas and Enceladus, at approximately
3.23 Rs (Spitale et al. 2006). The satellite’s motion is visibly affected by gravitational
perturbations of Mimas, but these effects are insignificant for the purposes of analyzing
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Table 5.2: Summary of the observed microsignatures. Times are given in UT. The mi-
crosignature width is calculated, along the radial direction, after it is projected on the
equatorial plane. The third column gives the equatorial pitch angle of the observed mi-
crosignature. Equatorial pitch angles are calculated using information on Cassini’s mag-
netic latitude and the value of the measured local pitch angle of the particles (Roederer
1970).
Event date Microsignature Equatorial Additional remarks
width pitch angle
(yyyy.dddhhmm) (km) (deg)
2005.2842024 100 ± 10 162 1◦ upstream of Telesto seen in
E3-E5, microsignature from Tethys,
observed at 20:00 UT
2006.2290358 70 ± 10 45 1.5◦ downstream of Helene seen in
C0-C3, microsignature from Dione
observed at 03:53 UT
2006.2521707 2400 55 17◦ upstream of Methone, seen in
E0-E6, also appears in lower energy
ion and electron LEMMS channels
(penetrating radiation decrease)
(Paranicas et al. 2005)
2006.2521909 1500 50 5◦ upstream of Methone seen in
E0-E6, Mimas microsignature seen
in E2 at ∼19:00UT
the microsignatures that will be described here.
Methone is an order of magnitude smaller that Telesto and Helene. However, the gy-
roradius of electrons is smaller than at those moons due to the much higher magnetic field
magnitude at Methone’s distance. Therefore, Methone can theoretically produce similar
effects to those seen by Telesto and Helene, scaled to the size of Methone’s effective ab-
sorption region (see Fig. 5.2). An important constraint in detectability is that Cassini’s
radial velocity should be sufficiently small so that a depletion with an expected width of
10-30 km can be sampled by LEMMS.
This situation occurred on September 9 of 2006 (day 252) when Cassini crossed
Methone’s orbit, inbound and outbound, with a relatively small radial velocity of 2.2
and 4.7 km s−1, respectively. During the outbound pass, Cassini made its closest approach
to the moon to date, ∼12000 km from its surface. The geometry of Cassini’s periapsis,
with respect to Methone, is shown in Fig. 5.7. The flyby, both inbound and outbound, was
upstream and any absorption effects were expected above Erk (∼ 1.15 MeV). Surprisingly,
LEMMS measured two wide depletions in energetic electrons count rates with a width on
the order of 103 km. Fig. 5.8 shows the electron count rates of channels E4, E5 and E6 as
a function of the dipole L-shell.
The inbound signature occurred approximately at 17:07 UT, while Cassini was at a
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2006 day 252 (September 9)
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Figure 5.7: The Methone flyby geometry. Both inbound and outbound Cassini was up-
stream of the moon. The large black points indicate microsignature detections. The loca-
tion of the ascending ring plane crossing is also shown.
latitude of 17◦, with LEMMS pointing at a local pitch angle of 95◦. This corresponds to
an equatorial pitch angle of 55◦. The signal was strong enough for it to appear in many
LEMMS electron and ion channels, as the decrease of energetic electrons in this region
translates into a reduction of penetrating radiation for the lower energy ion and electron
channels. It had a radial extent of about 2400 km at the equator and was centered at
L = 3.3. The longitudinal separation from Methone was about 17◦.
The outbound microsignature was observed at 19:19 UT when Cassini was close to the
equatorial plane. The event occurred closer to Methone than inbound (angular separation
of ∼5◦). The local pitch angle of observation at that time was about 50◦, almost identical
to the equatorial pitch angle. The depletion region spans a width of 1500 km and occurs
exactly on Methone’s L-shell.
In both cases, Cassini’s orientation was not changing so that instrumental effects as
a cause of the count rate decreases can be ruled out. 14 earlier Cassini crossings of this
region, with the closest to Methone being during SOI (Saturn Orbit Insertion - day 183
of 2005) and day 248 of 2005, did not reveal anything similar in LEMMS measurements.
It is however interesting that both of these L-shell crossings had almost similar geometry
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Figure 5.8: Depletions around Methone’s orbit in LEMMS channels E4-E6 as a function
of dipole L-shell. E0-E3 (not shown) show a similar microsignature signal, with that of
E0-E2 being slightly weaker. The outbound microsignature occurs exactly on Methone’s
L-shell.
with respect to Methone as the inbound crossing of Fig. 5.8 (∼ 18◦ and ∼ 13◦ upstream
of the moon, respectively).
The Cassini magnetometer (Dougherty et al. 2004a) data acquired during that period
have also been reviewed (K. Khurana, personal communication), but no peculiar magnetic
field signature associated with these events was identified. It is worth noting, however,
that the inference about the presence of a dust torus at the orbits of the Martian moon
Phobos, is based on magnetic field perturbations recorded by the magnetometer of the
Phobos-2 spacecraft. Saur et al. (1993) identified such disturbances as phase-standing
waves resulting from the solar wind interaction with charged dust.
The proximity of the two microsignatures to Methone’s L-shell, as well as the fact that
they coincided with the closest approach to this moon to date, makes it logical to examine
the possibility that Methone is the direct source. However, the theory and observations
presented earlier discount this possibility.
It is very unlikely that a 3 km sized inert moon can produce depletions with a width of
the order of a thousand kilometers. Even if radial diffusion is considered as the source of
the microsignature broadening, it can only expand the signal not more than ∼100 km wide.
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Furthermore, such an explanation would require fast diffusion rates, which contradicts up
to date observations (Paranicas et al. (2005), Van Allen et al. (1980a) and Section 4.3.1).
In addition, the inbound microsignature is substantially deeper than the outbound, despite
Cassini being closer to Methone on the outbound segment of its periapsis.
There are more problems with considering Methone as the direct source of the in-
bound microsignature: The radial displacement of that microsignature from Methone’s
L-shell cannot be easily explained. While radial shifts in microsignature positions com-
monly occur for L > 4 due to magnetospheric processes (Paranicas et al. (2005), Jones et
al. (2006) and Chapter 4), at the distance of Methone such displacements are less likely,
as the dipole magnetic field dominates drifts by other electromagnetic processes. This
displacement (∼ 0.07Rs) is higher than the average displacement of Enceladian microsig-
natures (∼ 0.05Rs), during close encounters to that moon (Jones et al. 2006), while the
opposite would have been expected.
One possible, but highly unlikely explanation, that could support a direct formation of
the microsignatures at Methone, is that Methone is not inert but possesses a tiny magnetic
field that in turn makes the effective obstacle larger. A magnetized asteroid has been
observed in the past by Galileo (Kivelson et al. 1993). However, the composition of
the rings and moons of Saturn is not supportive of the possibility that Methone can be
composed by magnetic carrier materials. Even if Methone is magnetized, it would still be
hard to explain why its effects in the magnetosphere would appear as electron absorption.
It is therefore established that the observed electron depletions have most likely not
originated directly at Methone. Here I examine the case for a dust arc (or arcs) at
Methone’s distance as the possible absorber, and I discuss different possibilities about
its structure, origin and location.
5.3.1 The structure of the arc
Independent of the arc’s source, rough estimations about its optical depth will be made
first. It is considered that the absorbing body has a similar structure to an arc-like feature
close to the orbit of Enceladus, observed by Roddier et al. (1998). It is therefore assumed
that it has a longitudinal extent of l = 15◦ (or 8.1×103 cm at Methone’s distance), that it is
composed of water ice particles of ρo = 1g cm−3 and that it moves on an equatorial orbit.
Most of the above values and assumptions are arbitrary, but in the absence of relevant
observations such approximations are unavoidable. Following Cuzzi and Burns (1988),
the normal optical depth, τ of the arc can be approximated from Equation. 5.1.
τ =
3
8
(pK) VdTb cos a
lρor
(5.1)
K(g cm−2) is a measure of the absorption efficiency of water ice called the range,
defined as the column density required to reduce the flux of electrons by a factor of e2.
The distance required to produce the observed flux decrease is pK. In this case, p=0.2.
For the range, experimental values are retrieved from the National Institute of Standards
and Technology (NIST) website (http://physics.nist.gov/PhysRefData/). A typical value
of K for 1 MeV electrons is 0.43g cm−2. The parameters Vd (cm s−1), Tb (s), a (deg)
and r (cm) are the electron drift velocity, the bounce period, the equatorial pitch angle
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and the particle size (radius of spherical particle), respectively. In Equation. 5.1, the arc
longitudinal length, l, is expressed in units of length (cm).
The optical depth values estimated using Equation. 5.1 are shown in Fig. 5.9 for
the absorption of 0.8-1.65 MeV electrons. The results shown in this figure indicate two
different scenarios for the structure of the arc that caused the absorption.
First it is assumed that the dominant population in the particle size distribution is that
of the ∼ 1 − 103 µm grains with optical depth values between 10−4 and 1 . That is orders
of magnitude higher that the mean optical depths of the G-ring and the E-ring (∼ 10−6). A
reasonable upper limit for the optical depth is τ ∼ 10−3. The selection of this upper limit
comes from the estimated maximum τ value of F-ring clumps by Cuzzi and Burns (1988).
That is a rather generous upper limit, given that the F-ring clumps accrete in a material
richer environment (0.1 < τ < 1.0) than the inner edge of the E-ring. Values greater than
10−3 anyway seem unrealistic, as this would mean that this arc would have comparable
or similar efficiency in scattering or reflecting light as part of Saturn’s main rings, which
have τ that range from ∼0.05 to 2.5 (Nicholson 2000).
This upper limit for τ translates into a lower limit of r ∼ 100µm for the particle sizes.
In any case, τ estimations support the previous statement, that an obstacle comprised by
small grains has to be dense and that simply a presence of a faint ring is not sufficient
for MeV electron absorption. Such an object would be sufficiently optically thick to be
detected by remote sensing instruments.
Figure 5.9: Estimation of the arc’s optical depth using Equation. 1 as a function of elec-
tron energy and particle size. We point out that Equation. 5.1 is fairly accurate only if the
particle size distribution in the arc is very narrow. The estimated optical depth values will
be higher or lower, if we assume a more longitudinally compact object or a more extended
ring structure, respectively.
A second possible scenario is that the arc comprises larger than mm-sized particles.
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Its optical depth can then be even lower than that of the E and G rings, and this might
make its remote detection difficult. The reason is that the amount of mass needed to
stop electrons in such a case can be contained in only a few large grains which are not
numerous enough to scatter or reflect significant fraction of the incoming radiation from
the Sun.
For both scenarios an interesting case exists and it is indicated by the optical depth
“dropout” region around 1.17 MeV. This is the value of Erk at which electrons have almost
zero velocity with respect to the arc material and interact continuously with it. In that
case, electron absorption is very effective even if the arc material is optically thin. If the
observed absorption took place primarily at Erk, then the lower limit for the particle size
goes down to r ∼ 10µm. Unfortunately, the exact energy (or energies) of the observed
absorptions cannot be distinguished.
For the plotted energy range in Fig 5.9 the values of τ are almost symmetric with re-
spect to the Erk region, which means that the most important parameter in this calculation
is the energy dependent relative velocity towards the arc, rather than the increase of the
range, K, with energy. For much higher or much lower energies the variation of K with
energy becomes the most important factor.
5.3.2 The origin of the arc
Analysis of Galileo spacecraft and ground based observations showed that Jupiter’s Gos-
samer rings are associated with the small moons Amalthea and Thebe (Burns et al. 1999).
Recently, a ring, or partial ring, has been detected by Cassini at the orbital distance of the
4 km sized Pallene, that orbits Saturn slightly outside Methone, at 3.54 Rs (R/2006 S1;
IAU Circular 8759). It is therefore reasonable to infer that a similar ring or arc could exist
at Methone’s orbit.
To date, the MIMI/LEMMS instrument has detected no clear signature in the LEMMS
data around Pallene’s orbit. No microsignature is routinely detected in electrons associ-
ated with Saturn’s G-ring. This means that electron depletions cannot be established
solely by the presence of a weak ring, as it was also stated previously. The ring has to
be relatively dense or otherwise contain arcs within its structure. As the optical depth
estimations suggest, the optical thickness of such an arc will strongly depend on the size
of the particles that constitute it.
An arc of dust particles appears to be a conceivable way of producing such broad
signatures. Examples of such features can be found in the Neptune ring system, where
they are caused by resonances between the ring material and the planet’s moons (de Pater
et al. (2005) and references therein).
Micrometeoroid impacts on Methone can easily release material from its surface, thus
producing a narrow and weak ring, on top of which an arc could develop. The release of
material due the to action of interplanetary impactors on small moons at Jupiter is found
to be very effective, primarily because of the low escape velocities (Burns et al. 1999).
The situation might not be too different at Saturn. The arc could later develop under the
influence of resonances and gravitational perturbations from Saturn’s larger moons (for
Methone’s orbit, that could be for example the 15:14 mean longitude resonance with Mi-
mas). The formation and evolution of F-ring transient objects or clumps, for example,
seems to be associated with such mechanisms (Spitale et al. 2006, Murray and Dermott
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2001). An additional source of material for a possible arc at Methone’s distance can sim-
ply be E-ring particles which are continuously present down to 3 Rs (Baum et al. 1981).
Gravitational perturbations by Methone could focus some of this material in regions near
the satellite, in the same way that Prometheus attracts material from Saturn’s F-ring (Giu-
liatti et al. 2000) (see also Figure 5.10).
Figure 5.10: This mosaic of 15 Cassini images of Saturn’s F ring shows how the moon
Prometheus disturbs the ring once every 14.7 hours, as it moves on its eccentric orbit.
The straightened image of the ring shows a region ∼60◦) of longitude around the ring.
Prometheus is the overexposed feature at the bottom right of the image. Image credit:
NASA/JPL/Space Science Institute
Alternatively, dust emitted at the south pole of Enceladus can drift inward by e.g.
Poynting-Robertson drag (Roddier et al. 1998) and be a different source of the electron
absorption, independent of Methone’s presence. The latter seems a rather complicated
process, but there are some observations that could support it. Inward spiralling of dust
cloud under the Poynting-Robertson drag has been employed to explain the evolution of
Jupiter’s gossamer ring material (Burns et al. 1999).
In Figure 4.15 a microsignature is shown 200◦ upstream of Enceladus (panel “g”).
This signature could attributed to Enceladus. However, its relatively large inward radial
displacement from Enceladus’s orbit (almost 0.2 Rs), and the fact that the rest of the
upstream microsignatures from that moon suggested that they are depleted less than 100◦
away, leaves room for different interpretations. In the context of the observed signatures at
Methone and the observations of Roddier et al. (1998), the possibility that this microsig-
nature was produced by an inwardly spiralling dust cloud that was formed by Enceladian
activity, is a reasonable proposition to consider.
It is unlikely that any of these mechanisms could result to the formation of a dust
clump or arc with an optical depth greater than ∼ 10−3. The amount of material available
from the E-ring (τ ∼ 10−6), Enceladian activity or the micrometeoroid impact products at
Methone’s surface are probably not sufficient for the accretion of very dense structures.
Considering these as the only possible sources for a dust arc at Methone, that the sug-
gested upper and lower limits for the optical depth and the particle sizes, respectively,
seem reasonable.
5.3.3 The location and the evolution of the arc
The different assumptions about the arc’s structure give rise to a series of possibilities
for its location with respect to Cassini and Methone at the time of the observation. For
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example, if the arc was a very compact object (less than 1◦ extent in longitude), it would
mean that the microsignature formed rapidly, as the passage of electrons through it would
last just a few seconds. The microsignature would have then evolved only under the influ-
ence of magnetospheric effects (e.g radial diffusion and energy dispersion), which would
progressively diminish its depth as it was drifting away from its creation point. Therefore,
given that the inbound microsignature was deeper than the outbound (and assuming that
these were formed by the same object), Cassini should have been downstream (ahead) of
the arc and therefore the arc would have been at least 17◦ behind Methone in its orbit.
On the other hand, if the arc extended for many degrees in longitude and if the radial
diffusion rate is weaker that the electron loss rate, the microsignature would build up
progressively, and the deeper microsignature would be the one that “spent” the most time
within the arc. In that case, the deeper inbound microsignature would be older than that
outbound, implying that the arc extends mainly upstream (ahead) of Cassini, in a location
that could even include Methone. If on the other hand the diffusion rate is higher, the
arc should be downstream. Therefore, a much more extensive analysis and additional
observations by other Cassini instruments (e.g. flux and size distribution of dust particles
by the CDA and RPWS experiments) are necessary to select which of the cases is more
plausible.
The fact that no electron absorption was found during earlier crossings of this region,
has multiple interpretations. One possibility is that the putative dust arc is new; such
temporary structuring within the E-ring has been previously reported (Roddier et al. 1998)
and Methone’s L-shell had not been traversed by Cassini for almost one year prior to the
discussed event. de Pater et al. (2005) report that Neptune’s ring arc structuring shows
time variability, so this scenario is not unlikely for Saturn’s case.
On the other hand, a continuous presence of an arc does not necessarily mean that
microsignatures should be observed at every L-shell crossing of that region. The observed
microsignatures show only a ∼30% reduction of electron counts. Such shallow depletions
can be quickly erased by diffusion, and thus may be observable close to the obstacle that
created them.
A different case arises from the possibility that the inbound and outbound microsigna-
tures were formed by the same obstacle. This would mean that the obstacle is moving on
an eccentric orbit. Electron absorption from obstacles with eccentric orbits at distances
less than 4 Rs (e.g. Mimas), seem to be difficult to predict, primarily due to the pecu-
liarity of the electron energy spectrum (Van Allen et al. 1980a, Chenette and Stone 1983,
Selesnick 1993). Indeed, Mimas’s “ghost” or absent microsignatures, discussed in these
three studies might be quite relevant to the LEMMS observations at Methone’s orbit.
The possibility of an eccentric ring or ring arc seems however unlikely. While this
chapter was written, the discovery of Saturn’s 60th moon was announced by Cassini’s
ISS camera (IAU Circular S/ 2007 S 4 - see Figure 5.11). The moon, now called Anthe,
orbits Saturn between Pallene and Methone, at about 3.28-3.29 Rs, at the location where
the inbound microsignature was seen. It is much more likely that this small moon, only
2 km wide, releases dust forming ring arcs or dust clumps around its orbit, that absorb
MeV electrons. A similar assumption could be also used to explain the energetic electron
depletion, at 3.68 Rs upstream of Enceladus (Figure 4.15, panel “g”): a small, unknown
moon could orbit at this location, releasing material that can eventually form this depletion
region.
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Figure 5.11: Saturn’s 60th discovered moon, Anthe (S/ 2007 S 4), in one of the discovery
images by Cassini’s ISS camera.
5.4 The discovery of an arc in Saturn’s G-ring
In the previous section, the existence of large particle populations or dust clumps was
inferred at the orbit of Methone, at the orbit of the newly discovered moon of Saturn,
Anthe, and at a distance of 3.68 Rs (location of undetected moon?), based on observa-
tions of MeV electron depletions. A large range of possibilities were also discussed as
alternative explanations of these findings, mainly because LEMMS observations were not
complemented by an optical detection of such features or because no there datasets were
other.
A multi-instrument approach can be very useful in such studies, as even negative
results from an instrument can impose important constraints on the interpretation of the
data from another one. Such a possibility occurred when LEMMS detected an unexpected
MeV electron depletion during the crossing of Saturn’s G-ring L-shell. Around the same
time, a dust arc was found in the images of the ring, superimposed on the G-ring. By
combining these observations, it was possible to evaluate the source region of Saturn’s
G-ring, as it is shown in the following sections.
5.4.1 The G-ring
Saturn’s G-ring was originally detected by the identification of its ion macrosignature
from the Pioneer 11 energetic particle detectors. This macrosignature was attributed to
losses on the “main body” of the G-ring or to undetected moonlets (that confine the G-
ring’s dust gravitationally), each lower than 2-3 km in diameter (Van Allen 1983, 1987).
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This macrosignature is commonly detected from the LEMMS MeV ion detectors (Figure
5.12).
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Figure 5.12: 86 second averaged countrates of the P7 and P8 LEMMS channels (MeV
ions) from Saturn Orbit Insertion, during the inbound leg of the orbit. Seen are the
macrosignatures from the moons Enceladus, Mimas, and the Janus and Epimetheus pair.
The G-ring macrosignature is located at the L-shell of the G-ring, marked with the label
“Gr”.
G-ring is located at a distance of about 2.82 Rs from Saturn, it has a width of a few
thousand kilometers. Its presence was considered a mystery, as there seemed to be no
source that confines the dust in such a formation (e.g. as Prometheus and Pandora confine
the dust in Saturn’s F-ring), while there was also no source to replenish the dust lost due
to sputtering of G-ring grains from magnetospheric ions, such as Enceladus replenishes
the E-ring (Figure 5.13).
5.4.2 The G-ring arc
Cassini crossed regions magnetically connected to the G-ring during three orbits (until the
end of 2006), with six total passes inbound and outbound. Apart from the expected MeV
ion macrosignature, no other depletion was detected in electrons or lower energy ions in
LEMMS data, with the exception of the September 5, 2005 crossing, when at ∼12:13 UT
an unexpected, localized and sharp 50% decrease in MeV electron count rates was seen.
Around that date, Cassini’s ISS camera team announced the discovery of a distinct
arc on the G-ring. After several observing runs, the arc’s orbit was determined (Hedman
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Figure 5.13: (Left): An image of Saturn’s F-ring by Cassini’s ISS camera. Prometheus
and Pandora are seen on each side of the ring. (Right) Long exposure image of Saturn’s
E-ring and Enceladus. Enceladus south polar cryovolcanos are seen errupting and adding
mass to the E-ring. Image credits: NASA/JPL/Space Science Institute
et al. 2007) and it was realized that when LEMMS observed the electron microsigna-
ture, Cassini had a close encounter with the arc, and actually crossed field lines directly
connecting to this structure. Images of the arc are shown in Figure 5.14. The fact that
LEMMS did not observe any other electron microsignature during previous G-ring cross-
ings, made clear that the observed depletion did not originate from the main body of the
G-ring, but from the newly discovered arc.
Figure 5.14: A sequence of G-ring images showing the arc moving on its orbit, on top of
the G-ring. Image credit: NASA/JPL/Space Science Institute
Most images of the arc were taken at high phase angle: that is the angle between the
lines connecting Cassini and the arc, with the Sun. Under such geometry the ISS camera
measured forward scattering light, which revealed the effects of the micron-sized dust of
the structure (Hedman et al. 2007). A measurement of the arc’s normal optical depth
profile in the micron-size grains was then possible. The profile is shown in Figure 5.15,
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along with the MeV electron depletion and its projected location on the G-ring plane.
The radial displacement of the microsignature’s location, with respect to the location of
the arc is peculiar and could imply the presence of a localized, electromagnetic interaction
between the arc and the magnetospheric plasma. The displacement cannot result from an
eccentric or inclined orbit of the arc, as the arc orbit was constrained to be circular and
equatorial, based on ISS camera images (Hedman et al. 2007).
Figure 5.15: The G-ring arc normal optical depth profile in the micron-sized grains is
shown (grey line, bottom panel), as a function of distance from Saturn. For reference, the
optical depth profile of the “main body” of the G-ring is also shown (black curve). The
top panel shows the drop-out seen in the E6 electron count rate during a close passage of
Cassini from the magnetic field lines that map to the G-ring arc.
As it can be seen from Figure 5.15, the peak optical depth of the arc in the micron
sized particles (the particles that constitute the visible arc), is about 1.5 10−5. Using
similar methods for optical depth calculation as it was done for the electron absorptions
close to Methone’s orbit (Section 5.3.1), it can be easily found that micron sized particles
could have only absorbed the MeV electrons if the optical depth of their population would
have been around 10−3. Larger particles or boulders, in the size of centimeters or even
meters are needed to deplete the MeV electrons. This is further supported by the fact
that the depletion appeared also in channel E7 of LEMMS, which is sensitive to electrons
of ∼10 MeV. An unfortunate event, provided additional hints about the presence of large
particles in the arc: during the close approach to the arc, the dust detector of Cassini (CDA
- Cassini Dust Analyzer) was damaged by a hit from a large dust grain, the size of which
is estimated to be larger than 100 µm.
Such a population of large grains could have an optical depth of 10−8 − 10−7, a limit
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that cannot be accessed by the remote cameras of Cassini. These “invisible” bodies are
important to understand why the G-ring exists: sputtering of the large grains by energetic
particles and intercollisions of the arc’s boulders produces large smaller particles, that can
disperse along the arc’s orbit, forming the G-ring. Non-gravitational forces (such as ion
drag) and sputtering account for the expansion of the smaller grains radially outward, as
it is seen in the optical depth profile in Figure 5.15. The large particles of the arc are not
affected by non-gravitational forces and are trapped in a restricted region of the ring due
to a 7:6 mean longitude resonance with the moon Mimas (Hedman et al. 2007).
5.5 Outlook
In this chapter, energetic electron depletions were considered as tracers of new moons,
rings, ring arcs or dust clumps. Despite Cassini having a powerful camera system, and
despite the advancements in Earth-based telescopic observations (with ground based ob-
servatories or the Hubble Space Telescope), LEMMS data show that there are many ring
or dust structures still not accessible to optical instruments. Such low optical depth struc-
tures can be detected by LEMMS if they comprise large grains or dust clumps. The con-
dition for energetic electron absorption by dust is satisfied if the dusty obstacle contains
sufficient column mass and not necessarily if it is optically thick.
On the other hand, it is not possible to derive all properties of the absorber by consider-
ing only LEMMS data. The observation of a single absorption signature by an unknown
absorber can be explained in many different ways. What can be best approximated is
whether the grain size distribution of the dusty obstacle extends to sizes of centimeters or
even higher. Multi-instrument studies can impose further constraints and help to achieve a
more complete explanation of the data from LEMMS and other instruments. The example
of the multi-instrument approach in order to explain different observations of the G-ring
arc has shown the importance of combining different datasets.
Overall, results in this chapter show the first steps to analyze several LEMMS obser-
vations of signatures from unknown absorbers, which to some extent were unexpected.
An attempt to get more information out of these observations would require first of all
a better calibration of the MeV electron channels of LEMMS. As it has been shown in
Section 4.4.2, the spectral shape and the exact passband of a detector could influence the
shape of a microsignature (see Figures 4.22 and 4.23), especially if the passband of the de-
tector is large. This is the case of the LEMMS E-channels, where most of the uncorrelated
microsignatures have been detected.
It is also important to establish better the structure of the space environment in the in-
ner magnetosphere and evaluate the presence of possible mechanisms which could erode
a microsignature signal. For instance, microsignatures from most of the large icy moons
outside L = 4 Rs survive for many hours and are commonly detected in almost all periapsis
crossings of Cassini. The microsignatures from the inferred structures around Methone’s
distance or the microsignature of the G-ring arc have been detected only once. That is
peculiar, since radial diffusion coefficients in that region of the magnetosphere are very
low (Section 4.4.2).
However, a similar behaviour has been observed for the microsignatures by Mimas,
Janus and Epimetheus, many of which were “missing”, contrary to expectations (Section
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4.4.1). This further confirms that the innermost magnetosphere has a peculiar structure
in energetic electrons, either because radially diffusing electrons are filtered by the E-
ring, Enceladus and the outer moons or because a source of energetic electrons acts in
this region (e.g. CRAND) (Cooper et al. 1983). Establishing the exact reason, can help
quantify better the exact depletion depths and lifetimes of the observed microsignatures
by dusty obstacles and provide valuable input to better infer the physical properties of the
absorber, and even its location.
Finally, it is important to establish the limits where the approach used for determining
the absorber’s optical depth. For instance, Equation 5.1 (or variations of it) can be derived
practically by integrating the path length of an electron through an absorber with a given
spatial profile of the dust number density. In this first-order approach, the electron’s path
length is practically the path of its guiding center under the assumption that for energetic
electrons the gyration scales are comparable to the mean distance of dust grains in a low
optical depth cloud. In this case the dust medium can be considered as continuous.
A more accurate description would be to consider the electron path as the real spiral
trajectory of a particle in the radiation belts. In this case the path length through the
medium (much larger than the guiding center path) should be multiplied by an impact
probability, which should normally be much lower than unity, and a function of energy
and pitch angle. The calculation of this impact probability could be done with the use
of test particle codes. This would give more accurate results regarding the energy loss of
electron (or ions) through a dust cloud.
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Since the Saturn Orbit Insertion (SOI) of the Cassini/Huygens spacecraft (July 2004),
moon-magnetosphere studies have been focused on two saturnian moons, Titan and Ence-
ladus. Titan possesses a substantial ionosphere which forms a Venus or Mars-like inter-
action within a submagnetosonic flow. On the other hand, Enceladus’s south polar source
of dust and heavy gas molecules forms a large scale electromagnetic obstacle compared
to the moon’s size and results in an interaction which resembles that of a comet with the
solar wind (Dougherty et al. 2006). Both moons are considered important plasma sources
and potential drivers of the global dynamics of Saturn’s magnetosphere.
As also discussed in the two previous chapters, a large number of satellites orbits Sat-
urn within the region occupied by its magnetosphere. Most of these moons, which sizes
range from that of an asteroid (e.g. Telesto, Calypso) to that of a large moon (e.g. Mi-
mas, Tethys, Rhea), probably have weak exospheres produced from sputtering of their
surfaces by energetic particles. Such exospheres are not sufficient to slow down the in-
coming plasma flow or to cause a significant pile-up of the upstream magnetic field. To a
good approximation, these moons are considered to be inert and are expected to have an
“absorbing body” type or “lunar type” interaction with Saturn’s plasma. While this has
been clearly demonstrated with energetic electron data, the assumption still holds for low
energy (cold) plasma. On the other hand, the wake dynamics at the sub-keV energy are
most likely not driven by radial diffusion.
In this chapter, wake dynamics in the low energy plasma through a hybrid simulation
code are studied and the macroscopic wake structures in the plasma and the electromag-
netic fields are identified. The Saturnian moon chosen for this case study is Rhea. A
brief comparison of the simulation results will be done with data from the magnetometer
experiment of Cassini, collected during the first close Rhea flyby by Cassini..
6.1 Lunar type interactions at Saturn
Saturn’s magnetosphere is an ideal environment for the study of lunar type interactions.
Since Saturn’s spin and magnetic axes are aligned and almost colocated, the plasma bulk
velocity vector is continuously almost perpendicular to the magnetic field in the equatorial
plane, where most moons orbit the planet. As a result, the bulk velocity vector, u, the
magnetic field B and the resulting corotational (or motional) electric field, E = −u × B
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always define an orthocanonical system upstream of a moon. In addition, since many of
Saturn’s inert moons orbit within the plasmasphere of the planet, the upstream plasma
moments can be considered quasi-stable for large time scales compared to the duration of
a Cassini flyby or a simulation run. Such a configuration eliminates many complications
which can otherwise mask important physical processes associated with the dynamics of
a lunar wake. Moreover it makes the set up of a realistic simulation of the interaction
more feasible.
For example, the solar wind impinging on the Earth’s Moon can experience notable
short term variations of its properties, e.g. in the interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) mag-
nitude or orientation. Besides that, the angle between u and B is in most cases oblique.
Furthermore, the macroscopic parameters of the Moon’s space environment can vary sub-
stantially, as this can be located in the solar wind, in the Earth’s magnetosheath, the cur-
rent sheet or the tail lobes. The Jovian moons experience a similar variability as they can
be positioned in or out of the plasma disk (since the axis of the Jupiter’s dipole moment
is tilted by 9.8◦ with respect to the spin axis). In this case, the sampling of the inter-
action during only several flybys (as it is possible with most planetary missions) cannot
be termed as representative and the comparison with simulations can be difficult. Such
complications are less pronounced for Saturn’s moons.
6.2 Saturn’s moon Rhea
Rhea is the second largest satellite of Saturn and most likely, a geologically inactive moon
(Figure 6.1). It has a radius of RRh=764 km and orbits Saturn in a circular and equatorial
orbit, with a semimajor axis of 8.75 Saturnian radii, Rs (1 Rs=60268 km). Based on the
value of the moon’s mean volume density and the modeling of its gravitational field, it
is believed that Rhea is composed by a mixture of ice and rock and therefore it should
have the physical behaviour of an insulator (Anderson and Schubert 2007). The magnetic
field signature from the first close Rhea flyby by Cassini to date (November 26, 2005)
is consistent with a plasma absorbing type of interaction with Saturn’s magnetospheric
plasma (Khurana et al. 2007). Equally, this means that plasma loss at Rhea’s surface
dominates any electromagnetic effect imposed by a sputtering-produced exosphere that
probably surrounds the moon. This makes Rhea an appropriate choice for the purposes of
the simulation attempts.
As mentioned earlier, Saturn’s inert moons are numerous. However, selecting Rhea as
the target body of the simulation instead of another inert moon is not an arbitrary choice.
There are both physical and practical reasons behind this selection.
Rhea orbits Saturn at the edge the planet’s E-ring (Baum et al. 1981), a location which
can be seen as a “transition region” within the magnetosphere: there the magnetic field
holds its dipolar configuration to a large extent but the magnetic field magnitude drops
to values around 30 nT, while the plasma pressure is almost peaked (Sergis et al. 2007).
This leads to plasma beta values around unity, which means that both the magnetic field
and plasma dynamics can be important in the interaction.
Another important element for Rhea’s interaction is the magnetospheric variability at
its distance (see Table 6.1). Although the values of the plasma and fields parameters are
quasi-stable for relatively large time scales (e.g hours), the variance around the average
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Figure 6.1: (Left): Global view of Rhea from the Cassini ISS Camera. The surface is
heavily cratered, while a large, ray-crater, signifies the presence of a large impact in the
early history of the moon. (Right) A close up of Rhea’s surface from Cassini’s ISS camera,
during the close flyby to the moon, on November 2005. Image credits: NASA/JPL/Space
Science Institute
values can be quite large. For instance, Sergis et al. (2007) have found that the plasma
beta, βi, can vary about two orders of magnitude at the distance of Rhea, based on the
abundance of energetic water group ions in the plasma. The plasma density values vary
by a factor of 2-3, while the bulk plasma velocity can be between 80 and 90% of the rigid
corotation.
On average, the plasma flow with respect to Rhea is subalfvenic (MA < 1), supersonic
(MS > 1) and submagnetosonic (MMS < 1). Such a combination of Mach numbers is
similar to that found in the vicinity of the Galilean moons of Jupiter.
What is interesting is that the Alfvenic Mach number, MA is close to 1, and given the
range of values that the plasma parameters can take, extreme configurations of Rhea’s
space environment (e.g. high plasma density, low dipole magnetic field magnitude due
to strong ring current, high plasma bulk velocity) could lead to MA and MMS ∼ 1. Then
the conditions for a shock formation are satisfied and the presence of Rhea’s exosphere
cannot be neglected. It is not known, however, if such configurations are possible.
Magnetospheric variability is probably also significant for other inert moons, like for
example Tethys and Mimas, that orbit Saturn at 4.89 Rs and 3.11 Rs, respectively. How-
ever, as these moons orbit Saturn in regions of strong magnetic field and low plasma
velocity, plasma betas are always small and the interaction is always submagnetosonic.
On that respect, the different configurations that the space environment can take, make its
interaction with the magnetospheric plasma unique.
Adding to all the aforementioned unique characteristics of Rhea’s interaction is the
fact that the gyroradius of the water group ions is comparable to size of Rhea and to
the width of the moon’s wake, which means that ion kinetic effects can be important,
especially if a weak exosphere is modelled around the moon. Again, due to the strong
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magnetic field and the low plasma velocity at Tethys and Mimas, the ion gyration scales
are much smaller and possible relevant effects (if any) would be very hard to illustrate.
This makes Rhea a better choice for the application of a hybrid code.
Finally, as the plasma velocity relative to Rhea (∼60 km s−1) is higher than at Tethys
and Mimas (∼34 and ∼16 km s−1 respectively), the plasma convection time through an
equal sized simulation box can be at least 2-3 times lower for a Rhea simulation than it
is required for the two other moons. The same conclusion can be reached if we consider
that in lunar type interactions, the sound speed is the characteristic velocity with which
disturbances propagate (Samir et al. 1983).
One complication factor could come from the fact that Rhea might possess an ex-
tended dusty exosphere. This was hinted by data from the MIMI/LEMMS and CAPS
instruments of Cassini which detected a weak, but quite unusual interaction region, with
a scale equal to that of the moon’s Hill sphere (∼ 15 RRh diameter) - the region where
Rhea’s gravity dominates that of Saturn’s (Jones et al. 2008). While no “dust compo-
nent” is included in the simulations shown, the results can be used to show indeed that
such a large interaction region cannot be reproduced by a hybrid code, if Rhea is simply
modelled as an inert obstacle and with no mass deposited around it (in any form).
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6.3 The simulation code
For the simulation of Rhea’s interaction I make use of a hybrid code, where ions are
treated as individual particles and electrons as a massless, charge neutralizing fluid. The
code has been originally developed for the modeling the interaction of weak comets with
the solar wind (Bagdonat and Motschmann 2002), but has also been successfully applied
for the simulation of the interaction of Mars and magnetized asteroids with the solar wind
and of Titan with Saturn’s magnetospheric plasma (Bößwetter et al. 2004, Simon et al.
2007a,b).
For the current simulation runs a slightly modified version of the code is used, com-
pared to the one applied in the aforementioned references. The main modification is the
inclusion of a resistivity term in the equations, which is necessary for a more physically
correct description of the propagation of the magnetic field through the interior of Rhea.
In the following subsections a short summary of the code’s basic features is included for
the completeness of the chapter. A more detailed description of the code’s main aspects
is included in the earlier studies, mentioned before.
6.3.1 Basic equations
The equations of the hybrid code are the following:
• Equation of motion for the individual ions (single particle motion) with charge q
and mass m:
dx
dt = v , (6.1)
and
dv
dt =
q
m
(E + v × B) , (6.2)
where x and v correspond to the vector position and velocity of each individual ion,
respectively. The E and B vectors are the electric and magnetic field vectors.
• Fluid, of massless, charge-neutralizing electrons (momentum equation)
0 = −q n (E + ue × B) − ∇Pe +
{
η
µo
∇ × B
}
, (6.3)
where ue describes the mean velocity of the electrons, n is the electron number
density (equal to the ion number density, due to the assumption of charge neutrality)
and Pe is the electron pressure of the magnetospheric plasma.
• Electromagnetic fields equations:
For the electric field equation we have:
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E = −ui × B +
(∇ × B) × B
µoqn
− ∇Pe
qn
+
{
η
µo
∇ × B
}
, (6.4)
while the equation for the temporal evolution of the magnetic field is:
∂B
∂t
= ∇ × (ui × B) − ∇ ×
[(∇ × B) × B
µoqn
]
−
{
∇ × ( η
µo
∇ × B)
}
. (6.5)
The last three equations include an additional term compared to the previous appli-
cations of the code. The term highlighted in brackets has been introduced for the
propagation of electromagnetic fields through a medium of finite resistivity, η. The
inclusion of this terms is important for a self-consistent calculation of the electro-
magnetic field properties in the interior of Rhea. This is briefly described in Section
6.3.2.
• Electron population description, using an adiabatic scaling for the electron pressure:
Pe ∝ βe
(
n
no
)k
, (6.6)
where k=2 (Bößwetter et al. 2004), no is the initial number density of the plasma and
βe is the electron beta. Using Equations 6.3 and 6.6, electron temperature effects can
be described with this model. Because of the adiabatic description of the electron
pressure, no relevant pressure term appears in Equation 6.5 (Simon et al. 2007a).
Parameter Values Comments
Mag. field magnitude, B 26 nT Ideal case (B ⊥ u):[
Bx, By, Bz
]
= [0, 0,−26] nT
For comparison with Cassini data:[
Bx, By, Bz
]
= [0.2, 1.5,−26] nT
Plasma density, n 4 cm−3
Relative plasma velocity, u 57 km s−1
[
vx, vy, vz
]
= [57, 0, 0] km s−1
Ion composition < m >=17 amu —
Electron beta, βe 0.09 Te = 40eV
Ion beta, βi 0.24 Ti = 100eV
MA 0.83 —
MS 1.44 —
MMS 0.73 —
Table 6.2: List of parameters used for the two simulation runs.
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6.3.2 Modeling the solid body of Rhea
Like in various geophysical applications studying induction effects within the Earth (eg.
Martinec (1999)), the solid body of Rhea is modelled as an Ohmic conductor. The last
terms in Equations 6.4 and 6.5 emerge from the assumption of an Ohmic law for Rhea’s
interior, where the scalar resistivity profile η has to be specified for each simulation. As
stated above, Rhea can approximately be described as an insulating solid medium. For this
reason a high homogenous resistivity is applied which can be expressed by its reciprocal
value, the conductivityσRhea = 5 · 10−7S/m. This value has been chosen because a similar
conductivity is estimated for the terrestrial Moon (Lipatov 2002). Everywhere in the
plasma the resistivity is assumed to be zero. In order to accommodate the solid nature of
Rhea every particle impinging on its surface is removed from the simulation.
To selfconsistently integrate the insulating body of Rhea into the plasma environment,
Equations 6.4 and 6.5 are solved within the entire computational domain. Whether the
moon’s exterior or interior is modelled is exclusively controlled by means of the coeffi-
cients ui, n and η . This is implemented by using the resistivity profile defined above and
setting the velocity ui and the reciprocal density 1/n to zero within the obstacle.
6.3.3 Simulation parameters
The simulation is carried out within a 3D-box of 8×8×8 Rhea radii (RRh). A high spatial
resolution is achieved using a cartesian grid with 120 cells along each box side. The
coordinate system of the simulation is defined as follows: the positive x-axis is along the
plasma velocity direction, the positive z-axis points is antiparallel to the magnetic field
orientation and the positive y-axis points toward Saturn, opposite to the direction of the
corotational (or motional) electric field, E = −u × B.
The center of the box is at [x, y, z] = [0, 0, 0], while Rhea is offset by about 1 RRh
towards the left side of the box (x < 0). In this way the simulation area allocated for the
wake is sufficiently large. Larger offsets can increase this area even more, but that was
not done in order to avoid possible interactions of the weakly conductive Rhea with the
left side of the simulation box. Compared to simulations of the Earth’s Moon wake, the
simulation box is sufficiently wider along the magnetic field direction (z-axis), as at Rhea
the velocity parallel to the magnetic field (v‖) is comparable to the perpendicular velocity
(v⊥) and this could result in a north-south extension of the wake.
The upstream plasma and fields parameters are chosen to have average values from
those given in Table 6.1. The selected values are given in Table 6.2. Results are shown
from two, almost identical simulations. In the first (“ideal case”) the magnetic field vector
is perpendicular to the plasma bulk velocity vector. The second case is set up with non-
zero Bx and By components, where |Bx|, |By| ≪ |Bz|. This is mainly done for a better the
comparison with the magnetic field data from the first Cassini flyby of Rhea.
In summary, the upstream plasma velocity relative to Rhea is set to about 85% of the
rigid corotation. For the ion composition description I use single ion species assuming that
the plasma is dominated by water group ions (< m >=17 amu). The selected electron and
ion temperatures correspond to βe of 0.09 and βi of 0.24. The magnetic field magnitude
is set to ∼26 nT and the ion/electron density to 4 cm−3. Therefore the interaction is
subalfvenic, supersonic and submagnetosonic.
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Figure 6.2: Overview of results for the “ideal case” run. Different parameters are plotted,
at three different cuts through the simulation box. The top panel (x=0 cut / letters A,B)
contains the plasma density and magnetic field just behind Rhea. The second panel (y=0
cut / letters C to F) shows the north-south configuration of the plasma density, velocity
and electromagnetic fields, while the last panel of plots (z=0 cut /letters G to J) includes
the same parameters, projected on Rhea’s equatorial plane. In all panels, a small part of
the simulation box is not shown, as it contains uninteresting regions (e.g. far upstream
of Rhea). We also note that all vector parameters are plotted in the rest frame of Rhea.
Additional plots in the plasma rest frame or with the background magnetic field subtracted
are shown in Section 6.4.
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For the interior of Rhea the chosen resistivity value ensures a diffusion time of the
magnetic field through the solid body which is similar to the plasma convection time
across Rhea’s diameter. The simulation time step (3 10−3mi/qB) satisfies the Courant
condition. Normally, the simulation reaches steady state after ∼2500-3000 time steps.
6.4 Results
In this section, results from the simulation runs are shown. I mainly focus on the “ideal
case” scenario (B ⊥ u). The results from the run where Bx, By , 0 are almost identical
and I only refer to those for the comparison with the magnetic field measurements by
Cassini (Section 6.4.4).
The results from the simulation are summarized in Figure 6.2. We will now discuss
the structures observed in each individual parameter.
6.4.1 Plasma density
In all density plots (plots A, C, G) the most easily recognizable feature is Rhea’s wake,
identified as a dropout in the plasma density. The central region of the wake is formed
due to the shadowing of the plasma flow from Rhea’s volume.
Starting from the plot in panel A (yz plane, just behind Rhea), the wake of Rhea is
seen as an almost circular cross section with a diameter approximately equal to that of
the moon. The central depletion region is slightly narrower than Rhea and densities are
in most bins are above 0.5 cm−3. This reveals that the plasma expands relatively fast into
the vacuum.
Moving on to panel C (xz plane), the structure of the wake is revealed along the mag-
netic field direction. As particles can easily be moved along the magnetic field lines, this
plot can reveal the plasma temperature effects. The “umbral cone” of the wake becomes
progressively narrower and disappears after less than 1 RRh downstream of the moon. In
the same time the plasma depletion region expands north and south of Rhea’s geometrical
wake.
This expansion can be explained in two different ways. The first explanation is purely
geometrical and is proposed by Khurana et al. (2007). Within the radiation belts of Saturn,
the ratio v⊥/v‖ can be close to unity or much smaller, due to the rapid bounce motion of
the charged particles along the magnetic field lines and the low plasma bulk velocity. This
means that in the xz-plane the impact trajectory of the charged particles on Rhea can have
a large angle with respect to the wake axis (x-axis) and this would result in a extended,
north-south depletion region. For the same reason, particles within a certain energy range
can even avoid absorption (e.g. sub-keV electrons), while for other populations (e.g. keV
electrons, v⊥/v‖ ≪ 1) the flux tube convecting past Rhea can empty completely (see
Chapter 4) .
The bounce motion results from the latitudinal variation of |B| along a dipole field line,
which cannot be described in such a simulation. Still, the effects of the bounce motion can
be reproduced through the non-zero plasma temperature. This can be realized through a
one-dimensional treatment of the plasma expansion into a vacuum, applied so far in many
relevant studies.
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Figure 6.3: Illustration of Equations 6.7. The position up to which the rarefaction wave
has propagated is given by -(Cst + 1). The dependence of the solution from the sound
speed, tells us that the wake structure in the xz plane is determined by the plasma tem-
perature. It is noted that in most previous studies the wake boundary is set at z=0 and the
limb location at xlimb=0, which results in a slightly different form of Equations 6.7. To
be in compliance with the simulation coordinate system, this slight modification in the
equations has been introduced.
The momentum and continuity equations, assuming charge neutrality and a Maxwellian
distribution for the ions (as in the simulation), can be solved analytically with boundary
conditions that describe a vacuum:
(
t = 0, z ≤ −1 → no = 4 cm−3
)
and (−1 < z ≤ 0,
t = 0 → no = 0). These boundary and initial conditions define along the z-axis (per-
pendicular to the flow) a 100% plasma depletion inside z = −1 RRh at t = 0, where t
is the convection time past Rhea’s limb. The convection time can be approximated as
t = (x − xlimb)/u, where u is the plasma velocity, xlimb is the location of the limb along
the x-axis and x > xlimb. These conditions are symmetrical for z > 0, with the deple-
tion occurring inside z = 1 RRh. The solution for the density is given by the following
expressions (Samir et al. 1983):
n(x, z) = no exp
[
−
( (z + 1) u
(x − xlimb) Cs + 1
)]
, (6.7)
for (z + 1)/t > − Cs. For (z + 1)/t ≤ − Cs the solution is simply n(x, z) = no. As
mentioned earlier, the time t is expressed as:
t = (x − xlimb)/u . (6.8)
In Equations 6.7 and 6.8, the ion sound speed, Cs, is approximately 40 km s−1. That
solution defines that for a given vertical cut through the wake, at a distance x − xlimb
downstream of Rhea’s limb, the plasma density increases exponentially into the wake
(z > −1). For for z ≤ −1 the density drops exponentially from its initial value (no).
This density drop propagates outwards (z < −1) as a rarefaction wave with the ion sound
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Figure 6.4: Comparison of Equation 6.7 solutions with the simulated data, for a distance
of 1.1 RRh downstream of Rhea’s limb.
speed. This exponential behaviour is valid for (z − 1) ≥ − Cst, up to the distance that
the rarefaction wave has expanded. The solutions are illustrated in Figure 6.3. It is noted
that in this treatment, electromagnetic fields are not described in the equations, while the
boundary conditions do not restrict the plasma density values (as it is done in the edges
of the simulation box).
As it can be seen in Equation 6.7, the ratio of the plasma velocity to that of the sound
speed, or equally the sonic Mach number, Ms, will define how fast the wake will expand
along the z-axis. For small Ms this expansion will be rapid and will occur very close to
the moon (as seen in the simulation results), while for large Ms this expansion will occur
at very large distances downstream of the absorbing body (e.g. as seen at the Earth’s
Moon). This description gives similar results with the geometrical approach introduced
by Khurana et al. (2007).
The simulation results can be directly compared with this simple model. A compar-
ison is shown in Figure 6.4. As it can be seen, the trend of the analytical solution is in
good agreement with the simulation results. The main difference is that the density deple-
tion in the rarefaction region is slightly slower compared to what the analytical solution
predicts. This probably results from the simplicity of the one-dimensional approach, and
the lack of consideration of the electromagnetic fields in the equations, as well as from
the different boundary conditions used in the two approaches.
What is well predicted is the distance up to which the rarefaction wave has propagated.
This good agreement is found at almost all distances downstream of Rhea, up to x ∼ 3 RRh,
where the expansion extends beyond the limits of the simulation box. An alternative way
to investigate the expansion width is by comparing the opening angle of the rarefaction
region with that of a Mach cone, at the given sound speed, Cs, in the simulation. The
opening angle of a Mach cone, ϑ is given by the expression (e.g. Zhdanov et al. (2004)):
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ϑ = tan−1

√
C2s
u2 −C2s
 (6.9)
The same equation can be expressed as a function of the sonic Mach number, Ms, if
one divides the nominator and the denominator by C2s . From Equation 6.9 it is found that
ϑ should be ∼ 43◦. The opening angle of the rarefaction region in the simulation (plot
C, Figure 6.2) is about 45◦, almost in excellent agreement with the expected value. All
these results show that the sonic Mach number is important for lunar-type interactions and
that the one dimensional approach of the plasma expansion into vacuum is fundamentally
valid, at least for the wake evolution in the plane that contains the bulk plasma velocity
and the magnetic field (xz-plane in the simulation).
According to Equations 6.7, the wake expansion will continue until the density gra-
dient across the z-direction will be zero. This theoretically happens at infinity, but with
simple calculations it is estimated that very small gradients are achieved around 7-8 RRh
downstream of Rhea’s limb. At these distances, the resulting plasma density is equal to
∼40% of the initial ambient plasma density, no. This is of course unrealistic, otherwise
charge particles would be depleted all over Saturn’s magnetosphere. Practically, addi-
tional mechanisms will tend to bring the density values up to no (e.g. magnetospheric
diffusion, electromagnetic field perturbations, instabilities, three -dimensional nature of
the interaction), which is actually what is seen in the simulation. Given that, and consid-
ering also the variability of the space environment at Rhea’s distance, it is expected that
the plasma wake can extend to a maximum distance not much more than 10 RRh down-
stream of the moon. It is interesting to note here that the picture is different in energetic
electrons as the wake refilling is only driven by magnetospheric diffusion, which is a rel-
atively slow process, even at Rhea. Energetic electron wakes have been observed even 60
RRh downstream of Rhea (Section 4.4.2).
Moving now to the density profile in the equatorial plane (xy-plane, Figure 6.2, plot
G), a much different wake configuration is seen compared to that in the xz-plane. The
plasma depletion does not expand much more beyond Rhea’s geometrical shadow. It
progressively becomes narrower and one can easily infer from the plot that it would not
extend much more than 6 RRh downstream. No similar temperature effects to those in the
xz-plane can be seen in this projection.
This can be easily explained considering the single particle motion: from the maxwellian
distribution of ions, an ion with energy greater or lower than the energy due to its bulk
motion is selected. The velocity vector for this ion is vi = v + vth, where v is the bulk
velocity along the x-axis and vth an additional, random velocity vector with components
vth,x, vth,y and vth,z. These additional components will give to the particle a non-zero veloc-
ity with respect to the convecting magnetic field lines. With the magnetic field oriented
along the negative z-axis, the solution of the equation of motion tells us that the ion will
move “freely” on the north-south direction, with a constant velocity vth,z. The perpendic-
ular thermal velocity components vth,x and vth,y (or simply vth,⊥ =
√
v2th,x + v
2
th,y) will cause
the ions to gyrate around the magnetic field lines.
This means that ion motion along the xy-plane is restricted by the magnetic field, while
along the z-axis it is not. Therefore, following the geometrical approach by Khurana et
al. (2007) it is clear why the plasma wake can only expand north-south and not east or
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Figure 6.5: The asymmetric shape of Rhea’s wake parallel and perpendicular to the mag-
netic field lines. The cut is at 2.4 RRh downstream of Rhea (or at x=1.3 RRh).
west of Rhea. Particle cross-field motion is only possible in the presence of an electric
field (as for example the corotating electric field which is responsible for the plasma bulk
motion perpendicular to the magnetic field lines). The one dimensional approach that was
used previously is therefore not appropriate for the description of the wake structure in
the xy-plane, as the constraints in the particle motion due to the magnetic field are not
included in the equations.
The difference between the density wake structure along the magnetic field lines and
perpendicular to it is better illustrated in a yz-cut through the simulation box, 2.4 RRh
downstream of Rhea’s limb (Figure 6.5). The wake has an almost rectangular shape and
is at least four times wider along the z-axis. At the Earth’s Moon this difference is much
less pronounced in ions (due to the high sonic Mach number). It is more clear in electrons,
which have a much higher thermal velocity than the ions (Bale 1997).
Jones et al. (2008) show that during the flyby of Rhea on November 2005, an ex-
tended energetic electron depletion was seen (∼ 15 RRh wide) along a trajectory which is
practically parallel to the y-axis. Figure 6.5 shows that such extended depletions cannot
occur along the y-axis, unless additional absorbing material is present. If they can occur
without the necessity of absorbing material around Rhea, that would require processes
that cannot be described by such a hybrid simulation set-up.
Due to the gyration motion discussed previously, ions can impact Rhea even if their
guiding center of motion does not intersect the moon. Given the ion temperature in the
simulation, a maximum gyration radius for the upstream plasma of about 300 km, or
0.4RRh (∼ 6 simulation cells) is estimated. Still, upstream ions with such large gyroradii
comprise only small part of the total ion distribution and have small contribution to the
total density. Therefore, any depletion region upstream of the moon, or any widening
of the wake due to gyroradius effects, is rather small and has insignificant effects in the
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simulation outcome.
Finally, the observation of the wake narrowing downstream of Rhea in the xy-plane
can be explained by two possible mechanisms: diffusion or plasma convection due to
field disturbances. The first explanation is not very likely to be the answer, since diffusion
alone tends to make the depletion region shallower and broader. The second possibility
seems more appropriate, given the various structures seen in the electric field in the xy-
projection. These are discussed in more detail in Section 6.4.3.
6.4.2 Magnetic field
The magnetic field plots in the overview Figure 6.2 are shown in plots B, D and H (x=0,
y=0 and z=0 cuts, respectively). As in the previous section, I begin first with the descrip-
tion of the field configuration in the yz-plane, just behind Rhea.
Here two main features are seen: a central region where the magnetic field magni-
tude increases by about 10% of the upstream value, and two almost similar field dropout
regions, at the side of the magnetic field enhancement. The central enhancement region
develops as a consequence of the requirement for total pressure balance. Since plasma
pressure is lost on Rhea’s surface, a field compression balances this loss in the wake.
Because of ∇ B =0 a field decompression (or rarefaction) occurs on each side of Rhea’s
cavity.
Several interesting features are visible: the central enhancement follows the trend of
the density depletion and extends north and south of Rhea’s cavity. Along the y-direction
it is confined within the moon’s diameter. The rarefaction regions are also extended north-
south. In the y-direction their spatial extent reaches up to the edge of the simulation box.
What is also interesting is that the magnetic field decrease is asymmetric with respect
to the pointing of the corotational electric field, E. More specifically, it is stronger in
the direction that E is pointing (y <0). In the same time, the peak of the magnetic field
enhancement is slightly shifted in the opposite direction (y >0).
As magnetic field disturbances are only ∼10% of the upstream value, changes in the
field orientation can be realized more easily if the background field is subtracted. This
is shown in Figure 6.6. The two main regions are also easily identified in this plot and
the asymmetry along the y-direction is also clear. At the equator (z=0), opposite field
perturbations in the y-direction cancel each other out, leaving only a perturbation in Bz.
The magnetic field residual vectors form closed loops, indicating the presence of a
current towards the wake for y >0 (Jin) and a current that points away from the wake for
y <0 (Jout). This is consistent with the idea that diamagnetic currents that circulate around
Rhea maintain the magnetic field configuration in and around the wake. The dipolarized
pattern of the residual field indicates that the electric current density is distributed in a
circular configuration.
Switching to the xz-plane (Figure 6.2, plot D), the magnetic field enhancement seen
correlates well to the spatial configuration of the plasma density depletion (Figure 6.2,
plot C). This is a direct consequence of the fact that pressure balance has to be achieved
everywhere.
Subtracting the background field, as before, perturbations in Bx and Bz can be seen
clearly (Figure 6.7). The magnetic field lines are drawn into the wake by the plasma
expanding into the cavity. The magnetic field perturbations are usually expected in By
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Figure 6.6: Magnetic field perturbations in a the yz-plane, just behind Rhea. The direction
of the plasma flow (and the wake) points out of the page. Here the background field has
been subtracted to enhance visibility of the compression and decompression regions of
the magnetic field. The blue circle indicates the location of Rhea’s geometrical shadow.
The length of the arrows (arbitrary units) is indicative of the perturbation amplitude. The
peak amplitude of the residual By in this simulation is about 1.5 nT. The closed magnetic
field loops and the inferred current flow vectors are also sketched.
and Bz, but not in Bx (Khurana et al. 2007). However, in this case the perturbation of Bx
is rather significant.
Three dimensional plasma expansion could explain the faster wake refilling observed,
compared to what a one dimensional model predicts (Section 6.4.1). At Rhea, plasma
betas are close to unity and the flow is relatively slow, even a weak acceleration of the
plasma e.g. along the −x direction can lead to notable changes in Bx. For the Earth’s
moon for instance, where the sonic Mach number is greater than 10, the peak disturbance
in the Bx was only ∼2% of its upstream value, as it was found by Kallio (2005).
The last magnetic field plot shows |B| projected on the equatorial plane (z=0 cut, Fig-
ure 6.2, plot H). As in the equatorial plane, Bx and By positive and negative perturbations
cancel out, what is actually seen is the change in the Bz component. The |Bz| reaches
a peak value of about 28.5 nT, just behind Rhea, a value that drops further downstream.
The rarefaction regions, and the asymmetry in the amplitude of the magnetic field dropout
along the y-axis are also well illustrated in this plot.
A peculiar feature is the weak magnetic field pile-up upstream of Rhea (seen also in
plot D, Figure 6.2). This magnetic field enhancement is created due to an induction pro-
cess, which is in detail discussed by Sonett and Colburn (1968). It can be summarized as
follows. Within the interior of a resistive body which is surrounded by a constant plasma
flow, an electric field arises which is equal to the motional electrical field E = −u × B
(see plot F and J, Figure 6.2). As a consequence of the Ohmic law, currents flow inside
Rhea’s solid body whose density is j = −σRheau × B. The current path is closed at neigh-
bouring plasma regions and a magnetic field is induced, which is toroidal with respect to
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Figure 6.7: Magnetic field perturbations in a the xz-plane. The background field has been
subtracted to enhance visibility of weak field disturbances. The peak amplitude of the
residual Bx is about 2 nT. Also here, positive and negative Bx residuals cancel out on the
equator, leaving only a disturbed Bz.
the motional electric field. At the dayside of Rhea this toroidal induction mode amplifies
the external magnetic field as both fields are parallel and a pile-up in the total magnetic
field results. To counteract this effect, higher resistivity values can be chosen to diminish
the current and hence the induced toroidal magnetic field, but this translates into longer
simulation runtime. As this weak field pile-up does not change the big picture derived
from the simulation results, no higher resistivity was used.
6.4.3 Velocity and electric field
In the overview Figure 6.2, plasma velocity and electric field are only shown for the xz-
and xy-planes (plots E,F, I and G). A plot of the velocity on a yz-projection is shown in
Figure 6.8.
It is found that just behind Rhea the plasma expands towards the center of the cavity.
The spatial extent of the acceleration region is not much greater than Rhea’s cross section.
Further downstream the region becomes broader along the z-axis. The non-zero vz can be
easily explained by motion of plasma along the field lines, but the observed non-zero
vy requires an electric field perturbation in the xy-plane. This perturbation should be
associated to the presence of diamagnetic currents, inferred from the analysis in Section
6.4.2 (see also Figure 6.6).
The velocity plot in the xz-plane (Figure 6.2, plot E) shows clearly a symmetric north-
south expansion of the plasma into the cavity. Northward and southward expanding
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Figure 6.8: Perturbations of vy and vz in an yz-cut just behind Rhea. The expansion of
the plasma velocity inside the cavity is clearly seen. The peak amplitude of the vy or vz
components is about 30 km s−1.
plasma streams should normally form counterstreaming populations and set up a two
stream instability, that could enhance the refilling of the plasma void. This has been ob-
served in the lunar wake, in both data and simulations (e.g. Ogilvie (1996), Farrell et al.
(1997)).
Transforming the same data in the plasma rest frame (Figure 6.9), it is found that
this expansion actually takes place along the disturbed field lines (compare this figure
with Figure 6.7). The expanding plasma does not seem to enter the wake in the form of
accelerated beams (as has been identified at Earth’s Moon). Rather than that expansion
takes place all over the flux tube connected to Rhea and Rhea’s wake.
The plot for the Ex and Ez components is almost featureless but in plot F of Figure 6.2 a
slight reduction of the electric field magnitude superimposed on the extended north-south
plasma depletion region is barely seen. This probably results from the slight reduction of
vx (in the reference frame of Rhea) in this cutting plane, which introduces a perturbation
in Ey.
As along the y =0 cut electric field disturbances are insignificant and the wake refilling
is driven by the expansion of the along the magnetic field lines, the one dimensional,
analytical approach that was applied in Section 6.4.1 for the plasma density, can be also
tested for the velocity. Here, the resulting solution for vz is:
vz =
(z + 1) u
(x − xlimb) + Cs, (6.10)
for (z + 1)/t > − Cs.
This equation practically tells us that vz should increase linearly into the wake, but as
Samir et al. (1983) point out, the predicted extreme velocity values for regions of very
low density are not physically valid.
Simulation results do show the linear increase of the vz component into the wake,
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Figure 6.9: Perturbations of vx and vz in an yz-cut just behind Rhea, in the plasma rest
frame. Plasma expands along the magnetic field lines, symmetrically with respect to the
z=0 line.
Figure 6.10: Comparison of Equation 6.10 solution (blue line) with the simulated data,
for a distance of 1.2 RRh downstream of Rhea’s limb. Triangles show the variation of vz
from the simulation results, while diamonds show the velocity variation when the residual
vx is considered.
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however the slope of this increase is much different than the slope defined from the simu-
lated points (Figure 6.10). Since the expansion occurs along the disturbed magnetic field
lines, that have also a non-zero Bx component, v
′
=
√
v2
′
x + v
2
z was also considered as the
characteristic expansion velocity (diamond points / v′x is the x-velocity in the plasma rest
frame). However, this introduces only minor corrections. Again, what is well predicted
is the location up to which acceleration into the void occurs, which shows undoubtly that
disturbances propagate with the ion sound speed.
The differences observed between the one dimensional approach and the simulation
outline once more the importance of electromagnetic fields in the plasma expansion and
the complexities introduced by the three-dimensional approach. As mentioned earlier,
electrostatic instabilities can also be important.
For instance, Halekas et al. (2006) found that if kappa functions are used to describe
the distribution of electrons and ions, the analytical expressions for the density, the ve-
locity and the potential drop deviate from the isothermal solutions of Samir et al. (1983).
Several studies also discuss and emphasize the importance of the magnetic field (or the
plasma betas) for the plasma expansion in a magnetized medium (Huba et al. 1992, Gisler
and Onsager 1992, Gisler and Lemons 1992).
The most interesting structures in the velocity and the electric field are seen in the
equatorial projections (Figure 6.2, plots I, J). The plots show that on the one side of Rhea’s
limb, an increase of the electric field magnitude (plot J) and rather weak perturbations on
the other side. This increase is much stronger for y >0. Further downstream the electric
field increase is seen only for y >0, while for y <0 a dropout of |E| is found.
This hemispheric asymmetry is more clear in the velocity plot, where for y >0 plasma
is accelerated and for y <0 the total velocity decreases. This probably explains the electric
field enhancement for y >0 and the dropout for y <0. Several test runs were carried out
with lower or even zero electron temperature to investigate whether this electric field
enhancement is due to the electron pressure term in Equation 6.4, but the overall picture
did not change. This suggests that the observed effect results from the j × B force on
the ions. This better explains why this electric field enhancement is seen only in the
equatorial plane. A similar asymmetry has been reported in the three-dimensional lunar
wake simulations by Kallio (2005).
Replotting these parameters in the plasma rest frame (Figure 6.11), it is found that
close to Rhea the j × B forces drive the plasma directly towards the cavity center. Further
downstream, the asymmetric velocity structures seen in the rest frame of Rhea appear as
a plasma circulation pattern in the plasma rest frame, where two sectors of oppositely
moving plasma are visible (Figure 6.11, top panel). These structures are consistent with
the diamagnetic current pattern inferred from Figure 6.6. The associated electric field
disturbances are not easily seen in this representation, except for regions close to Rhea
(bottom panel).
There is an interesting analogy in the simulation results with experimental and simu-
lation results presented by Hurtig et al. (2003), where they studied structures developing
after injecting plasma beams in a curved magnetic field. The authors report the forma-
tion of a similar diamagnetic current system (e.g see Figure 6 from that paper), as well
as asymmetric current structures in the “transition region” of their experiment (region
where the field becomes curved). These results are partly attributed to the induced elec-
tric field that arises when the injected plasma (in Rhea’s case plasma refilling the wake)
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Figure 6.11: Velocity and electric field in the plasma rest frame, projected on the equato-
rial plane (top and bottom panel respectively).
experiences a time-changing magnetic field in the “transition region” (in Rhea’s case the
magnetic field change in the wake). The authors also highlight the importance of the j × B
forces in this interaction, which probably explains the effects seen in the equatorial plane
of the simulation box.
Finally, it is also interesting to note in Figure 6.2 (plots F,G) that the electric field
magnitude in the interior of Rhea is self-consistently calculated approximately equal to
the external electric field, as expected (Sonett and Colburn 1968). While predefining
the electric field vector in the moon’s interior is a reasonable approximation (e.g. Kallio
(2005)), equaling it with the upstream corotational electric field might not be completely
accurate, given the structures in the electric field that arise in the region of the obstacle.
6.4.4 Comparison with the magnetic field data
The Cassini spacecraft made its first close flyby of Rhea to date on November 2005,
where a magnetic field signature, typical for a plasma absorbing body, was observed by
the spacecraft’s magnetometer (Dougherty et al. 2004a). Cassini’s flyby trajectory was
almost perpendicular to the plasma wake of Rhea (parallel to the y-axis and about 0.65
RRh downstream of Rhea) and slightly south of Rhea’s equatorial plane (z ∼ −0.3RRh). A
more detailed description of the flyby and the observations can be found in Khurana et
al. (2007).
Before the encounter the magnetometer measured small values in Bx and By, and
therefore for a more direct comparison with the results, a simulation was set up with non-
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Figure 6.12: Comparison of the simulation results with the magnetometer data from the
Cassini flyby. In green color I also show the magnetic field signature on an equatorial
trajectory in the wake along the y-axis, from the “ideal case” run.
zero Bx and By components, as it is also described in Section 6.3.3. The overall results
from that simulation do not differ from those presented for the “ideal case” scenario, since
Bx and By are still much smaller than Bz.
The comparison is shown in Figure 6.12. As it can be seen there is a very good
agreement in all three components of the magnetic field. Both the amplitude of the per-
turbations as well as the spatial extent of the perturbed regions are reproduced, which
means that the main features of the interaction can be described by the simulation code.
The agreement in the asymmetric amplitude of the By perturbation for y >0 and y <0 is
especially interesting (panel B), meaning that asymmetries along the y-direction seen in
the simulation can be realistic.
Although the exact agreement of the data and the simulation is beyond the scope of
the study in this chapter, it is interesting to discuss the origin of several differences seen,
such as in the exact increase of |B| in the wake (panel D). The measured peak increase
in |B| is about ∼30% higher to what is found see in the simulation results. There are two
main sources of this discrepancy.
Probably the most important one is the choice of the plasma betas, which at Rhea can
vary significantly. The plasma betas practically define how much plasma pressure is lost
on Rhea’s surface. For example, during several test runs with the plasma temperature set
to 200 eV, the peak in |B| was above 29 nT in the wake, which is in much better agreement
with the observations. The same can be achieved by varying the plasma density.
A less important source of the discrepancy is the choice of a finite conductivity for
Rhea’s interior. This leads to a small magnetic field pile-up upstream of Rhea which
opposes to the energy loss due to plasma absorption. Therefore the required compression
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of |B| in the wake will not be as strong as when this pile-up is not present.
Another difference seen is that the measured |B| and |Bz| (panels C, D) tend to increase
from y = -4 RRh to y = 4 RRh. This is simply because Cassini moves close to Saturn where
the dipole field strengthens.
Data shows that within the range of the simulation box, the measured |B| increases
about 1-1.5 nT (or about 4% of the background value). It is not clear whether this variation
induces any additional effect in the interaction. An additional relevant effect is that of
the gradient drift, which in the Saturnian magnetosphere accelerates ions and decelerates
electrons. Furthermore, the corotation velocity also varies slightly along the y-axis. All
these could maybe enhance the observed asymmetries along the y-direction, but any such
enhancement will probably be insignificant, given that the simulated area is rather small.
In Figure 6.12 I also plot the simulated magnetic field components from a trajectory
through the wake, but along Rhea’s equatorial plane (z =0) (green line). The data are
retrieved from the “ideal case ” run, where Bx and By are initially zero. What is highlighted
in this case that with such a trajectory no variation in Bx and By is seen and the only
indication about the nature of the interaction is in Bz. While in most cases the increase in
Bz is sufficient to reveal that plasma absorption dominates, Bz can also be enhanced within
the current system region of an ionosphere. Therefore for very low altitude, equatorial
flybys, the signature of Bz alone could be misleading. For non-equatorial, downstream
flybys, the shape of the By variation can reveal the type of the interaction (Khurana et al.
2007). On the other hand, it is interesting to note that in the simulation run where Bx and
By were non-zero, it was not possible to find a realistic flyby trajectory where Bx and By
where undisturbed, as in the case of the “ideal-case” run.
6.4.5 Kinetic effects and phase-space diagrams
In this chapter I did not present simulations where a weak exosphere is modelled around
Rhea, and therefore kinetic effects cannot be easily realized in the results. On the other
hand, these results show that the code can give a valid description of the wake of an
absorbing body, and its use can be extended to more complex scenarios.
For illustration purposes only, Figure 6.13 shows the escape of heavy ions from a test
run where a weak exosphere was included. No differences were found in the resulting
wake structure or the configuration of the electromagnetic fields, compared to what was
presented in the previous sections. The magnetospheric plasma did not “notice” the pres-
ence of the low density exospheric ions. The corotational electric field penetrated down
to the surface, accelerating the ions in spiral escape trajectories. The characteristics of
these trajectories (spiral width and height) are in agreement with the analytical descrip-
tion given by Simon et al. (2007a). The initial acceleration of the exospheric ions along
the electric field direction is also seen.
Apart from the exospheric ion escape, particle phase-space plots were constructed
with detailed information about the particle distributions in each region. Several examples
from the “ideal case” simulation run are shown here, where a particle phase-space plot
was converted to an ion spectrogram, equivalent to the one that Cassini’s CAPS/IMS
instrument should have observed along the Rhea flyby trajectory.
What stands out from this spectrogram is the peculiar shape of the ion wake. Given
that the mean energy at each position defines the particle velocity, the shape of the ion
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Figure 6.13: Illustration of the density (top) and velocity (bottom) of escaping heavy ions
from a weak exosphere of Rhea. The plots shown are cuts through the equatorial plane of
Rhea (xy-plane). The direction of the upstream plasma velocity and corotational electric
field are shown on the top panel. Note that for this test run, Rhea was at the center of the
simulation box. Here the heavy ion mass was chosen to be 17 amu and the exospheric
scale height was set to 100 km.
wake is due to the fact that for positive and negative y, the ions are accelerated and de-
celerated, respectively. Similar wake structures in ion spectrograms have been observed
at the moon Ogilvie (1996), and have been reproduced at various lunar-wake simulations
(Kallio 2005, Birch and Chapman 2001, Travnicek et al. 2005).
The width of the ion distribution represents the ion temperature at each point. In the
near wake region, distributions become narrower, suggesting a drop in ion temperature.
In the central wake, the distribution is broad, consistent with an increase in temperature.
At larger distances downstream, the distribution retains again its Maxwellian form and
ion temperature drops. It is noted that the treatment by Samir et al. (1983) (Equations 6.7,
6.10) is based on an isothermal plasma expansion in the cavity.
Several additional interesting features can be found through the phase space diagrams:
the top panel of Figure 6.15 shows velocity phase-space plots of vz along a hypothetical
trajectory that is parallel to the x-axis and crosses Rhea through its center. We can clearly
detect that downstream, two distinct populations exist, with non-zero vz, while popula-
tions with vz ∼0 are filtered by Rhea.
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Figure 6.14: Synthetic ion spectrogram along the Rhea flyby trajectory. The color repre-
sents the ion flux, normalized towards the maximum.
Initially, one maxwellian with vz =0 could describe the distribution, but downstream,
two maxwellians are required with vz = ±30 km s−1. As Rhea orbits in a dipolar re-
gion, these accelerated ions will become trapped populations mirroring at low magnetic
latitudes and will continue drifting around Saturn, which means that plasma absorbing
moons tend to make angular (or pitch angle) distributions in the magnetosphere more
field-aligned. The presence of such populations is further enhanced by the electron and
ion interaction with Saturn’s E-ring dust and the associated neutral gas cloud.
An ion spectrometer with a 4pi angular coverage should therefore detect two ion pop-
ulations along the magnetic field lines, during an equatorial wake crossing. Similar ob-
servations in the lunar wake have been reported by Ogilvie (1996).
What is also interesting is that particles with high vz are the ones that first appear
downstream of Rhea. This is consistent with the geometrical concept for explaining the
phase-space distribution in the wake, introduced by (Khurana et al. 2007), as an alterna-
tive to the analytical treatment of the problem by Samir et al. (1983). A simple illustration
of this approach is shown in the bottom panel of Figure 6.15. Particles with high vz that
just avoid impacting on Rhea appear first in the wake due to the large angle of their tra-
jectory with respect to the x-axis.
6.5 Summary and outlook
In the present chapter the magnetospheric interaction of Saturn’s moon Rhea using a three
dimensional, hybrid plasma simulation code has been studied. The space environment of
Rhea (low bulk velocity, high thermal velocity) is ideal to emphasize the relative im-
portance of plasma parameters and to understand basic physical process that occur when
plasma expands into a vacuum. The main results of this case study are summarized below:
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Figure 6.15: (Top) Phase-space plot of Vz along a hypothetical trajectory which is parallel
to the x-axis and crosses Rhea through its center. The white region in the plot denotes the
space occupied by Rhea’s volume. (Bottom) Sketch that explains the phase-space plot in
the top panel. The dashed line shows the hypothetical trajectory along which the diagram
of the top panel has been drawn.
• The plasma wake of Rhea probably does not extend much more than 10 RRh down-
stream of the moon. The extension of the wake depends on the ion sonic Mach
number. The length of this extension can be approximated by requiring that the
density gradient along the x-axis (calculated from Equation 6.7) is close to zero,
given the good agreement of this analytic description by Samir et al. (1983) with
the simulation results.
• Disturbances in Rhea’s wake propagate with the ion sound speed, Cs, as described
by Samir et al. (1983).
• Due to the high thermal velocity with respect to the plasma bulk velocity, the de-
pletion region behind Rhea extends along the magnetic field. The magnetic field
magnitude increases in all this region to maintain the total pressure. The extension
of the depletion region and the response by the magnetic field has been seen during
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the flyby of Saturn’s moon Tethys by Cassini, below that moon’s equatorial plane
(Khurana et al. 2007). In the equatorial plane the density wake is restricted by the
magnetic field within Rhea’s geometrical shadow.
• Although several studies consider that Bx in the wake should remain undisturbed,
the magnetic field downstream of Rhea varies in all three components. This is also
verified by the comparison with the Cassini magnetometer data. The Bx perturba-
tion in the wake probably reflects the difference between supersonic and subsonic
lunar-type interactions.
• Positive and negative perturbations in Bx and By cancel out on Rhea’s equatorial
plane (z=0), leaving only a perturbation in Bz.
• A decompression (rarefaction) of the magnetic field occurs on the side of Rhea’s
geometrical wake. The amplitude of the magnetic field dropout is asymmetric with
respect to the direction of the electric field. This asymmetry is also seen in the
magnetometer data (e.g. the By component, Figure 6.12, plot B).
• On the xz-plane the wake refilling occurs by plasma expansion along the field lines,
while on the equatorial plane plasma is accelerated into the vacuum under the action
of j × B forces.
• A diamagnetic current system is developed in the equatorial regions in the wake.
The presence of this current system is revealed by the plasma residual velocity
distribution on the equatorial plane (Figure 6.11) and by the residual magnetic field
projected on the yz-plane (Figure 6.6).
• The asymmetric structures seen in the equatorial plane probably result from the
action of the j × B forces on the ions.
• The interaction of a mass absorbing moon within a planetary magnetosphere tends
to enhance the field aligned component of the particle angular (or pitch angle) dis-
tributions.
• The assumption of a finite resistivity for the interior of Rhea can adequately and
self-consistently describe the behaviour of the electromagnetic fields in this region.
Besides these results, there are still many more issues that could be interesting to in-
vestigate in future studies. For instance, the structure of Rhea’s wake under the different
plasma environments, or any effects that result from the presence of a weak exosphere
when the fast Magnetosonic Mach number is greater than one, would be worth investigat-
ing. It would also be interesting to model how the system responds if there is a change in
the upstream plasma configuration (e.g. during a plasma injection (Hill et al. 2005)).
The latter scenario is theoretically very interesting: during an injection the flux of
energetic ions (> 50keV) increases significantly, and these ions carry more than 70% of
the total plasma pressure (Sergis et al. 2007). In the same most of these ions can escape
absorption from Rhea due to their large gyroradii (>> 1 RRh), their large bulk velocities
and long bounce periods. In this case, the pressure drop in the wake will be small and
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therefore the low energy plasma wake could be sustained for large distances downstream,
even greater than the 10 RRh predicted through the present simulations.
Through a fully kinetic approach, such as the one by Birch and Chapman (2001), high
frequency or small scale phenomena (down to the Debye length, ∼20-30 m for Rhea)
could also be studied. In particular, effects resulting from the fast expansion of electrons
into the wake and the deviation from charge neutrality could play a significant role in
the plasma dynamics downstream of Rhea. Such effects cannot be described in a hybrid
code, due to the unavoidable assumption of charge neutrality. For a non-neutral plasma
distribution in Rhea’s wake, an additional term in the current will be added. In total, the
current in this region will be given approximately by the expression:
jtot = q [(ne − ni) ue − ni (ue − ui)] (6.11)
In a hybrid code, the first term on the right hand side is zero, as ne = ni and cannot be
described. If the second term, which can be calculated from the simulation code, is more
important then the assumption of charge neutrality will not affect significantly the overall
results.
On the other hand, if this term is greater than the second term, then close to Rhea ion
acceleration into the cavity from all sides will dominate and will form additional structures
in the ion and electron velocity fields compared to what the simulation code used here
predicts. These additional structures will also be related to an ambipolar electric field
resulting from a non-zero (ne − ni) term. Kallio (2005) described this field analytically
in his lunar-wake hybrid simulations and realized only small differences in the results
compared to the case where this electric field was neglected. Still, Birch and Chapman
(2001) have shown that a self-consistent calculation of the charge separation effects results
in much more complex structures in the wake that the analytical description of Kallio
(2005) probably cannot reproduce.
Finally, increasing the resolution to the scales of the Debye length would also be
interesting for the investigation of surface currents and charging processes (Farrell et
al. 2007). Surface charging at Rhea could reach extreme values as Rhea orbits in the ring
current region of Saturn and it is therefore continuously exposed to energetic particles (see
for instance Halekas et al. (2006)). What makes such a region unique for investigation
is also the fact that Rhea’s dayside (where surface photoemission currents are generated)
does not coincide with the hemisphere where Saturn’s plasma is impinging, unless Rhea
is situated on the dusk sector of the magnetosphere. For example, during the flyby of Rhea
by Cassini, Rhea was at a local time of ∼12:00 and therefore photoemission currents were
also created in the plasma wake, a case impossible for the Earth’s moon.
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Using data from two different particle instruments at two different environments in the
solar system and a hybrid simulation code, a series of results where obtained on the in-
teraction of weakly magnetized or unmagnetized bodies (WUBs) with their surrounding
space environment. The work performed for this thesis has highlighted many of the in-
teresting and important aspects of studying WUBs and many novel results have been
obtained, important for different scientific groups and topics. Among the primary results
of the thesis work, are the ones listed below for each of the different solar system object
research topics:
• Plasma moment maps where constructed for the first time for the Martian plasma
environment. Such maps could be the first step for constructing a reference model
for the interaction of Mars with the solar wind. Such a reference model could be
used for a series of important applications, such as for the calculation of charge-
exchange rates or impact ionization profiles, and their dependence on solar wind
and UV radiation properties.
• Using a 3-year dataset of ASPERA-3 electron data it was possible to identify the
presence of energetic electron events in the martian magnetotail and establish that
their origin requires combined configurations of the planet’s crustal fields with the
pointing of the solar wind’s convective electric field to occur. This is the first time
that a global magnetospheric feature is found to be associated with the combination
of two different processes, and one of the first indications that the martian crustal
fields can be a source of global asymmetries in the magnetosphere.
• By studying the evolution, the topology and the structure of satellite absorption
signatures in the Saturnian radiation belts it was for the first time possible to de-
rive and study the L-shell and energy dependence of radial diffusion coefficients in
the planet’s plasmasphere, to provide evidence of non-circular but disturbed ener-
getic electron drift shells and the presence of a possible high energy ion source in
the innermost magnetosphere. Most results indicate a dynamic and variable mag-
netosphere, with radiation belts being supplied with energetic electrons primarily
through particle injections. These results can find interesting applications in the
future: the profiles of satellite absorption signatures could be used to extract funda-
mental properties about injections and their frequency, while the disturbed electron
trajectories could “hide” important information in their properties, such as the mag-
netopause distance.
• Two new rings (or partial rings) have been discovered along the orbits of two
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asteroid-sized moons of Saturn: Methone and Anthe, suggesting that at Saturn simi-
lar processes are ongoing as at Jupiter, where dust from the small moons is forming
the gossamer and halo rings of the planet. Furthermore, it found that these rings
comprise large particle populations or a series of dust clumps. The physical char-
acterization of a ring arc in Saturn’s G-ring made possible to solve the mystery of
its origin and its sustainment.
• For the first time the physics of submagnetosonic plasma absorption has been stud-
ied with a three dimensional, hybrid plasma simulation code, with Saturn’s moon
Rhea selected for the case study. Many interesting analogies with supersonic, lunar-
type interactions have been found. The outcome of the simulation clearly illustrates
the differences between a supermagnetosonic and a submagnetosonic interaction
and reproduces well the magnetic field data collected from Cassini during a close
flyby to this moon. These simulations can be further advanced by adding more
components in the interactions, such as a component for the charged E-ring dust,
a profile of a sputtering produced exosphere and function to describe the moon’s
surface charging.
One of the biggest challenges during this thesis was the attempt to adjust the methods
and results to the continuously increasing datasets that were retrieved from Mars Express
and Cassini, to respond fast to surprising or unexpected observations and to be in compli-
ance, as much as this was possible, to newly published results by other research groups.
Cassini and Mars Express still continue to operate successfully (and hopefully will con-
tinue to do for many more years), while a lot of data has been retrieved the last few months
during which this thesis was being written. It is very likely that some of these new obser-
vations could help to answer some of the open questions derived from this thesis results,
or even modify to some extend some other findings. In any case, I believe that many of
the results presented here contribute to the progress in each respective research field, and
even more importantly, highlight the significance of studying the interactions of weakly
magnetized or unmagnetized bodies, not just for plasma physics, but for a much broader
range of scientific applications.
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A Motion of trapped particles in
Saturn’s magnetosphere
Here, a series of constants and formulas that are used to calculate parameters of energetic
electron and ion motion in the Saturnian magnetosphere, is provided. The formulas have
been applied in the data analysis methods presented in Chapters 4 and 5. This short chap-
ter is basically a reproduction of Thomsen and Van Allen (1980), with small modifications
and additions where it was termed necessary.
The motion of trapped particles has three main elements: the gyration around a mag-
netic field line, the latitudinal bounce along a field line, and a longitudinal drift perpen-
dicular to a field line that results from the corotational electric field, a gradient in the
magnetic field and a curvature of the magnetic field lines.
Each of the motion elements has a dependence from the particle’s kinetic energy, E,
the magnetic L-shell parameter (equatorial distance of a field line), L, the equatorial pitch
angle, aeq, the particle’s charge and mass, q and m, and the dipole moment of Saturn, M.
Unless otherwise stated, formulas and constants are provided in CGS units. Energies are
expressed in MeV and angular velocities in rad s−1. All formulas are extracted assuming
motion in a pure dipole magnetic field.
A.1 Symbols and constants
Below, a list of symbols and constants that are used in the formulas that will follow, are
provided:
c: speed of light c = 2.997925 × 1010cm s−1;
mc2: rest energy of a particle (0.511 MeV for electrons and Z × 938.3 MeV for
ions with atomic number Z);
E: kinetic energy of a particle. For trapped particles considered in this study, this
energy is attributed to the gyration energy rather than the bulk velocity of the parti-
cle;
u: speed (bulk velocity) of the particle;
β: β=u/c;
γ: γ=
(
1 − β2
)1/2
;
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q: charge of particle (4.80325 × 10−10 esu per unit charge);
Rs: equatorial radius of Saturn; 1 Rs=6.0268× 109 cm. Note that Thomsen and Van
Allen (1980) use Rs=6.0 × 109 cm;
Bo: equatorial surface magnetic field for Saturn (Bo = 0.21 Gauss). Note that
Thomsen and Van Allen (1980) use Bo = 0.20 Gauss;
r: radial distance from the center of the planet;
aeq, al: equatorial and local pitch angle of a particle, respectively. The equatorial
pitch angle is defined as the angle between the magnetic field and the particle’s
velocity vector at the magnetic equator. Similarly, the local pitch angle is defined
at the local point of measurement;
L: equatorial distance of a magnetic field line (or dipole L-shell) in units of Rs; For
a pure dipole field r = L cos2λ where λ is the magnetic latitude;
λ: the magnetic latitude;
λm: magnetic latitude of a particles mirror point;
B(λ), B(λm): magnetic field strength at λ, λm;
GMs: Saturn’s gravitational constant (GMs = 3.79311 × 1022 cm3 s−2);
J2: second zonal harmonic of Saturn’s gravitational potential (1667 × 10−5);
a: the semimajor axis of a moon’s orbit;
A.2 Useful expressions
The following expressions are extracted from Roederer (1970). In a pure dipole field,
the relation between the local and the equatorial pitch angle is given by the following
expression:
sin2al = sin2aeq
(4 − 3cos2λ)1/2
cos6λ
(A.1)
In a similar way, the expression for the relation between the magnetic field strength
at the equator and at a magnetic latitude λ (for the same field line), is given by Equation
A.2:
B(λ) = Beq (1 + 3sin
2λ)1/2
cos6λ
(A.2)
The determination of the mirror points (±λm) can be found by solving numerically the
equation:
cos6λm
(4 − 3cos2λm)1/2 = sin
2aeq (A.3)
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A.3 Longitudinal drifts
Longitudinal drifts in dipole fields have been studied by Hamlin et al. (1961) and Lew
(1961). The bounce averaged angular velocity of the guiding center of a particle is given
by:
ωgc =
3mc3β2γL
2qBoR2s
F(λm)
G(λm) = ±1.965 × 10
−5LE
(
E + 2mc2
E + mc2
) (F
G
)
(A.4)
By adopting a convention that the longitudinal velocity is positive for eastward drifts
and negative for westward drifts (in a reference frame corotating with the planet), the
positive sign is for positively charged ions, while the negative sign is for electrons. The
parameter (F/G) is an integral that is carried out over a latitudinal bounce period and can
be approximated by:
(F/G)−1 =
(
1.04675 + 0.45333sin2λm − 0.04675 e−6.34568sin2λm
)
(A.5)
The total angular velocity, ω, of the particle in an inertial frame is given by adding the
eastward drift, Ω, due to the corotating electric field, E=1
c
(Ω × r) × B. Therefore:
ω = fcΩ + ωgc (A.6)
For Ω we adopt the Voyager derived value of 1.637 10−4rad s−1. Our calculations are
not sensitive to the uncertainty or possible variability of this value. The dimensionless
parameter fc(L) ≡ fc corresponds to the corotation fraction at the approximate L-shell of
each moon (usually between 0.7 and 1.0).
A.4 Keplerian motion and relative motion to charged par-
ticles
The inclusion of formulas for the Keplerian motion in the calculations is important in
order to determine the relative plasma velocity as a function of L, aeq and E with respect
to the motion of the icy moons and rings.
The mean angular velocity of a neutral body in gravitational orbit around Saturn is:
ωk =
(GMs
a3
)1/2 (
1 − 3J2R
2
2a2
)−1/2
(A.7)
Using the given constants and with a in units of Rs, Equation A.7 becomes:
ωk =
4.1626 × 10−4
a3/2
(
1 +
1.25 × 10−2
a2
)
(A.8)
Most of the icy moons and ring structures at Saturn move on the same longitudinal
drift paths with the charged particles, due to the alignment of the magnetic moment and
rotational axis at Saturn. Therefore, the relative angular velocity between charged parti-
cles and gravitationally bounded neutral bodies is given by
ωrk = ( fcΩ + ωgc) − ωk (A.9)
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The angular velocity with respect to corotation is found by setting ωk = 0.
The interval between two consecutive encounters of a charged particle and a satellite
is
Trk = 2pi/(|(Ω + ωgc) − ωk|) (A.10)
For a zero energy charged particle that moves only due to the corotating electric field’s
action (ωgc = 0), a synchronous orbit (Ω = ωk) is achieved at a = 1.867Rs. This distance
is on top of Saturn’s main ring system. For a < 1.867Rs, Ω < ωk while for a > 1.867Rs,
Ω > ωk, assuming rigid corotation ( fc = 1). This means that for the distances in the Sat-
urnian magnetosphere considered in this study (2.5-9 Rs), the cold plasma always moves
faster than the icy moons and ring particulates. This is valid even for subcorotation as low
as ∼ 70% of the rigid.
For energetic plasma (E ' 5 keV) where gradient and curvature drifts start to become
important, relative velocities with respect to gravitationally bound objects is strongly de-
pendent from E and aeq.
Positively charged energetic ions always have ωgc in the direction of Ω and therefore
move faster than the cold plasma corotation speed. Therefore for ions outside 1.867 Rs,
ωrk > Ω − ωk always.
On the other hand, electrons have ωgc opposite to the direction of Ω. Then, ωrk can
be positive (eastward drift with respect to the Keplerian motion and ωrk < Ω − ωk), zero
(Keplerian resonant motion), or negative (westward drift with respect to the Keplerian
motion).
The value of the Keplerian resonant energy, Erk, can be found by setting ωrk=0 in
Equation A.9. This gives:
Erk = 0.5
[
E′ − 1.022 + (E′2 + 1.0444)1/2
]
, (A.11)
where the parameter E′ is expressed by:
E′ = 5.089 × 104( fcΩ − ωk)/(LF/G) (A.12)
The resonant energy with respect to corotation, Ers, can be found by Equations A.11
and A.12 if ωk is set to zero. Resonant ions can only occur within the zero energy corota-
tion distance of 1.867 Rs.
A.5 Bounce motion
The most important parameters to describe the latitudinal bounce motion are the bounce
period, Tb, and the latitude of the mirror points, λm. The latter can be estimated by solving
Equation A.3. The bounce period is estimated by solving the integral
Tb =
∮ ds
u‖
, (A.13)
which is carried out over the magnetic field line arc length s, for a round trip between the
mirror points. For a dipole field this integral can be reduced to
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Tb = 0.80413
L
β
H(aeq) = 0.80413 L(E + mc
2)
[E(E + 2mc2)]1/2 H(aeq) (A.14)
The parameter H(aeq) is an integral that has been found by Lenchek et al. (1961) to be
approximately
H(aeq) = 1.38 − 0.32(sinaeq + sin1/2aeq) (A.15)
A.6 Gyration motion
In the equatorial plane, where B = BoL−3, the relativistically corrected angular gyrofre-
quency of a charged particle is given by
ωg =
qBc
E + mc2
=
1.888 × 106
L3(E + mc2) , (A.16)
while the equatorial gyroperiod equals to 2pi/ωg. Finally, the equatorial gyroradius (radius
of the cylindrical surface on which the particle’s helical radius lies) can be calculated by
rg =
βc sinaeq
ωg
= 1.588 × 104 sinaeq L3[E(E + 2mc2)]1/2 (A.17)
Using these formulas, plots with values for the bounce-averaged drift velocity, the
gyroradius and the bounce period for electrons and ions of various energies are shown in
Figure A.1 as a function of L-shell.
A.7 Applicability of formulas
The given formulas are applicable for a pure dipole field, and therefore deviations are ex-
pected to increase with increasing L. Birmingham (1982) found that for L ' 7 deviations
start to become notable and that they peak between 8.5 and 15 Rs. Therefore formulas are
sufficient to study the interaction with moons and rings, most of which lie between 2.5
and 6.3 Rs. At Rhea’s distance (8.75 Rs) these formulas should be carefully treated.
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Figure A.1: (Top): Bounce averaged drift velocity at Saturn as a function of energy (see
legend) and L-shell. Black curves denote are for electrons and red curves for ions. All
values are for equatorial particles (90◦ pitch angle) and assuming rigid corotation, in an
inertial, Saturn-centered coordinate system. (Bottom left): Same plot for the gyroradius
of equatorial electrons and ions. (Bottom right) Bounce period of electrons and ions with
a pitch angle of 45◦. In all panels, the location of the various icy moon L-shells are
indicated with blue, dotted lines. The blue dashed line indicates the L-shell of the main
rings outer edge.
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